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0PREFACE
This report is submitted to the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration in fulfillment of Checchi and Company's work under
Contract NASW-1357.
The report is in two parts. Part One, "Report to Decision Makers,
summarizes the significant implications of five studies of improving
telecommunications in developing countries which Checchi has under-
taken during the last four years. Part Two, "Considerations for the
Design of Future Studies, " presents the lessons, concepts, and consider-
ations which emerged during the course of these studies, and which merit
consideration in the design of future studies.
Philco-Ford Corporation served as subcontractor to Checchi and
Company for certain technical portions of the study. The study was
directed by Harvey A. Lerner, Vice President of Checchi and Company.
The following professional staff members of Checchi and Company and
Philco-Ford Corporation made contributions to the report; Mr. William C.
Boesman (Checchi), Mr. Richard D. Abbott (Checchi), Mr. Blaine B.
Menth (Philco-Ford), and Mr. Robert C. Moore (Philco-Ford).
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REPORT TO DECISION MAKERS
e
CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
A. INTRODUCTION
In February of 1966, Checchi and Company submitted to NASA a
report on the practicality of establishing some minimum form of
satellite communications network for Africa by January 1, 1967, or
as soon as possible thereafter. This report was based on a "desk-
top" survey conducted in Washington during a period of four months.
The information available for this report was limited to that available
from published sources, from agencies of the United States Government,
and from contacts with U. S. telecommunications organizations.
In the intervening years, Checchi and Company has engaged in
four additional telecommunications studies dealing with nations in Africa.
These studies have included a survey on improving African telecommuni-
cations during the next decade and three economic,- technical, and financial
feasibility studies. The latter studies deal with:
-	 Improving the telecommunications system of the
Republic of Chad;
-	 Improving international communications among
Nigeria, Togo, Dahomey, Ghana, and the Ivory
1
4Coast by means of a microwave trunk route which
would connect satellite earth stations in Lagos and
Abidjan; and
Installing a satellite earth station in Ethiopia and
a microwave link between Ethiopia's two largest
cities, Addis Ababa and Asmara.
Each of these three feasibility studies included field surveys in
Africa. Each required a direct assessment of African telecom-
munications data, facilities, organization, personnel and policies.
It is now possible to return to our earlier work with a number
of insights concerning African telecommunications development,
the application of satellite communications to the needs of developing
re
	 countries, and the design of telecommunications studies. This
retrospective analysis yields lessons for further study, planning,
and action.
Part One of this report summarizes for decision makers the
significant implications of the studies of improving telecommunications
in developing countries which Checchi has undertaken during the
last four years. Part Two of this report sets forth for government
officials concerned with telecommunications development those
lessons, concepts, and considerations which merit consideration
in the design of future studies.
iv	
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the developing nations. It then summarizes the findings, study
methods, and principal lessons learned in five Checchi studies
dealing with telecommunications in Africa. Substantive problein3
requiring further study are identified, and principal policy issues
involved in improving telecommunications in developing countries
are discussed.
1.	 The Impact of Global Comsat on Developing Nations
"Global Comsat" is an international communications
system employing satellites to relay commercial telephone,
telegraph, telex, television, and other wervices between widely
separated locations on the earth. The role of Global Comsat,
in the family of international telecommunications systems, is
to transmit large volumes of traffic over long distances with a
minimal degradation in signal quality.
High frequency radio circuits can fulfill the same role
as satellite communications for voice and data transmitsions, but
are more subjee# 'to limitations on reliability, quality, and capacity.
Where relatively low volumes of traffic are involved, high frequency
3
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radio facilities can have substantial economic advantages over satellite
communications. Thus, for developing countries the selection of a
system to carry long-distance international communications can require
hard choices between quality and cost.
Telecommunications planners seldom start with a clean
slate, even in developing nations. The process of extending satellite
communications service into a country is essentially one of superimposing
an additional means of communic. tions upon existing telecommunications
systems and related legal, financial, operation, organizational, and
administrative agreements, which have been developed over a period of
many years. This superimposition factor introduces widespread com-
plexities into the process of establishing economically and technically
feasible locations for satellite earth stations and for planning other
telecommunications improvements.
The prospects for the viability of satellite earth stations
often can be improved if groups of developing nations agree- to share
common earth stations rather than to install international communica-
tions systems which are essentially independent of each other. In such
cases, high quality international terrestrial links are required to feed
international traffic to, and distribute international traffic from, a
common earth station.
4
tIntroducing an international terrestrial link presents problems
not unlike those of initiating fundamental changes in multilateral trade
arrangements. In addition, it requires an assessment of the impact
which a rapidly changiul4techhology nmy:hkve=on the interests-o€ plar-
ticuiar countries. International terrestrial links require agreement of
two or more nations, whereas a single nation canrpurchase^ntearth
station. Given political realities affecting many developing countries,
a considerable effort would be required in order to achieve substantial
groupings of developing nations in common earth station tributary areas.
The installation of a satellite earth station represents a
large and complicated undertaking for most developing countries. In
the short run, the effort is likely to divert financial, technical, and
managerial resources from other undertakings. In the long run, however,
it may stimulate a range of domestic improvements including the instal-
lation of high quality interurban links and the upgrading of urban service.
Once a high quality international communications system has been installed
within a country, there is a substantial incentive to achieve high quality
service on those portions of the domestic system which serve the users
of international services.
International communications are very profitable to developing
nations, usually mh more so than domestic services. This important
consideration cuts two rays in terms of the financial relationships
ibetween a nation" s international and domestic systems. if the earth station
investment is a well conceived one, it can increase the profitability of inter-
national traffic thereby providing a source of additional funds for telecom-
munications development of all types. On the other hand, if the earth station
reducas the profitability of international traffic, it can cut the amounts of
internally generated funds available for national telecommunications develcn-
ment.
An economic evaluation of an earth station thus should not stop
with a determination that it will "break even" at an early year. The key
financial question is not merely whether an earth station will be profitable
in itself. Rather, it is whether an earth station will be more profitable
than other types of international communications systems, taking into con-
sideration its entire useful life.
2.	 Telecommunications in Africa: Five Studies in Retrospect
The five Checchi and Company studies reviewed in this report
include a survey of improving African telecommunications in the next decade,
a survey of the prospects for a minimum program of satellite communications
development to be rapidly implemented in Africa, a feasibility study of im-
proving the telecommunications of the Republic of Chad, a feasibility study
of improving international communications among five West African nations,
and a feasibility study of a satellite earth station and interurban microwave
link in Ethiopia. Principal findings and conclusions of these five studies
are outlined below.
6
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;-	 a.	 Impravina African Telecommunications in the
Next Decade (1966)
African telecommunications were found to be
characterized by the following significant features:
-	 Heavy dependence upon high frequency (short wave) radio,
both for national and international circuits;
-	 Heavy dependence upon communications to European
capitals--principally London and Paris--for the relay of
traffic from one African nation to another;
-	 Almost total absence of an organized inter-African telecom-
munications network structure;
-	 Conspicuous deficiencies in both the availability and quality
of telecommunications;
-	 An enormous shortage of trained indigenous technical
personnel in most African countries;
-	 Chronic lack of internal capital needed to finance the
necessary improvements in telecommunications; and
Dominance of political considerations over economic
considerations in decision-making processes in telecom-
munications planning.
Africa does not thus far have an lei
program for telecommunications development, and although there have
ir
been efforts at continental and regional planning, an over-all network
plan has not been developed. Nor has a demonstrably effective means
yet emerged for implementing African telecommunications projects in
an integrated fashion.
Most international traffic generated in African
countries was found to have its origin in relatively few African cities
and its destination either in neighboring countries or in Europe. Traffic
between countries: located in different regions in Africa was_foundto be
relatively insignificant.
On the whole, the interregional features of
African telecommunications projects yield the least promise of important
payoffs in terms of financial viability and development. It may be
anticipated that interregional and even regional communications systems
in Africa will develop most satisfactorily as adjuncts to systems which
have been designed principally to carry intercity traffic or intercontinental
traffic.
b. Minimum Africa Program (1966)
A survey of the prospects for a minimum program of
satellite communications development, to be rapidly implemented in
Africa on the basis of 1966 funding, found seven locations at which earth
stations would break even by 1972:
-8
Station Location
Dakar, Senegal
Abidjan, Ivory Coast
Lagos, Nigeria
Brazzaville, Congo
Nairobi, Kenya
Nations to be Served
Senegal, Gambia
Ivory Coast, Upper Volta,
Niger
Nigeria, Dahomey, Togo
Congo (Brazzaville), Congo
(Kinshasa)
Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda,
Burundi, Rwanda
Khartoum, Sudan	 Sudan
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia	 Ethiopia
None of these earth stations was funded in 1966, and
none is presently in operation. Checchi's subsequent study of the
feasibility of a satellite earth station in Ethiopia confirmed that an
earth station near Addis Ababa would show a surplus in 1972. However,
the study concluded that the earth station should be deferred to the
middle or late 1970's because continued use of high frequency radio
communications constituted a financially preferable alternative. Sub-
stantial shortcomings in ITU international traffic statistics used in the
Minimum Africa Program report were found during the course of
several feasibility studies.
The intervening years have demonstrated the vast
difference between paper planning and tangible accomplishment in
9
African telecommunications development. Announced dates for future
earth station operations may be based upon very little economic and
technical analysis. Even where there has been a solid planning effort,
political instability or difficulties in obtaining needed financing can
push target dates substantially forw.rd in time. Costs are also subject
to considerable change as projects move from planning, to initial
contract arrangements, to final completion.
C.	 Improving Telecommunications in Chad (1967
Checchi's study of the economic, technical, and
financial feasibility of improving telecommunications in the Republic
of Chad dealt with a landlocked African nation in an early stage of
development. Chad is bordered by Cameroon, Nigeria, Niger, Libya,
Sudan, and the Central African Republic.
All Chad's international communications employed
high frequency radio circuits. Access to high quality international
communications facilities would have required (1) installation of a
satellite earth station in West Africa, and (2) improved high quality national
networks in Nigeria or the Cameroon network. Given the magnitude
aid composition of Chad's international traffic, and the status of
communications development in bordering nations, continued use of high
frequency circuits represented the only economical means of handling
international traffic immediately available,
10
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Improvements in Chad's domestic communications
system were found to be necessary and feasible. These improvements
included installation of an automatic telephone exchange, improved high
frequency radio facilities, and a dual diversity troposcatter link to
serve interurban traffic. .
Changes in the organization of the telecommunications
agency, its functions, and: its -personnel ^programs were-fbund to be essential
to the success of the proposed technical expansion. These changes
included providing additional headquarters staff, establishing regional
field staffs, and making needed adjustments in financial practices.
Government agencies and businesses (many of them
operated by foreigners) were found to be the principal users of tele-
communications services in Chad. Only in the case of domestic
telegraph traffic did 'die general public constitute a significant user.
Lack of satisfactory telecommunications services was found to be
retarding the growth of the market sector of the Chad economy.
An examination of principal economic activities and
development plans provided useful inputs to an econometric traffic
forecasting model, which was developed in ordsr- to fiU s; in : the avail-
able data, The study identified the nature of benefits- xdgch teldseco pica
tions improvement would bring to the Chad economy. However, it was
11
able to quantify only those benefits which would accrue directly to
the telecommunications agency in the form of additional revenues.
d.	 Inte
The basic purpose of this study was to determine the
economic, technical, and financial feasibility of improving international
telecommunications among the five West African nations by providing an
integrated, multi-channel network extending along the coastal area
from Lagos, Nigeria to Abidjan, Ivory Coast. It was assumed that
satellite earth static n g would be installed in Lagos and Abidjan to
coincide with the avL lability of the international ground network.
Each of the five countries was found to use high frequency
radio circuits for its intercontinental and African satellite candidate
traffic. Overhead wire, VHF radio and submarine cable, as well as
HF radio, were used for traffic among the five countries.
Organizational responsibility for international telecom-
munications varied among the five countries. Nigeria's international
communications were handled largely by Nigerian External Telecommuni-
cations, Limited, an entity jointly owned by the Government of Nigeria
anti a British public corporation. A French publicenterprise awned
and operated most of the international facilities in Dahomey, Togo,
and the Ivory Coast. All international circuits in Ghana we
operated by the External Telecommunications Service in the Ministry
12
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cf Communications. In each of the countries, except Ghana, the national
telecommunications administration operated some international circuits.
The study revealed international telecommunications
constraints of three types: outages on cxisting telecommunications
i	 facilities; lack of circuits to desired locations; and deficiencies relating
to the promptness and quality of service. The existence of these con-
straints and the prospects for the growth of the economic activities
which generate telecommunications requirements indicated a need for
improved facilities. A dual diversity microwave system extending from
Nigeria to the Ivory Coast was found to be fez _ible.
A number of special problems of methodology were
posed by the multinational nature of the study. These included: conflicting
international traffic data; nonparallel rate structures; rate splitting
arrangements; and selection of the appropriate cost-benefit methodology.
It was possible to find suitable solutions for these and other problems,
although not without considerable difficulty.
The West African telecommunications study was
designed on the premise that it was meaningful to evaluate the international
trunk route as a self-contained entity. It was thought that the study need
not include any detailed analysis of (1) the domestic telecommunications
systems of the five countries involved, (2) the economics of the satellite
13
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earth stations in the Ivory Coast and Nigeria, or (3) international traffic
not expected to utilize the trunk route. It was expected that relation-
ships with domestic systems and the satellite earth stations could be
limited to estimating traffic requirements -at system. interfaces, and
that the analysis of telecommunications traffic not expected to use the
international trunk route was irrelevant to trunk route evaluation.
In retrospect, it appears that the scope of the study
was too narrowly drawn for the circumstances found to exist in West
Africa. Questions of national telecommunications organization, use
of displaced equipment, location of constraints on international systems,
and earth station economics were found to have extensive ramifications.
Fortunately, the feasibility of the West African trunk
route did not turn out to be a close question. Quite clearly, the project
would be an attractive one in terms of its financial viability and in terms
of its impact on economic activity. Had the project been more marginal,
however, it is doubtful that it could have been properly evaluated without
expanding the scope of the study.
A study which attempts to insulate analysis of inter-
national services from domestic services runs a danger of producing
unbalanced or even misleading results. Rather than attempting "self-
contained" analysis, it is believed that studies of this type should
14
squarely address strategic relationships among the basic elements of
each nation's telecommunications structure.
e.	 Ethiopia Telecommunications Study (1969)
The purpose of this study was to determine the
economic, technical, and financial feasibility of two investment projects:
a satellite earth station for Ethiopia; and improvements in the-existing
link between Ethiopia's two largest cities, Addis Ababa and Asmara.
The study was based on the assumption that satellite earth stations
would be installed in Nigeria, the Ivory Coast, and East Africa by 1972.
It was also assumed that representatives of foreign governments in Ethiopia
utilizing private international communications systems, would not use
an Ethiopian satellite earth station for their traffic.
Ethiopia's international telecommunications services
were found to be far more profitable than its domestic services. In
1966, international services represented only 27 percent of the revenues
of the telecommunications administration,: but accounted for approximately
70 percent of its profits. The portion of international services which
would be carried by a satellite earth station represented less than 17
percent of the revenues of the telecommunications adml ytraUon, 'bixt
accounted for about 46 percent of its profits.
--15
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It was found that a satellite earth station could
contribute to the administration's net income in the year 1972.
However, this contribution would be much smaller than that which
would be made by continuing to operate HF facilities. An earth
station installation in 1972 would cause the administration to forego
well over $2, 000, 000 of pro#t is nft early	 of
Accordingly, itiwas recommended that the earth station investment
be deferred until the middle or late 19701s.
A microwave trunk route which would serve Addis Ababa,
Asmara, and principal intervening cities was found to be economically,
tec._ dcally, and financially feasible.
Developing countries are, as a general proposition, in
need of improved telecommunications systems. But is it not
axiomatic that they require "high quality" communications in all
instances. In retrospect, it appears that the very notion of "a
satellite earth station feasibility study" for a developing nation is
somewhat suspect. The very formulation of the study implies
prejudgments as to which portions;of a nation's international
services are in need of improvement and which technical means
are most appropriate for this purpose. An analysis of the economic,
technical, and financial feasiW-iW of improving Ethiopia's international
high frequency facilities was„, strictly speaking, outside the scope
of the Checchi study. The HF option could only be explored to the
16
T{-	 extent necessary to establish whether the answer to the earth station
alternative was "yes" or "no".
A more tentative and balanced approach to earth
station studies in developing nations may well be desirable. Such studies
could be framed in terms of "improving international telecommunications"
or some other formulation which enables the development of any
constructive alternatives which emerge from the analysis. Indeed, there
would be considerable merit in a study which required the analysis to
present in some detail both the best earth station solution and the best
high frequency radio solution for a country in an early stage of develop-
ment.
3.	 Substantive Problems Requiring Further Stud
a. Adequacy of the Telecommunications Data Base
Readily available basic data on international communi-
cE.tions in developing countries are ar less complete,- rbllsble,-and
detailed than theptcould be First steps- tdw&rd # aprovezAent of the"telecom-
munications data base should include classification of data sources;
identification of principal data limitations of each source; compilation
of methods of cross-checking, reconciling, and establishing the reliability
of data; and recommendations for impr9wements m those- portions of the 4ata
base which are most important to telecommunications studies.
17
0b.	 Rate Structure and Revenue Sharing Problems
There are substantial variations in rate structures
and revenue sharing arrangements evident throughout the developing
world. Anomalies exist both within the international rate structures
of individual countries and in the rate structure patterns prevailing
among countries. Rate structure and revenue sharing problems con-
stitute a significant impediment to regional cooperation among develop-
ing nations and pose substantial difficulties for telecommunications
analysis.
Future study of these problems should include evalu-
ation of principal factors influencing rate structures and revenue
sharing arrangements, analysis of cost-price relationships important
to negotiations, and identification of techniques for resolving rate
structure and revenue sharing problems typically confronted by develop-
ing nations.
C.	 Forecasting Methods
Previous work on methods of forecasting telecom-
munications traffic in developing nations should be brought together
and analyzed in a comprehensive fashion. Additional work is needed
on the "impulse jump", -!he phenamenowr iehich occurs-when rove-
menu release suppressed demand for telecommunications services.
r
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Gravity models can be used to predict traffic between population
centers in terms of their respective sizes and spatial separation. They
are particularly helpful when historical data is incomplete.
The importance of retrospective studies of telecom-
munications forecasts and traffic patterns cannot be understated. It is
important to evaluate just how accurate telecommunications forecasts
for developing countries turn out to be and, insofar as possible, to
identify the reasons for differences between forecasts and traffic levels
which are registered subsequently.
d.	 Relationships Between Telecommunications
Development and Economic Growth
Relationships between telecommunications develop
ment and economic growth have not thus far been adequately explored
in economic terms. It is particularly difficult to assess the impact of
telecommunications development on economic growth. A satisfactory
treatment of the subject would require (1) detailed studies of traffic
magnitudes, costs, business functions, and cost-savings associated
with telecommunications services used by specific industries pr o#r
economic activities, and (2) an examination of interindustry relationships.
Until substantial efforts along these lines are made, the prospects for
comprehensive, meaningful estimates of the impact of telecommunica-
tions projects on economic growth are slim.
-19
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4.	 Policy Issues
a.	 The Information Problem
There is evidence that decision makers are not
obtaining information which they need in order to reach fully informed
conclusions on proposed telecommunications projects in developing
countries. There may in fact be important omissions and unidentified
biases in the project and program evaluations which they receive.
The information problem has three principal aspects.
First, decision makers xaay not be fully alerted to the unreliability of
data underlying a given evaluation. Second, they may be unaware that
the projections of future performance which they have received are
strongly influenced by assumptions which can be, but may not have been
tested. Third, the basic structure of the analysis may omit considera-
tions which are important to sound decision making, or may give
di.spropgTflpnate.°weight tiz onsiderations-which are of limited-
importance.
The information problem can be dealt with in a
number of ways. First, there can be an effort to promote a general
understanding among decision makers that the problem does indeed
exist. Second, decision makers can raise hard and $earehittgkA eftions
before accepting the results of a project or program evaluation which
hau been premnted to thfi as 'a baeiV for act3vr '
_ .-	
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iFinally, an effort ^.an be mounted to improve the
reliability of telecommunications studies in the developing nations.
Telecommunications statistics can be improved. Methods of analysis
can be refined,- and abetter formulation of -the contents of a telecom-
munications study can be developed. Rbtrospective studies can check
predictions against realities.
It should be recognized that the art of evaluating
satellite earth stations and related projects in developing countries is
itself in its infancy. Substantial effort will be required before methods
of analysis are brought to the point where they can be regarded as
both sound and generally understood.
b.	 The Regional Integration Problem
International telecommunications projects have a
potential for contributing to regional integration in developing areas.
However, they can encounter substantial difficulties arising from
periods of friction between neighbors and from considerations of
national interest.
Regional projects can raise hard questions of financial
returns, operational capabilities, national prestige and even national
security. Moreover, they may impact in significant ways on national
communications systems and telecommunications relationships with
nations which are not members of the regional grouping.
IF
Telecommunications technology does not necessarily
impel regional groupings. Indeed, unless significant countervailing
forces are set in motion, the prospects are for a proliferation of satellite
earth stations, rather than for substantial regional groupings.
If this trend is to be counteracted, an effective
organizational advocate for regional groupings will be required. To
be truly effective, suoh l
 an organization must combine control 3over sub-
stantial funds with significant analytical and negotiating skills.
C.	 The Uncertataty Problem
Telecommunications technology is a product of an
industrial society. It is no simple task to apply this technology to
developing nations in a way that is appropriate to their special needs
and circumstances. There is no doubt that, properly directed, satellite
communications and other modern telecommunications systems can
make a very significant contribution to the developing world. There
is also a danger that the cumulative effects of entrepreneurial optimism,
national pride, and incomplete analysis may lead to the installation of:
telecommunications systems in developing nations which are, in fact,
poor choices from technical, economic, or financial viewpoints. The
decision maker is confronted with the need for decisions in an environ-
ment that inevitably contains uncertainties and risks. The cause of
_ 22
development can be harmed just as much by a failure to undertake a
needed communications project as it can by the installation of a project
which is poorly suited to a country's needs.
Proposed telecommunications projects generally
involve fairly sophisticated financial considerations. The danger may
not be that a project will stand idle, or will fail to make money. Rather,
the choice may be between a prestigious but moderately profitable
system, and an alternative which is, although- substantially more profitable,
also more pedestrian. The consequences of error in choice thus may
not be obviously disastrous, but instead may manifest themselves in
more subtle forms.
d.	 The Organization Problem
The structure, management, ownership, and scope
of responsibilities of the operating organization can be important
ingredients in decision malting. The relative success of the pertinent
alternatives may be heavily dependent on the technical and managerial
capabilities of the organization responsible for the operation of the
system. If the responsible organization is operated as a conventional
government ministry or agency, the relative success of the project will
impact on the revenues and expenditures of the national government. This
impact may not be highly visible and indeed may not affect the budget
of the government entity involved. it would, of course, erect the
23
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government's financial position and the country's economy. If the
organization is an external telecommunications agency partly or wholly
owned by foreign interests, the relative success of the project may be
expected to impact on external communications only, and thus affect
owners in proportion to their ownership shares. If the organization
is a financially self-sustaining national administration with responsibility
for both international and domestic services, the relative success of
the project may impact throughout the national telecommunications
structure and have a direct effect on the morale and functioning of the
organization itself. In weighing the imponderables implicit in most
telecommunications projects in developing countries, it is appropriate
for decision makers not only to consider whether a proposed project
is a promising one, but also to take- into account the nature- of the
organization on which the project's success or failure will impact.
24
aCHAPTER TWO
THE IMPACT OF GLOBAL COMSAT ON
DEVELOPING NATIONS
A. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to describe what Global Comsat is,
how it works, and how it may be expected to impact on th - telecommunications
systems of developing nations.
Section B provides a brief and nontechnical explanation of the inter-
national satellite communications system, the International Telecommunications
Satellite Consortium, the Intelsat satellite program, and the status of satellite
earth station development.
Section C describes the specialized role of Global Comsat in the family
of international communications systems.
Section D examines the impact of satellite communication p on the develop-
ment of international terrestrial links.
Section E discusses the impact of satellite communications on the
development of national communications systems.
B. GLOBAL COMSAT
'I Global Comsat" is an international communications system employing
satellites to relay commercial telephone, telegraph, telex, television, and
other services between widely separated locations on the earth.
^
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Each satelli a used for Global Comsat is placed in an orbit which
is approximately 22, 3 0 miles above the equator. At that altitude, the
satellite can communicate with earth stations located as far apart as 10, 000
miles on the earth's surface. The satellite's motion is synchronous with
the earth's rotation in its equatorial orbit. Consequently, it appears to be
stationary in relation to the earth stations whose traffic it relays.
The satellite is chiefly comprised of antennas for receiving the intended
signals from properly equipped earth stations, amplifiers for boosting the
signal power, and antennas for transmitting the amplified signals back to
earth. The radio frequencies utilized for transmission in Global Comsat
are in the microwave range, and propagate in substantially straight lines.
Thus, effective communications are provided only between earth stations
which can "see" the same satellite.
There are preferred locations for the synchronous satellites. One
such location is over the South Atlantic Ocean. This satellite provides a relay
point for traffic among eastern North America, South America, Europe, and
Africa. Another location, over the Pacific, provides a relay point for traffic
among western North America, Hawaii, Australia, and eastern Asia. An
Indian Ocean satellite will relay traffic among the United Kingdom and Europe,
Africa, the Arabian peninsula, the Indian F zbcontinent, southeast Asia, Japan
and Australia.
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Earth stations employ dish-shaped antennas for both trans-
mission to and reception from a given satellite. Interference
between transmitted and received signals is avoided by the use of a
frequency separation band between them. Some earth stations will
employ more than one antenna to provide service via two satellites.
For example, some stations in Europe will handle traffic to North
America via the Atlantic satellite, and will also handle traffic to
Asia via the Indian Ocean satellite. However .  no satisfactory voice
service is possible at present utilizing two satellite links connected
in any manner. This means that earth stations communicate directly
only with those other earth stations which access the same satellite.
The International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium
(Intelsat) is a group of nations organized to define, establish, and
maintain an- international satdllite communications'system. The
United States has played an important Tole in. the formation and
proceedai -^af this group to--elate.
Intelsat has employed the Communications Satellite Corporation
(C(3msat} to manage the system. Comsat's management functions
include technological development, satellite procurement, launch
and control, satellite usage management, and rate determination.
Comsat owns no earth stations outside the United States or its
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tterritories. Stations in other countries are owned by their
respective governments, or by internal organizations.
The evolution of commercial communications satellite
technology has progressed to the third generation. Intelsat I was
launched in 1965, Intelsat II launches were in 1967, and Intelsat III
launches began in September 1968.
One Intelsat HI satellite is now positioned over the Atlantic,
and the other over the Pacific. Each has the capacity of relaying
simultaneously 1, 200 two-way voice channels, or four television
channels. The expected useful life of the satellites is about five
V years.
It Two more Intelsat III launches are planned for 1969. One
will place an additional satellite over the Atlantic Ocean because
of the heavy traffic in that area, and the other will place a satellite
over the Indian Ocean for traffic between Asia, Africa, and Europe.
Intelsat III satellites are utilized with the frequency division
ti
form of multiplex operation (FDM), similar to that employed in
conventional ground-based commercial microwave relay systems.
A number of earth stations may utilize a given satellite simultaneously
by means of frequency division multiple access (FDMA)>
 For his
purpose, the transmission o each=#ermi llm on a carer 	 uency
different from those use&by.other erm s.
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rIn view of projected traffic expansion, Comsat Corporation
has a continuing program of development to provide and deploy
commercial satellites of increased capabilities. Intelsat IV is
under contract. Deliveries will begin in 1971. This satellite
will accommodate 5, 000 telephone channels and will incorporate a
number of technical improvements.
The first group of stations to operate under Global Comsat
were located in England, France, Italy, West Germany, and the
United States. As of the end of 1968, earth terminals in ten other
countries or areas were operating in: -Australia--) - C-
Hawaii, Japan, Mexico-;Panama; :the Philippines,	 n a-
Tba.iland  -. 7-he  United States rives has six= stations in - Maine
Washington, Hawaii, California, West Virginia and Puerto Rico.
During 1969, terminals currently under contract are scheduled to
become operational in twelveadditional eauntr es: Argentina,
Bahrain, Brazil, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Iran, Kuwait,
Lebanon, Morocco, Peru, and Taiwan. Stations in Colombia,
Greece, Kenya, Korea, and South Vietnam are under contract.
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C. GLOBAL COMSAT AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
DEVELOPMENT FOR DEVELOPING NATIONS
The role of Global Cumsat, in the family of international
telecommunications systems, is to transmit large volumes of traffic
over long distances with a minimal degradation in signal quality.
Normally, the distances must be in excess of 1, 000 to 1, 500 miles,
and the traffic volume must occupy at least eight to ten voice channels.
Otherwise, other transmission systems (often microwave systems)
may be better choices from a cost-effectiveness standpoint. Thus,
in developing countries satellite communications facilities are
almost exclusively restricted to the transmission of international
and intercontinental traffic between earth stations located at
relatively large population centers which have substantial economic
significance within their respective regions.
High frequency radio circuits can fulfill much the same role
as satellite communications for normal and data transmissions, 1
but are more subject to limitations on reliability, quality, and
capacity. Where relatively low volumes of traffic are involved,
high frequency radio facilities can have substantial economic
advantages over satellite communications. Thus, for developing
1 Where television transmission is required, HF radio is not a
feasible alternative because of its limited bandwidth.
2 See International Radio.Cbahve=Cntee, .Wflrking_-=
Group III-A, on An Improved Transmission aten"OrMas=
Over HF Radiotelephone Circuits (Document III 72-E, October 18,
1968).
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countries the selection of a system to carry long-distance international
communications can require hard choices between quality and cost.
Submarine cables also can fulfill much the same role as satellite
communications, and provide equivalent quality. However, the terminals
for such cables are restricted to coastal locations. In addition, at the
present time, submarine cable costs are generally higher than satellite
communications costs. It is possible that new technology will permit
cables to become cost-competitive with satellite links,. particularly for
very heavy volumes of traffic. However, satellite communications are
likely to represent a more economical "high quality" mode for many
developing nations for a considerable period of time.
Telecommunications planners seldom start with a clean slate even
in developing nations. The process of extending satellite communications
service into a country is essentially one of superimposing an additional
means of communications upon existing telecommunications systems,
and the related legal, financial, operational, organ atxml, land adminis-
trative agreements which have been developed over a period of many
years. This superimposition factor introduces widespread complexities
into the process of establishing economically and technically feasible
locations for satellite earth stations and of ,plg,otter-teonun>--
cations improvements. bather Xacdww -,vtpaxtE aUx Est for d
nations are described-it.	 =folLUW1 -:eeatWns.
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D. IMPACT OF SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS ON THE
DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL TERRESTRIAL LINKS
The prospects for the viability of satellite earth stations often can
be improved if groups of developing nations agree to share common earth
stations rather than to install international communications systems which
are essentially independent of each other. In such cases, high quality
international terrestrial .links are required to feed international traffic
to, and distribute international traffic from, a common earth staticn. In
many cases, terrestrial links which serve a common earth station can
perform other important functions as well. They can carry non-satellite
international traffic among the countries which they link together. High
quality links can carry domestic interurban traffic among principal cities
along the route. They can, in fact, provide a stimulus for a general
rationalization and improvement of the national telecommunications
systems through which the link passes. In theory, installation of a
carefully conceived configuration of earth stations and international
terrestrial links could result in truly integrated continental networks.
International terrestrial links are, in many ways, the most
complex and problematic ingredients in regional or continental telecom-
munications planning. They illustrate, perhaps better than does the
global system itself, the vast difficulties and opp artunities which a
revolution in telecommunications technology has posed for developing
0I
Consider the case of a West African international trunk route
connecting Ghana, Togo, and Dahomey to satellite earth stations in Nigeria
and the Ivory Coast. 1 Such a trunk route would require cooperation
among countries whose international telecommunications systems
have greatly different rate structures, preferential arrangements,
technical capabilities, and organizational practices. For Ghana, Togo,
and Dahomey, these nations which would use other countries' earth stations,
greater dependence on the performance of their neighbors' facilities and
technical personnel would go hand in hand with improving the quality of their
international communications. Rates and rate splitting arrangements,
which have been largely based upon high frequency radio for long distance
communications, would have to be adjusted for the microwave-satellite modes.
New arrangements will be required within the countries themselves as to
the functions of organizations responsible for domestic and external
communications. The West African countries may have to fully reassess
their telecommunications relationships with other African countries, Great
Britain, France, and other nations, as well as with themselves. The : --
1 For a discussion of the Checchi study of improving international
communications in West Africa, see Section E of Chapter Three.
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ragreements which must be made among all these groups will necessarily
be conditioned by a certain amount of uncertainty concerning traffic
volumes, revenues, and technical per lormance.
Introducing an international terrestrial link presents problems
not unlike those of initiating fundamental changes in multilateral trade
arrangements. In addition, it requires an assessment of the impact which
a rapidly changing technology may have on the interests of particular
countries. There are substantial gaps in informa'161on concerning telecom-
munications in developing countries. There is a shortage of indigenous
personnel who can confidently evaluate the interests of each country in multi-
lateral arrangements.
International terrestrial links require agreement of two or more
nations, whereas a single nation can purchase an earth station. Given
political realities affecting many developing countries, the prospects are
for a proliferation of earth stations serving single- nations r or small groups-
of nations, rather than for substantial regional gro,ipings of developing countries
in common earth station tributary areas. A substantial and carefully con-
ceived effort would be required to reverse this trend.
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fE. IMPACT OF SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS ON THE
DEVELOPMENT OF DOMESTIC COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
it was suggested in the previous section that international terrestrial
communications, which connect a group of developing nations with a satellite
earth station, can at the same time serve domestic communications systems.
Indeed, installing international links can often stimulate, if not require, a
reassessment of the entire domestic communications structure. The
installation of a satellite earth station may have much the same effect on
a domestic communications system, even where international terrestrial
links are not envisioned.
The installation of a satellite earth station represents a substantial
and complicated undertaking for most developing countries. In the short
run, the effort is likely to divert financial, technical, and managerial
resources from other undertakings. In the long run, however, it may
stimulate a range of domestic improvements including the installation of
high quality interurban links and the upgrading of urban service. Once a
high quality international communications system has been installed within a
country, there is a substantial incentive to achieve high quality service on
those portions of the domestic system which serve the users of international
services.
International communications are very profitable to developing nations,
usually much more so than domestic services. This important consideration
35
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rcuts two ways in terms of the financial relationships between a nation's
international and domestic systems. If an earth station investment is a
well conceived one, it can increase the profitability of international traffic, often
providing a source of additional funds for telecommunications development of
all types. On the other hand, if an earth station reduces the profitability of
international traffic, it can cut the amounts of internally gener#Aed funds
available for national telecommunications development.
An economic evaluation of an earth station thus should not stop with a
determination that it will "break even" at an early year. The financial ques-
tion is not merely whether an earth station will be profitable in itself. Rather,
it is whether the station will be more profitable than other types of inter-
national communications systems, takin into consideration its entire useful
life.
In countries where international communications are handled by a sep-
arate and/or foreign organization, the installation of an earth station affords
a good opportunity to raise the question of national telecommunications organi-
zation. If domestic and international communications are combined in a
single organization, it should be possible to operate telecommunications ser-
vices on an independent and self-sustaining basis in developing countries.
In countries where this approach has not been adopted, it should be con-
sidered in connection with earth station installs#on.
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CHAPTER THREE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN AFRICA:
FIVE STUDIES IN RETROSPECT
A. INTRODU CTION
The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the results of five
studies of African telecommunications development which were performed
by Checchi and Company during the years 1965 through 1969. Each of the
five studies is described briefly and its principal findings are set forth.
Study methods are then summarized and retrospective comments are made
on significant study elements.
Section B examines the survey of the future of African telecommuni-
cations development 1 performed for the Agency for International Develop-
ment in 1966.
Section C discusses the Minimum Africa Program report. 2 The report
represented a portion of the study of the application of satellite communi-
cations to the needs of developing countries performed for the National Aero-
nautics and Spac - A3ministration and the Agency for International Develop-
ment in 1965-66.
I	 Improving African Telecommunications During the Next Deewb (PIO)T
698-6-61211396) Washington: AID; July, 1966. This study is discussed
first for purposes of exposition.
2	 Study of the Application of Satellftc: Communications for Under-Developed
Nations, Interim Report (NASW-1357) Washington: NASA; February 25,
1966.
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1Section D summarizes an economic, technical, and financial feasibility
study of improving telecommunications in the Republic of Chad. 1 This study
was performed for the Agency for International Development in 1966-1967.
Section E discusses a study of the economic, technical, and financial
feasibility of an international microwave trunk route in West Africa. 2 This
study was performed for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
and the Agency for International Development in 1967-1968.
Section F examines the study of the economic, technical, and financial
feasibility of a satellite earth station and microwave trunk route for Ethiopia. 3
This study was performed for the Agency for International Development in
1967-1968.
B. IMPROVING AFRICAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS DURING THE
NEXT DECADE (1966)
This report surveyed African telecommunications systems and set
forth a ten-year program of telecommunications development for Africa.
1.	 Principal Findings
African telecommunications were found to be characterized by
the following significant features:
1 A Study of the Economic and Technical Feasibility of Improving Tele-
communications in the Republic of Chad, (AID/AFR-433) Washington:
AID, May, 1967.
2 A Study of the Economic and Technical Feasibility of Improving Inter-
national Telecommunications in West Africa (NASW-1357) Washinggin:
NASA /AID, October, 1968.
3	 The Ethiopia Telecommunications Study (AID/AFR 522) Washington.
AID, May, 1969.
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-	 Heavy dependence upon high frequency (short wave) radio,
both for national and international circuits;
Z.
Heavy dependence upon communications to European capitals
--principally London and Paris--for the relay of traffic from
one African nation to another;
Almost total absence of an organized inter-African network
structure;
Conspicuous deficiencies in both the availability and quality
of telecommunications;
-	 An enormous shortage of trained indigenous technical personnel
in most African countries;
-	 Chronic lack of internal capital needed to finance the necessary
improvements in telecommunications; and
Dominance of political considerations over economic con-
siderations in decision making.=-processes in telecomm#a -t_
tions planning.
Most international traffic generated in African countries was
found to have its origin in relatively few African cities and its destination
either in neighboring countries or in Europe. Traffic between countries
located in different regions in Africa was found to be relatively insigni-
fictnt.
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The most promising prospects for development of African com-
munications lie in systems whose principal revenues are derived from
•r
intercity or intercontinental traffic, but which also have the capacity to
transmit traffic among regions of Africa: Satellite- earth stations-fall
into this category.
A telecommunications program amounting to some $430 million
for the next decade was proposed as an alternative to the ten-year, one
billion dollar program formulate-d in. 1964-by a joint committee of the
Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) and the International Telecommuni-
cation Union (ITU).
The -Checchi study found that achieving an integrated African tele-
communications network, as distinguished from piecemeal development, would
be very difficult. The study suggested that donors and other funding sources
could develop a basic telecommunications plan for Africa roughly analogous
to the national defense highway system plan in the United States. Financial
assistance could then be granted to individual nations or groups of nations
to implement portions of the plan in a timely and rational manner.
It was concluded that telecommunications projects in Africa
should usually pay for themselves. Thus, when a project foi regional or
continental communications does not appear to be financially self-sustaining,
a rationale based on "Pan Africanism" or "regional solidarity" deserves
skeptical scrutiny.
Aft
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2. Principal Study Methods
The present state of telecommunications was reviewed first
ron a general continental basis and thenTor African regions individually.
Selected studies of African telecommunications were assessed. Parti-
cular attention was given to the ECA/ITU projection (1964) which formu-
lated a billion dollar ten-year program for African development. An
approach to an integrated program of telecommunications development was
then described in terms of required surveys, personnel programs, invest-
ment in fixed assets, implementation time, and capital assets.
3. The Study in Retrospect
As shown in Exhibit One, the Checchi study provided a program
which differed in size and basic orientation from the 1964 ECA/ITU program
for African development. The latter program was characterized as too
optimistic given the manpower, budget, and political constraints present
in the African environment. The Checchi program placed less emphasis
on interregional microwave routes than did the ECA/ITU plan and gave
greater relative importance to domestic requirements.
Checchi's subsequent studies have tended to confirm the find-
ings of Improving African Telecommunications in the Next Decade. African
economies are basically oriented toward Europe and the United States rather
than toward each other. Principal economic flows occur (1) between the
`41
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EXHIBIT ONE
COMPARISON OF PROGRAM LEVELS AND ELEMENTS
(Millions of U. S_ Dollars)
ECA/ITU	 Checchi
Program	 Program
Percentage	 Percentage
Element Funding of Total Funding of Total
I.	 Pre-investment Surveys and
Technical Field Studies 5.0 .5 5.0 1.2	 s
II.	 Operational Telecommunications
Facilities: -
A.	 Domestic Requirements 450.0 44.7 300.0 69.8
B.	 International Facilities 475.0 47.1 100.0 23.2
III.
	
Manpower Development _ 77.6 7.7 25.0 5.8
TOTAL 1,007.6 100% 430.0 1000/0
Source:	 Checchi and Company, Imrpoving African Telecommunications
During the Next Decade (PIO/ T 698-6-612066) Washington:
AID, July 1966, p. 27.
hinterland and the African cities, (2) within African cities, (3) among near-
by African cities, and (4) between African cities and the industrialized
nations. Telecommunications projects designed to facilitate these principal
flows are of great importance to African development. It is true that in
some cases, air and ocean traffic generate significant requirements for
interregional communications in Africa. On the whole, however, the inter-
regional features of African telecommunications projects yield the least
promise of important payoffs in terms of financial viability and development.
It may be anticipated that interregional and even regional communications.
systems in Africa will develop most satisfactorily as adjuncts to systems
which have been designed principally to carry intercity or intercontinental
traffic.
Africa does not thus far have an integrated program for tele-
communications development, and although there have been efforts at conti-
nental and regional planning, an over-all network plan has not been developed.
Nor has a means of demonstrated effectiveness yet emerged for imple-
menting African telecommunications projects in an integrated fashion.
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sC. MINIMUM AFRICAN PROGRAM (1966)
The Minimum African Program (MAP) study examined the practi-
cability of establishing some minimum form of satellite communications
program for Africa by January 1, 1967, or as soon as possible thereafter.
The study assumed initial funding in 1966. Earth stations were included
in the program whenever financial projections indicated that = they would
break even by 1972.
1.	 Principal Findings
Seven countries in Middle Africa l were identified as locations
at which satellite earth stations could break even by 1972.
Station Location
	
Nations to be Served
Dakar, Senegal	 Senegal, Gambia
Abidjan, Ivory Coast
Lagos, Nigeria
Brazzaville, Congo
Nairobi, Kenya
Khartoum, Sudan
Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, Niger
Nigeria, Dahomey, Togo
Congo (Brazzaville), Congo (Kinshasa)
Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Burundi,
Rwanda
Sudan
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia	 Ethiopia
Six of the seven earth stations were found to break even by
1972 even if no other earth stations were constructed in Middle Africa.
1	 Middle Africa is defined for these purposes as south of the
Maghreb and north of the Southern Fier.
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African intercontinental traffic was found to account for a relatively small
percentage of earth station revenues. Only in the case of Ethiopia would
loss of African intercontinental traffic delay the break even point beyond
1972.
The seven stations, operating as -a network or basic con-
figuration, would link 17 African countries, Europe, and the United States.
Capital costs for the entire seven-station configuration were estimated at
about $25 million, or about $3. 5 million per station.
The earth station service areas for the basic configuration were
made up of sinall groupings of countries for which cooperation at a practical
level had been demonstrated. Consideration was given, however, to larger
service areas, both in terms of variations within the basic configuration and
in terms of principal alternatives to it. While some economies could be
effected by extensive use . of microwave links to carry African traffic, it
was concluded that predominant reliance upon large regional groupings woi.ld
prove impractical or undesirable ±.n terms of African politica l , economic,
and technical realities.
2.	 Study Methods
The study's conclusions were based on a fa!rly complex method-
ology and several series of iterations. Two secondary sources of infor-
t
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6mation on traffic data were used. International Telecommunication Union
data provided hirkorical series on total international . telephone, tele-
graph, and telex traffic for the countries surveyed. Traffic matrices con-
tained in the ITU Rome Plan (1963) provided a basis for breaking town
data on each country's total international traffic into bilateral traffic patterns.
Forecasts of satellite candidate traffic were made on
the basis of historical trend extrapolations with certain modifications. AA
"impulse jump" of 25 percent was added to the telephone traffic projections
to account for increases in traffic attributable to higher service quality.
The status of African communications faci-llties---was-a-malyedd,
together with plans expected to be implemented by 1967-68. The extent
to which regional cooperation might be expected to foster or impede joint
development of satellite and conventional communications was assessed.
Each of the seven earth stations in the basic ormfiguration was
evaluated on the basis of "commercial viability", i e. , ide:ntificatio - of the year
at which the station would break even on pro forma profit and loss state-
ments. Alternatives to the basic configuration and modifications within
this configuration were evaluated on the basis of cost-effectiveness analysis.
3.	 The Study in Retrospect
None of the seven earth stations wa s funded im-1966 as assumed-
by the MAP study. None was in=operation:in May of 1965, .the t__-of-thy
 _
present report.
C)
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iConstruction of an earth station is under way in Morocco.
Kenya is understood to have entered into a contract for an earth station.
.Earth stations in Algeria, Cameroon, Congo (Kinshasa):, Ethiopia, Ivory
Coast, Madagascar, Nigeria, Senegal, Sudan, the United Arab Republic,
and Zambia are in various stages of study or planning.
There is a vast difference between paper planning and tangible
accomplishment in African telecommunications development. Announced
dates for future earth station operation may be based upon very little
economic and technical analysis. Even where there has been a solid planning
effort, political instability or difficulties in obtaining needed financing can
push target dates substantially forward in time. Costs are also subject to
considerable change as projects move from planning estimates, to contract
estimates, to amounts actually charged to complete an installation in a satis-
factory fashion.
Recent developments in Africa nevertheless appear to bear out
the rationale of the basic configuration contained in the MAP report.
The prospects are for a relatively large number of earth stations serving
either single nations or comparatively small gn)upings of nations.
Eighteen months after the submission of the MAP report,
Checchi and Compr.ny undertwk a field survey in Ethiopia to determine
the economic, technical, and financial feasibility of installing an earth
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Istation in that country. It is useful at this point to compare several of
the key findings of these two studies.1
The MAP study found that an Ethiopian earth station would
show a profit or net income of $33, 224 in 1972. The feasibility study
showed a net income of $552, 281 in the same year. On the surface, it
might appear that the feasibility study strengthened the case which had
been made in the MAP report. This is not the case.
As Exhibit Two illustrates, there were significant differences
in the composition of revenues projected by the two studies. The feasibility
study forecasted less than half the revenues from international voice traffic
that the-MAP study forecasted.; The d4sparity in these two forescasts -principally
reflects different treatment of Ethiopian telephone traffic with other
African countries. 2 The MAP study indicated that the Ethiopian earth
station would generate some $163, 000 from African international telephone
traffic. The feasibility study projected less than $2, 000 from such tele-
phone traffic.
1
	
	 The Ethiopia Telecommunications Studv is discussed in greater detail
in Section F of this chapter.
2
	
	 The MAP study assumed that an Ethiopian earth station could com-
municate with earth stations in Kenya, Sudan, and Senegal as well as with
other earth stations in the basic configuration. By contrast, the
feasibility study assumed that the Sudan and Senegal stations would not
be insts11r:d in 1972 and that the Kenya station would access the Indian
Ocean sateXte. Since an Ethiopian station would access the Atlantic
satellite, it would not be able to communicate with the Kenya earth station.
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EXHIBIT TWO
ETHIOPIA EARTH STATION
COMPARISON OF PROJECTED REVENUES FOR 1972
(Thousands of U. S. Dollars)
I
Telephone
(Voice)
Telegraph
(Record)
Telex
(Record)
Leased Circuits
(Record)
Total Earth
Station Revenues
Minimum African
Program Studv
Percentage
of Total
Revenue Revenues
	
$235.5	 25.9
	
461.6	 50.7
	
212.7	 23.4
--
	 0.0
	
$909.8
	
1000/0
Ethiopia
Telecommunications
Study
Percentage
of Total
Revenue Revenues
	
$ 113.6
	
5.8
	
913.6
	 47.2
	
764.7	 39.6
	
144.0	 7.4
	
$1,935.9
	 100.00/0
Sources:	 Checchi and Company, Study of the Application of Satellite
Communications for Under-Developed Nations, Interim
Report (NASW-1357) Washington: N.A. S.A. ; February 25,
1966, page I-E-S; and
Checchi and Company, Ethiopia Telecommunications Study,
(AID/AFR 522) Washington: A. I. D., May 196% page IV -3.
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0The data developed in the feasibility study showed that the
MAP study's projections of Ethiopia's traffic with African countries had
been far too high. For example, an analysis of the 1963 Rome Plan
telephone traffic matrices had resulted in a MAP study finding that ten per-
cent of Ethiopia's international telephone traffic went to Senegal. A care-
ful review of the Ethiopian traffic records indicated that telephone calls to
and from Senegal represented less than one hundredth of one percent of
Ethiopia's international telephone traffic.
The MAP study treated all of Ethiopia's traffic with Sudan
(estimated at 35 percent of total international traffic) as satellite candidate
traffic. Discussions with officials of Ethiopia's telecommumcations
agency revealed that a preponderance of Ethiopia's telephone traffic with
Sudan represented traffic among population centers located close to the
Ethiopia-Sudan border. Such border traffic would not utilize satellite com-
munications even if both countries were to install earth stations accessing
the same satellite.
The feasibility study showed that an Ethiopian satellite earth
station would show profits in 1972. It also showed, however, that the
Ethiopian telecommunications agency could make substantially greater
profits if its international traffic were carried on HF facilities until the
50
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middle or late seventies. Accordingly, installation of an earth station was
not recommended for the near future. A comparison of the findings of
the MAP study and the Ethiopia feasibility study illustrates the importance
of direct field evaluation of data, as distinguished from reliance on
secondary sources and estimating procedures. Such a comparison also
suggests that the "commercial viability" nr break even analysis alone does not
provide a suitable basis for a decision to install a satellite earth station.
D. IMPROVING TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN CHAD (1967)
Checchi's study of the economic, technical, and financial feasibility
of improving telecommunications in the Republic el- Chad dealt with a land-
locked nation in an early stage of development. Chad is bordered by
Cameroon, Nigeria, Niger, Libya, Sudan, and the Central African Republic.
The study reviewed Chad's international telecommunications services, rate
structure, and revenues. However, the study focused principally on domestic
communications improvements.
1.	 Principal Findings
Chad's urban and interurban telecommunications systems were
found to be close to saturation. The national telecommunications agency
was subject to significant management, personnel, and financial constraints.
Forecasts of telecommunications traffic showed a clear need for telecom-
munications improvements.
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Government agencies and businesses (many of them operated
by foreigners) were found to be the principal users of telecommunications
services in Chad. Only in the case of domestic telegraph traffic were the
general public significant users. Lack of satisfactory telecommunications
services was found to be retarding the growth of the market sector of the
Chad economy.
A technical expansion representing a capital investment of
$4, 532, 800 was proposed. It included a dial diversity troposcatter link,
improved high frequency radio facilities; installation of automatic telephone
exchanges in population centers of medium size; and replacement or improve-
ment of automatic exchanges located in the four principal ^ities.
Changes in the organization, functions, and personnel pro-
grams were found to be essential to the success of the proposed technical
expansion. These changes included providing additional headquarters
staff, establishing regional field staffs, and making needed adjustments
in financial practices.
Chad's international communications consist of high frequency
radio circuits only. Continued use of HF circuits was found to represent
the only economical means of trLnsmission, given the magnitude -and
composition of Chad's international traffic and the lack of
Vk
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international terrestial links. Access to high quality international tele-
communications facilities was found to depend upon (1) the installation of a
satellite earth station in West Africa, (2) improved high quality national
networks in Nigeria or the Cameroon, and (3) availability of high quality
communications links interconnecting Chad's system with the improved Nigerian
or Cameroon systems. Direct high quality interconnection between Chad
and East African nations, such as Sudan or Ethiopia, was not considered
a practicable alternative. Distances to East Africa are greater than those
to West Africa, and Chad did not have a significant level of traffic with
East Africa.
2.	 Study Methods
The Chad study was organized to reflect the four classic elements
of a feasibility study. An analysis of demand was designed to determine the
magnitude and character of future requirements for telecommunications
services. An analysis of supply sought to identify the degree to which exist-
ing systems could meet this demand. Various alternatives for correcting
projected imbalances between supply and demand were considered, and
preferred alternatives were selected. Financial analysis and cost-benefit
t Y
	
	
lalysis were then used as techniques ofrQ oject evaluation. The relation-
ships of these study elements are shown schematically in Exhibit Three.
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EXHIBIT THREE
CHAD STUDY: ELEMENTS OF ANALYSIS
ANALYSIS OF DEMAND	 ANALYSIS OF SUPPLY
Economic Survey 	 Technical Survey of
Composition of Demand	 Existing System Components
Rate Structure	 Organization, Management,
Historical Traffic Data	 Personnel and Financial
Traffic Forecasts	 Practices
SELECTION OF
PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS
Technical Improvements
Administrative Improvements
Changes in Rate Structure
PROJECT EVALUATION
Costs
Revenues
Profit & Loss Statements
Balance Sheets
Cost-Benefit Analysis
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fThe analysis of demand started with a brief overview of the
Chad economy. The composition of telecommunications demand was then
examined in terms of the main categories of users and principal factors
influencing traffic growth. The influence of rate structure on demand was
assessed. Historical data was analysed and traffic projections made.
The analysis of supply examined the technical capacity of Chad's
existing communications system. Constraints arising from organization,
management, personnel, and financial practices were also identified.
Proposed improvements were selected from among a range of
technical, financial, and management alternatives. Technical alternatives
were selected on the basis of cost-effectiveness analysis. Improvements
of a nontechnical character were designed to remedy constraints in the
existing system and to be consistent with the proposed technical improve-
merits.
Project evaluation was accomplished by examining various
relationships among projected revenues and costs. Pro forma profit and
loss, cash flow, and balance sheet statements were constructed and analyzed.
A cost-benefit analysis was prepared, employing the internal rate of return
criterion. 1 Benefits were calculated as those additional revenues which
1	 The internal rate of return is a form of discounted present value
analysis. The internal rate of return is that rate of interest which
would make the present value of benefits equal the present value of
costs.
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Rwould accrue to the Chad telecommunications agency as a result of the
1$
proposed improvementa. Secondary and intangible benefits were described
qualitatively, but were not quantified.
3.	 The Study in Retrospect
The Chad study revealed the considerable financial significance
of international record traffic to a country in an early stage of development.
In 1964, for exaizple, Chad's international telegraph and telex revenues
represented 22 percent of all revenues collected by the Chad agency,
including domestic and industrial telecommunications revenues, broadcast-
ing service fees, fees from private networks, and other income sources.
Most of Chad's international traffic was handled by France
Cable and Radio Com pany (FCR), a corporation owned by the Government
of France. Chad and FCR had rate splitting arrangements which provided
that Chad would receive the equivalent of 20 percent of the applicable inter-
national rate in some cases, or a fixed charge per word or minute in other
cases. Although international teleconununications represented a significant
and profitable revenue source, the principal operational and financial
responsibilities were not in the hands of the national telecommunications
administration.
The Chad study came to grips wi th the problems of availability
and reliability of information common to many developing countries. On
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the whole, the data on international communications were the most extensive
and satisfactory. However, like many African countries, Chad had only
recently installed telex and it was necessary to rely on the experience of
other African countries in order to make forecasts of future telex traffic.
The data on interurban traffic were both very limited and
incoi,lpl2te. It was necessary to construct a forecasting model to fill in gaps
and resolve: ambiguities in the available inforrnation. Despite the limitations
of the data, econometric analysis demonstrated some striking relation-
ships between the number of telephone instruments installed in Chad's
population centers and the volumes of traffic flowing among them.
Because of Chad's relatively simple economy, it was possible
to examine in a fairly comprehensive way the functional relationships be-
tween telex-ommunications services and activities carried on by telecom-
munications users. It was found, in general, that those industries on
which Chad depended for the growth of its market economy depended most
heavily on telecommunications in their operations. Telecommunications
were found to be very important to industries whose sources of supply,
markets, or operations were spread over large distances and whose profits
were subject to uncertainties of supply and demand. Development plans
and potentials of 29 population centers, ranging from 2, 500 to 99, 004
inhabitants were assessed in some detail.
C
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IThe exarriination of relationships between telecommunications
development and economic development provided useful inputs to traffic
forecasts. They did not, however, lead to quantitative estimates of
benefits which would accrue to the Chad economy (as distinguished from
the telecommunications organization) as a result of the proposed improve-
ments. Direct revenues were the only benefits quantified. Although the
analysis indicated the nature of indirect benefits to the Chad economy which
would result from improved telecommunie.ations, it did not provide a suffi-
cient basis for quantifying these benefits.
E.
The basic purpose of this study was to determine the economic,
technical, and financial feasibility of improving international communica-
tions among the five West African nations by providing an integrated, multi-
channel network extending along the coastal area from Lagos, Nigeria to
Abidjan, ivory Coast. For this study it was assumed that satellite earth
stations would be installed in Lagos and Abidjan to coincide with the avail-
ability of the international ground network.
The study was principally concerned with {1} traffic among the
five West African countries; (2) intercontinental (satellite candidate) traffic
to and from the five countries; and (3) African (satellite candidate) traffic
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to and from the five countries. Attention was also given to domestic
interurban traffic along the proposed route.
1.	 Principal Findings
Each of the five countries was found to use high frequency
radio circuits for its intercontinei;tal and African satellite candidate traffic.
Overhead wire, VHF radio and submarine cable, as well as HF radio, were
used for traffic among the five countries.
Organizational responsibility for international telecommunica-
tions varied among the five countries. Nigeria's international communi-
cations were handled largely by Nigerian External Telecommunications,
Limited, a corporation jointly owned by the Government of Nigeria and a
British public corporation, Cable and Wireless, Limited. A French
public enterprise, France Cable and Radio Company, owned and operated
most of the international facilities in Dahomey, Togo, and the Ivory Coast.
All international circuits in Ghana were operated by the External Telecom-
munications Service in the Ministry of Communications. In each of the
countries, except Ghana, the national telecommunications administration
operated some international circuits.
The study revealed international telecommunications constraints
of three types: outages on existing telecommunications facilities; lack of
circuits to desired locations; and deficiencies relating to the promptness
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and quality of service. The existence of these constraints and the prospects
for the growth of the economic activities which generate telecommunications
requirements indicated a need for improved facilities.
Proposed international improvements included a dual diversity
microwave system extending from Nigeria to the Ivory Coast, and terminal
facilities in Cotonou, Dahomey, and in the capitals of the other four nations
served by the system. The improved system would replace various high
frequency radio, overhead wire, submarine cable, and VHF links operating
among these cities.
The system would permit interconnection with the satellite com-
munications earth terminals planned for Lagos and Abidjan, thus providing
all five nations with high quality international and intercontinental circuits.
In Nigeria and Ghana, the proposed system would be integrated with portions
of the national microwave systems under construction, thus achieving econ-
omies through the use of common buildings and facilities.
It was recommended that each participating nation should move
toward a single, financially self-sustaining national administration which
would operate both its domestic and international telecommunications. Such
an organization was not, however, regarded as essential to the proposed
international improvements.
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It was also recommended that a committee of telecommunica-
tions representatives should be convened under the auspices of the ITU,
the African Development Bank, or other suitable international bodies.
This committee would reach agreements on a technical system concept
for the proposed international improvements and on procedures for employ-
ing an engineering consultant. Subsequent international arrangements
would reflect the nature of revenue sharing agreements made among the
countries, and provide for periodic review of the system's operation.
2.	 Study Methods
The basic elements of analysis in the West Africa study were
essentially the same as those for the Chad study: analysis of demand;
analysis of supply; selection of improvements; and project evaluation. 1
A number of special problems of methodology were posed by
the multinational nature of the study. These included: conflicting inter-
national traffic data, nonparallel rate structures; ratd splitting arrange- -
ments; and selection of the appropriate cost-benefit methodology.
Despite anomalies and conflicts in the basic data, it was possible
to develop forecasting methods based on correlations found between the
telephone traffic, numbers of telephone subscribers, and the value of inter-
These basic elements are described in Section D-2 of this
chapter.
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znational trade among the West African countries. A rise in traffic attribut-
able to the introduction of high quality capacity was added to the telephone
traffic forecasts. This telephone "impulse jump" was predicted to amount
to 25 percent in each of the system's first two years of operation.
A comparative analysis w::s undertaken of existing international
rates and of recommended maximum rates included in the CCIR/ CCITT
Africa Plan (Addis Ababa, 1967). International rate structures in West
Africa were found to lack uniformity, reciprocity, and a clear relation-
ship to costs. For purposes of analysis, three modifications were made
in existing rate structures and rate splitting arrangements. First, when
existing rates between two countries were unequal, the rate closest to the
Africa Plan recommendations was applied to traffic in both directions.
Second, certain across-the-board reductions were made in telephone and
telex rates. Third, costs of the proposed system were shared on the basis
of common user arrangements.
A modification of the common user, or "wayleave, " system was
used for computing revenues accruing to the five countries. Under this
modified system, the annual costs incurred by the five countries in connection
with the trunk route would be totaled each year. Total costs then would be
allocated among the five countries in proportion to the revenues they collect
for trunk route traffic. If a country's allocated trunk route costs were
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greater than its incurred trunk route costs during a given year, it would
make an "outpayment". If its allocated costs were less than its incurred
costs, it would receive an inpayment.
For the purposes of the cost-benefit analysis, benefits were
calculated as equal to the net revenues from the proposed improvements
plus residual value of the system at the close of the period of analysis. It
was also concluded that indirect benefits flowing from the improvement
would amount to several times the system's annual cost.
3.	 The Study in Retrospect
The West African telecommunications study was designed on the
premise that it was meaningful to evaluate the international trunk route as
a self-contained entity. The scope of the study did not require detailed
analysis of (1) the domestic telecommunications systems of the five
countries involved, (2) the economics of the satellite earth stations in the
Ivory Coast and Nigeria, or (3) international traffic not expected to utilize
the trunk route. It was expected that relationships with domestic systems
and the satellite earth stations could be limited to estimating traffic require-
ments at system interfaces, and that the analysis of telecommunications
traffic not expected to use the international trunk route was irrelevant to
trunk route evaluation.
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In retrospect, it appears that the scope of the study was too
narrowly drawn for the circumstances found to exist in West Africa. For
example, it was not possible to resolve the question of which telecom-
munications entity in Nigeria should be responsible for the Nigerian portion
of the proposed international trunk route without first resolving a number of
issues only indirectly related to the trunk route.
The Post and Telegraph Division (P&T) of Nigeria's Ministry
of Communications was responsible, at the time of the field survey, for
specific circuits to Dahomey and Togo which were regarded as extensions
of Nigeria's domestic telecommunications system. Nigerian External
Telecommunications Limited (NET) was responsible for all other inter-
national communications. The proposed international trunk route would
carry some of the P&T's present traffic, some of NET's present traffic,
as well as other -traffic to and from the satellite earth station.
At the time of the field survey, it seemed likely that the pro-
eased international trunk route would make use of the first hop of a planned
Nigerian domestic microwave system. There was some question, however,
as to which organization would be responsible for the domestic microwave
route. Neither had it been determined whether P&T, NET, or a third
organization would operate Nigeria's earth station.
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iNigeria's investment in the international trunk route proved to
be the smallest of the five countries involved. By contrast, the magnitude
of its prospective investment in the satellite earth ,station and the other
facilities which would be involved in defining the respective roles of P&T and
NET was found to be quite substantial. The question of the organization of
Nigeria's telecommunications was discussed in terms of general principles
in the trunk route study. However, it could not be resolved definitively
without addressing issues outside the scope " of the study.
It proved difficult to confine many other economic, technical,
and financial issues neatly to the trunk route facilities and trunk route
traffic. For example, it appeared likely that high frequency radio facilities
displaced by the trunk route could be profitably used for domestic or inter-
national traffic. It was not possible to analyze these prospects in detail
without assessing requirements for other domestic and international facilities.
In some instances it proved difficult to specify the sources of constraints
on international services without giving attention to the performance of the
domestic distribution systems. The question of earth station charges for
satellite traffic had to be examined in terms of general considerations
rather than in terms of specific economics of the earth stations involved.
Fortunately, the feasibility of the West African trunk route did
not turn out to be a close question. Quite clearly, the project would be an
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attractive one in terns of financial viability and in terms of its impact on
economic activity. Had the project been more marginal, however, it is
doubtful that it could have been properly evaluated without expanding the
scope of the study.
As a general proposition, international telecommunications
traffic is far more profitable to developing countries than is domestic
traffic. Rate-making principles aside, this disparity is a fact of life for
telecommunications organizations in developing nations. Placing inter-
national and domestic telecommunications in the hands of separate organi-
zations often leads to unbalanced development. A study which attempts to
insulate analysis of international services from domestic services runs
a danger of producing unbalanced or even misleading results. 1 Rather than
attempting "self-contained" analyses, it is believed that studies of this type
should squarely address strategic relationships among the basic elements
of each nation's telecommunications structure.
F. ETHIOPIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS STUDY (1969
The purpose of this study was to determine the economic, technical,
and financial feasibility of two investment projects: a satellite earth
station for Ethiopia; and improvements in the existing link between Ethiopia's
two largest cities, Addis Ababa and Asmara, The study was based on the
1 See Final Repori.Policy,President's Task Force on C mmunications Poli
December 7, 1968, Chapter Four.
s
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sassumption that satellite earth stations would be installed in Nigeria, the
Ivory Coast, and East Africa by 1972. It also assumed that foreign
governments in Ethiopia, utilizing their own private international com-
munications systems, would not use an Ethiopian satellite earth station.
1.	 Principal Findings
Responsibility for Ethiopian international and domestic tele-
communications services is vested in a single organization, the Imperial
Board of Telecommunications of Ethiopia (IBTE). The IBTE was organized
as a government-owned corporation and operated on a financially self-sustain-
ing basis.
Ethiopia's international telecommunications system was found
to consist solely of high frequency radio facilities and landlines. Both were
subject to capacity constraints. There was little evidence, however, of
substantial suppressed demand among users of the IBTE's intercontinental
telephone services.
The IBTE's international telecommunications services were
found to be far more profitable than its domestic services. In 1966, inter-
national services represented only 27 percent of the IBTE's revenues, but
accounted for approximately 70 percent of its profits. The portion of inter-
national services which would be carried by a satellite earth station repre-
C
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sented less than 17 percent of the IBTE's revenues, but accounted f;or
about 46 percent of its profits.
It was found that a satellite earth station could contribute to
the IBTE's net income in the year 1972. However, this contribution would
be much smaller than that which would be made by continuing to operate
HF facilities. An earth station installation in 1972 would cause the IBTE
to forego well over $2, 000, 000 of profit in its early years of operation.
Accordingly, it was recommended that the earth station investment should
be deferred until the middle or late 19701x.
Most of Ethiopia's interurban telecommunications traffic is
carried on the Addis Ababa-Asmara trunk route. Telephone service on
the trunk route between Addis Ababa and Asmara was subject to long wait-
ing times and frequent interruptions. Demand for service on this route
far exceeded capacity.
Requirements for improved service between Addis Ababa and
Asmara were found throughout the Ethiopian economy. Important require-
ments were also noted for improved communications among the ports of
Djibouti, Assab, and Massawa, as well as between these three ports and
Addis Ababa &,-d Asmara.
A microwave trunk route which would serve Addis Ababa,
Asmara, and principrl intervening cities was found to be economically,
technically, and financially feasible.
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2.	 Study Methods
The Ethiopia study dealt with a number of options for both a
satellite earth station and a microwave trunk route. International traffic
forecasts were developed for three principal situations:
Situation A:
	
No earth station; no trunk route improve-
ment.
Situation B;
	
Earth station, but no trunk route improve-
ment.
Situation C:
	
Earth station and a trunk route improvement
The report did not include an economic, technical, or financial
feasibility study of improving Ethiopian high frequency radio communica-
tions. However, a parametric analysis was conducted to establish possible
cost magnitudes of handling future international traffic requirements by
means of HF facilities. A separate analysis established that Ethiopia had
sufficient high frequency circuit assignments to handle traffic projected
through the late 1970's.
Two technical options were developed for the Addis Ababa-
Asmara microwave trunk route:
-	 A short-hop system, consisting of 20 or more radio relay
stations located along the Addis Ababa-Asmara all-weather
highway; and
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t-	 A long-hop system consisting of nine hops and using high
peaks between the two cities as repeater sites.
The short-hop route was found to be technically feasible. The
long-hop alternative was found to require a more detailed study of propagation
conditions in order to confirm a conclusion of feasibility.
3.	 The Study in Retrospect
The findings of the Ethiopia Telecommunications Study serve to
underline the rather substantial shortcomings of the "commercial viability"
or break even criterion as a means of evaluating satellite communications
projects. This criterion, which is perhaps useful for taking a first cut at
the problem, is unsuitable as a basis for evaluating earth station feasibility. 1
Indeed, it may serve to obscure considerations which are truly critical to
sound decision making.
Break even analysis is at best a crude and incomplete method for
evaluating an investment. Certainly, if an earth station is not expected to
break even until many years after its installation, it is likely that the pro-
ject should be deferred. Fundamentally, however, it is just as important to
determine what will happen before and after the project breaks even as it is
1	 The break even criterion was used in the Minimum Africa Program
report and continues to be used in a number of feasibility studies pre-
pared for developing nations.
Ank
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to know when the break even point occurs. Costs and revenues should be
assessed in terms of the project's entire useful life, not simply for a
portion of that time. Such an assessment can be accomplished by calcu-
lating the present values of projected revenues and costs at a given dis-
count rate. Alternatively, the internal rate of return on investment can
be calculated from a time-phased projection of revenues and costs.
It is important to recognize that developing countries have
alternatives before them in seeking to improve their international com-
munications. A critical question is: What respective rates of return on
investment will result from the alternative means of carrying international
traffic? Both "high quality" and "low quality" systems should be included
as alternatives. Careful analysis may show that a "low quality" system
such as high frequency radio will provide a developing country with sub-
stantially greater re venues than a "high quality" system. On the other hand,
it is possible that a high quality system would so enhance the activities
carried on by users of international communications that its lower profitability
to the telecommunications administration would be offset. Prompt, high
quality, intercontinental voice communications may, for example, be of
critical importance to a nation's principal export industries. Economies
which are "external" to the telecommunications administration can be of
great, even overriding, significance. But such external economies should
be demonstrated, not assumed.
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TDeveloping countries are, as a general proposition, in need
of improved telecommunications systems. But it is not axiomatic that they
require "high quality" communications in all instances. In the case of
Ethiopia, requirements for high quality interurban systems were apparent.
High quality international service with French Somaliland was clearly
needed to coordinate shipping movements and the movement of goods
through the port of Djibouti. However, substantial or critical require-
ments for high quality voice services to locations which could be served by
satellite simply were not in evidence. Ethiopia's i. _tercontinental require-
ments for record traffic were found to be very important to its economy, but
they could be accommodated by expanded use of high frequency communica-
tions.
In retrospect, it appears that the basic notion of "a satellite
earth station feasibility study" for a developing nation is somewhat suspect.
The very formulation of the study implies prejudgments as to which portions
of a nation's international services are in need of improvement and which
technical means are most appropriate for this purpose. An analysis of the
economic, technical, and financial feasibility of improving Ethiopia's inter-
national high frequency facilities were, strictly speaking, outside the scope
of the Checchi study. The HF option could be explored only to the extent
necessary to establish that the answer to the earth station alternative was
"yes" or "no".
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A more tentative and balanced approach to earth station
CEE
	
	
studies in developing nations may well be desirable. Such studies could
be framed in terms of "improving international telecommunications" or
some other formulation which enables the development of any constructive
alternatives which emerge from the analysis. Indeed, there would be
considerable merit in a study which required the analysis to present in
some detail both the best earth station solution and the best high frequency
radio solution for a country in an early stage of development. There are,
in fact, some technical options in high frequency radio communications which
approach 'high quality" service. 1 It would be useful to have a fair and
thorough comparison of such options with satellite communications on
economic, technical, and financial grounds.
1	 See International Radio Consultative Committee, Working Group
III-A, on An Improved Transmission System for Use Over HF
Radiotelephone Circuits (Document III/72 -E, October 18, 1968).
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CHAPTER FOUR
SUBSTANTIVE PROBLEMS REQUIRING FURTHER STUDY
A. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to briefly discuss substantive
problems requiring further study. Part Two of t' is report, which
is concerned with the design of future studies, considers these
substantive problems in greater detail.
Section B discusses improving the telecommunications data
base.
Section C deals with rate structur ^ and revenue sharing
problems.
Section D discusses need for work in the field of telecom-
munications traffic forecasting.
Section E deals with relationships between telecommunications
development and economic growth.
B. ADEQUACY OF THE TELECOMMUNICA'T'IONS DATA BASE
Readily available basic data on international communications
in developing countries are far less complete, reliable, and detailed
than they could be. The potential for developing a satisfactory tele-
communications data base is at least as great as that for inter-
national trade statistics. The form and substance of the presently
0available international telecommunications statistics, however, are
decidedly inferior to information published on international trade.
Of particular concern are fundamental inconsistencies in tele-
communications traffic reporting concepts; lack of rel i.able informa-
tion on counts es of origin and destination; and ambiguities concerning
the treatment of transit traffic. These problems are of such
magnitude as to suggest the need for a high degree of caution in
using available data as inputs to decision-making models.
First steps toward improvement of the telecommunications
base should include the following:
-	 Classifying data sources useful for performing tele-
communications studies in developing nations. Main
data sources should include ITU statistics, data
available from telecommunications organizations in
the United States, data contained in existing policy and
feasibility studies, and data available from telecom-
munications organizations in developing countries.
-	 Identifying principal data limitations and the signifi-
cance of such limitations to principal categories of
telecommunications studies in developing nations.
-	 Compiling methods for cross-checking, reconciling,
and establishing reliability of data.
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Recommending improvements in those portions of the
data base which are most important to the findings of
telecommunications studies.
C. RATE STRUCTURE AND REVENUE SHARING PROBLEMS
There are substantial variations in rate structure and revenue
sharing arrangements evident throughout the developing world.
Anomalies exist both within the international rate structure of
individual countries and in the rate structure patterns prevailing
among countries. Rate structure and revenue sharing problems
constitute a significant impediment to regional cooperation among
developing nations and pose substantial difficulties for telecom-
munications analysis.
Further study of these problems should include the following
elements:
-	 Evaluation of the principal factors influencing rate
structures and revenue sharing arrangements, including
historical precedents; monoptr^ y position of telecom-
munications administrations vis-a-vis users of inter-
national telecommunications; bargaining relationships
among the telecommunications administrations of
industrialized and developing countries; bargaining
relationships among regional groupings of developing
countries.
t
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iAnalysis of cost-price relationships important to
negotiations, including establishment of coid-pnide
relationships among modes of internatknadl communi-
cations, e.g., telephone, telegraph, telex, facsimile,
television; establishment of post-price relationships
among international and domestic telecommunications
services; establishment of transit charges for satellite
earth stations and internation?l distribution links; and
revision of revenue sharing formulas affecting relation-
ships betweenihMustrialized and developing countries.
Identification of techniques for resolving rate structure
and revenue sharing problems typically confronted by
developing nations.
D. FORECASTING METHODS
There has been considerable work on methods for forecasting
telecomnitinications traffic in industrialized nations. However, efforts
to address the problem in developing nations have been sporadic.
These efforts deserve comprehensive review and synthesis. In
addition there are several areas of traffic forecasting in.whieh exis#ng
techniques require additional development.
The techniques used to forecast the "impulse jump" deserve
special attention because of the importance of this phenomenon to
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ithe evaluation of high quality improvements in international tele-
communicatilis systems. The impulse jump represents the
release of suppressed demand for telecommunications services
when improvements are introduced. This phenomenon may be
studied either from the point of view of analyzing its cause, or
more simply, of determining its correlation with other data. However,
it is important to determine whether an impulse jump in demand is
due to increased capacity, improved quality, lower rates, other
causes or a combination oftthese, in order to understand the
relationship between the impulse jump and the underlying demand
to which it applies.
Gravity model analysis is another area of forecasting method-
ology which deserves further study. Gravity models can be used
to predict traffic between population centers in terms of their
respectivessize and spatial separation. Such models are particularly
helpful when historical data is incomplete. However, gravity model
analysis merits further empirical and theoretical examination as a
forecasting method.
The importance of retrospective studies of telecommunications
forecasts and traffic patterns cannot be overstated. It is important
to evaluate just how accurate telecommunications forecasts for
developing countries turn out to be and, insofar as possible; to
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6identify the reasons for differences between forecasts and the traffic
levels which subsequently occur.
E. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN TELECOMMUNICATIONS
DEVELOPMENT AND ECONOMIC GROWTH
ZhIstionships between telecommunications and economic
growth are sometimes treated as an article of faith.. However,
it is by no means a foregone conclusion that all telecommunications
projects proposed for developing countries bear a close relationship
to, or make a major contribution to, economic growth.
Relationships between- telecom	 cations development and
economic growth have not thus far been adequately explored in
quantitative terms. There are two sides to the relationships:
(1) the influence of economic growth on the need for telecommunica--
tions services; and (2) the impact of telecommunications improve-
ments on economic development. There have been a number of
attempts to deal with the first relationship, principally concerned
with correlations between trade, GNP, telephone subscribers,
telecommunications traffic, and similar resources. We know of
no studies which have addressed the second relationship in a comprehen-
sive, quantitative manner. The Checchi African studies identified qualita-
tive relationships and occasionally were able-to identify prospective
cost savings to specific industries or telecommunications users.
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A satisfactory treatment of the impact of telecommunications develop-
ment on economic growth would require (1) detailed studies of the traffic
magnitudes, costs, business functions and cost-savings associated with
telecommunications services used by specific industries or other economic
activities, and (2) an examination of .', .terindustry relationships. Such
studies would represent efforts of very large proportions, even in a relatively
simple economy. Until studies of this kind are performed, however, the
prospects for making meaningful, comprehensive, quantitative estimates of
the impact of telecommunications development on economic growth are slim.
Telecommunications facilities, along with highways, ports, and
electric power generating facilities, are often categorized as elements of
the infrastructure of a country's economy. The term "infrastructure"
implies something which must be in place before something else can
be constructed or utilized. Investments in infrastructure are thereby
placed in a predecessor relationship to external benefits expected to
be derived from those investments.
In attempting to estimate benefits to be derived from telecommunica-
tions investments, one is faced with the problem that a large portion of the,
expected benefits, perhaps the majority, are difficult to quantify because
the economic activities which the investment would make possible are
not in existence. For example, a greatly improved interurban telephone
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:	 system in a developing country may stimulate the establishment of a new
enterprise (or even a whsle new industry), highly dependent on telecom-
munications, which did not exist before and could not even have been con-
sidered if the improved telephone service had not been available. A timely
agricultural price reporting service may represent such an enterprise.
One approach to this problem likely to yield useful results would be a
thorough survey of the history of past telecommunications projects to see
what could be learned about the impact of telecommunications improvements
on subsequent business investments. The information obtained could make a
valuable contribution to improving the techniques of telecommunications
project analysis.
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iCHAPTER FIVE
PRINCIPAL POLICY ISSUES
A. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to identify key policy issues involved
in improving telecommunications systems in developing countries. Inter-
national telecommunications studies inevitably evoke a broad range of
problems ranging from political relationships among nations, to rate policy,
to the philosophy of telecommunications organization. This chapter focuses
on three policy issues which are believed to be of a particularly fundamental
nature.
Section B discusses the problem of providing decision makers with
information on prospective telecommunications projects in developing nations
in a form which is suitable to their needs.
Section C considers the issue of regional integration in the pattern of
telecommunications development.
Section D discusses the bases on which u icertainties as to the pros-
pects for telecommunications projects may be resolved.
Section E examines the pertinence of organizational considerations to
decisions on telecommunications projects.
B. THE INFORMATION PROBLEM
There is evidence that decision makers are not receiving information
which they need in order to reach fully informed conclusions on proposed
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telecommunications projects in developing countries. There may in fact
be important omissions and unidentified biases in the project and program
I
evaluations which they receive.
The studies conducted by Checchi and Company ha ,,e dealt nrincipally
with the feasibility or advisability of installing telecommunications systems
in Africa. They have not been directly concerned with the considerations
which in fact influence telecommunications administrations, government
agencies, and international lending institutions in making decisions on earth
stations or other telecommunications projects. Nevertheless, our analysis
of various reports, feasibility studies, and assessments of the economic via-
bility of telecommunications projects clearly suggests the presence of an
information problem for decision makers.
The information problem has three principal aspects. First, decision
makers may not be fully alerted to the unreliability of data underlying a
given evaluation. Second, projections of future performance may be strongly
influenced by optimistic assumptions. Third, the basic structure of the
analysis may omit considerations which are important to the making of a
sound decision or which may give disproportionate weight to considerations
which are of limited importance.
The information problem can be dealt with in a number of ways. First,
there can be an effort to promote a general understanding among decision
makers of the nature and importance of the information problem. Second,
decision makers can raise hard and searching questions before accepting
the results of a project or program evaluation which have been presented
to them as a basis for action. These include:
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- Were the data on which the analysis was based gathered from
secondary sources, orwere they carefully cross-checked at their
point of origin?
- What levels of confidence are placed on the results by the
analysts who performed the work?
- How important were any unsubstantiated assumptions to the
results achieved?
- To what extent and in what particulars do projection techniques
rely heavily on individual judgment?
- Were all alternatives explored in the course of the analysis and
how much effort was devoted to this purpose?
- Do the organizations or analysts performing the studies possess
strong preconceptions with respect to the study's conclusions?
- Has the study been independently reviewed by persons or organi-
zations possessing a sophisticated understanding of project
evaluation techniques?
Finally, an effort can be mounted to improve the reliability of
telecommunications studies in the developing nations. Telecommunications
statistics can• be improved. Methods of analysis can be refined and a better
formulation of the contents of a telecommunications study Marx be= developed.
Retrospective studies can check 	 ns ags st,realfties.
s
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It should be recognized that the art of evaluating satellite earth stations
and related projects for developing countries is itself in its infancy. Substanti;>'.
effort will be required before methods of analysis are brought to the point
where they can be regarded as both sound and generally accepted.
C.	 THE REGIONAL INTEGRATION PROBLEM
Integrated regional networks for developing nations frequently can be
shown to be advantageous in terms of theoretical systems economics. Such
integrated networks may involve a group of nations sharing a common earth
station or other modern communications sytems. It is also frequently the case
that commitment to greater social, economic or political integration would
represent enlightened national policy for the countries involved.
International telecommunications projects do have a potential for
contributing to regional integration. But that integrating potential can be
overstated or misunderstood. Telecommunications projects should not be
regarded as a kind of mystic technoeconomic "glue". Telecommunications
technology can serve the centripetal forces of national autarky as well
as the interests of regional integration. Moreover, the ability of tele-
communications projects to link nations together effectively is in large
part dependent on the basic relationship among these nations.
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3Many developing countries experience periods o:: friction with their
neighbors. There are, in addition, hard questions of national interest at
stske in arrangements concerning regional links. Considerations of financial
returns, operational capabilities, national prestige, and even national
security pose very real and very complex issues.
Regional projects can have some far reaching effects on national
communications systems, altering national telecommunications development
priorities and altering the responsibilities or form of existing national tele-
communications organizations. They can require renegotiation of agreements
with external communications agencies owned in whole or in part by foreign
nations whose assistance may be of great importance to developing countries.
Regional arrangements may require a total assessment of a developing
country's telecommunications relationships with countries who are not
members of the regional grouping. Given these considerations and a
number of devisive forces at work in the developing world, the prospects
are for a proliferation of earth stations and a relatively modest reliance on
integrated regional systems.
If the potential of modern telecommunications improvements for
regional integration is 0 be realized, an effort of considerable magnitude
will have to be mounted. Iii order to make an impact, this effort will require
P^
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a good deal more than studies of regional cooperation. It will require an
effective and continuing organizational advocate of the merits of regional
telecommunications solutions. Such an organization must combine control
of substantial funds with significant analytical and negotiating skills.
D. THE PROBLEM OF UNCERTAINTY
Telecommunications technology is a product of an industrial society.
It is no simple task to apply this technology to developing nations in a way
that is appropriate to their special needs and circumstances. Satellite com-
munications and other modern telecommunications systems possess their
share of partisans and enthusiasts. There is no doubt that, properly applied,
such systems can make a very significant contribution to the developing world.
There is also a danger that the cumulative effects of entrepreneurial opti-
mism, national pride, and incomplete analysis will lead to the installation
of telecommunications systems in developing nations which are, in fact,
poor choices from technical, economic, or financial viewpoints.
Distinguishing soundly conceived projects from "white elephants" can
be a difficult undertaking for both the analyst and the policy maker. The
analyst's problem is not merely lack of data or uncertainty about projecting
revenues and costs. Telecommunications technology is in the process of
working a revolution which promises to outdate familiar rules of thumb
and to transform virtually every parameter of the problem. The policy maker
C5,
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}is confronted with the need for decisions in an environment that inevitably
contains uncertainties and risks. The cause of development can be harmed
just as much by a failure to undertake a needed communications project as
it can by the installation of a project which is poorly suited to a country's
needs. In effect, the "white elephant" may be the status quo. There are
limitations to the amount of effort that should be expended in research. At
some point study ceases to reduce the uncertainty to any significant degree
and a decision is required.
There are, moreover, intangible considerations such as the political
and psychological impact of a telecommunications project which may be of
importance to a particular decision. Such factors call for intuitive judgment
and possibly measurement of quantitative economic, technical and financial
trade-offs against achievement of desirable non-quantifiable objectives.
Finally, a decision may involve fairly sophisticated financial considera-
tions. The problem may not be that the project will stand idle or will fail
to make money. Rather the choice may be between a prestigious but modera-
tely profitable system, and an alternative which is, although substantially
more profitable, also more pedestrian. The consequences of error in
choice thus may not be obviously disastrous.
...........	 .
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E. THE ORGANIZATIONAL PROBLEM
The management, structure, ownership, and scope of reponsibilities
of the operating organization can be important ingredients in decision-
making. First, the relative success of the pertinent alternatives may be
heavily dependent on the technical and managerial capabilities of the organi-
zation responsible for the operation of the system. Second, if the responsible
organization is a traditional government ministry or agency, the relative
success of the project will impact on the revenues and expenditures of the
national government. This impact may not be highly visible and -indeed may
not affect the budget of the government entity involved. It would, of course,
affect the country's economy. If the organization is an external telecom-
munications agency partly or wholly owned by foreign interests, the relative
success of the project may be expected to impact on external co ununications
only and will affect owners in proportion to their ownership shares. If the
organization is a financially self-sustaining national administration with
responsibility for both international and domestic services, the relative
success of the project may impact throughout the national telecommunications
structure and have a direct effect on the morale and functioning of the organi-
zation itself. In weighing the imponderables implicit in most telecommuni-
cations projects in developing countries, it is appropriate for decision-makers
not only to consider whether a proposed project is a promising one, but also
to take into account the nature of the organization on which success or failure
will impact.
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PART TWO
CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE DESIGN OF FUTURE STUDIES
}
CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
A. INTRODUCTION
Part Two of this report is directed toward government officials
concerned with the design of telecommunications studies for developing
nations. It presents the lessons, concepts, and c:;:, aide rations which
emerged during the course of the five Checchi and Company studies of
African telecommunications development 1 and which merit consideration for
the design of future studies. Part One of this report summarizes for
decison makers the principal implications of the five Checchi studies.
B. SUMMARY OF PART TWO
1.	 Types of Telecommunications Studies
Chapter Two discusses four principal study categories:
program surveys, project surveys (prefeasibility studies), feasibility
studies, and engineering design studies.
These studies are: Study of the Application of Satellite
Communications for Under-Developed Nations, Interim
Report (NASW-1357) Washington: NASA, February 25,
1966; Improving African Telecommunications During the
Next Decade (PIO/T 698-6-6121066) Washington: AID,
July, 1966; A Study of the Economic and Technical Feasi
of Improving
 Telecommunications in the Republic of Chi
(AID/AFR-433) Washington: AID, May, 1967; A Study of the
Economic and '.Technical Feasibility of Improving International
Telecommunications in West Africa (NASW-1357) Washington:
NASA AID, October, 1968; and the	 p-1a Tumta^s^s
Study (AID/AFR-522) Washington NASA/AID, May, 1969.
A program survey of international telecommunications is
typically regional or continental in scope. It seeks to identify broad
needs, program content, and order-of-magnitude costs.
A ro ect survey, often called a "prefeasibility study", is
designed to provide a preliminary assessment of the prospects for a.
given project, and to define a scope of work for a detailed feasibility
study.
A feasibility study is typically designed to provide a basis for
decisions as to whether to install agiven system. It includes technical
descriptions of the project, but does not normally include site surveys
or design work necessary for preparation of specifications. It may
Uso be meant to serve as a basis for an application for financial
assistance.
A preliminary engineering design study has as its objective the
preparation of a bid package on which construction contractors may
submit proposals. It normally includes site surveys, preliminary
design work, and the preparation of specifications.
An interrational telecommunications program survey should maintain
a fairly even balance between its technical, economic, _ financial, _and
sociopolitical analyses.
A project survey (prefeasibility study) is likely to be heavily
oriented toward engineering considerations. It is most often conQerned
with a prelimiw ry determination of which types of telecommunications
{
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facilities are operating at capacity or are otherwise in need of
improvement.
An importaiA characteristic of a feasibility study is that {he
elements of analysis, i.e., technical, econonAc, financial, and
sociopolitical, should be effectively integrated into a meaningful whole
to a much greater extent than is required in other types of studies.
The interplay between the technical, and economic and financial
portions of a feasibility study is intimate, and generally involves
several analytical iterations before telecommunications projects which
are technically, economically, and financially feasible can be developed.
An engineering design study is heavily technical in nature. It
is primarily concerned with the development of specific technical
components for the proposed telecommunications system. A significant
portion of such a study may, however, involve the application of
engineering economics, or "cost-effectiveness" analysis, to determine
the most desirable engineering solution.
Study categories may be combined in a number of ways. For
example, a program survey may pinpoint several areas in which tele-
communications projects would have a high likelihood of utility, and
continue directly into prefeasibility studies of such projects. Likewise,
a feasibility study may proceed directly to the preliminary engineering
deslign study of the projects determined to be feasible.
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iA comprehensive approach could include all four types of studies
under its aegis, with perhaps one major contractor overseeing the
entire program, and subcontractors responsible for portions of the
program. Telecommunications systems are particularly amenable to
such a comprehensive and integrated systems evaluation, as distinguished
from a piecemeal analysis. The major advantage of an integrated program
is that it may be more cost-effective than a series of separate studies
designed to serve the same end.
The principal disadvantage of composite or comprehensive tfde-
communications studies is that they lodge responsibility in a single
organization for study elements requiring different mixes of skills and
essentially different approaches. Placing responsibility in different
organizations for successive studies provides more assurance that
recommendations have been scrutinized from a number of pertinent
viewpoints and are soundly and objectively based,
2.	 Adequacy of the Telecommunications Data Base
Chapter Three deals with a problem which is characteristic of
developing countries: the absence and unreliability of basic statistics.
It is a serious=mistake, but a common•ope`, for analysts to accept a
telecommunications agency's data as accurate without extensive comparison
and confirmation. Much the same can be said for any source cftWarmation
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-	 in developing nations on which study results are dependent. It is
particularly important for analysts who have not had prior experience
in developing countries to understand that dealing with data deficiencies
is a central part of their work. The analyst must be cautious and
skeptical, without being overwhelmed by undertainties which he inevit-
ably will confront. Solving data problems can be one of the most
challenging and satisfying tasks in a telecommunications study. A
properly evaluated and adjusted data base can in itself constitute a
significant contribution to the cause of telecommunications development.
Data may be obtained from secondary sources such as ITU
publications, U. S. Government publications, or industry and other
organizations. These sources in turn are based upon primary sources.
In working with secondary sources, the analyst has little choice concerning
the form in which the data is received, and he is often not in a position to
make definitive judgments concerning its accuracy.
Information obtained from telecommunications agencies and other
organizations which gather and record data represents data received from
primary sources. During a field survey, the analyst may be in a position
to review basic records and work sheets in order to evaluate the accuracy,
completeness, and reliability of the information obtained. He may also
be able to have special compilations made, and hence to influence the form
in which statistics are presented to him.
0
Measured or created data is that which is gathered or synthesized
by the analyst himself. It includes personally conducted equipment
inventories, traffic measurements, propagation measurements, site
survey and similar activities. In subh cases, the analyst himself
becomes a primary source of da`.a.
On the whole, engineering analysis tends to place the heaviest
emphasis on measurement and creation of data. As a general rule,
economic, financial, and sociopolitical analysts are able to put secondary
sources to the greatest use. All types of analysis draw significantly on
primary sources, however. Differences in emphasis on data sources
are of significance to the design of particular study categories. Data
implications for each of the four principal types of studies are discussed
in Section C of Chapter Three.
3.	 Foreaasting Methods
Chapter Four deals with four forecasting methods which are
pertinent to telecommunications studies in developing countries.
a.	 Historical Trend Ercrapolation
Historical trend extrapolation is the most widely used
of the various forecasting methods. Analysis of extensive historical data
shows that the extrapolation method may lead to misleading conclusions
unless the analyst has a substantial amount of historical data available,
and is keenly aware of special factors which may influence traffic in
given periods.
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rb.	 Correlation Analysis
Correlation analysis is a tool for studying the
statistical relationship between two or more variables so that the value
of one variable can be predicted on the basis of one or more other
variables. It is sometimes possible to find good correlation between
total international trade and total international telecommunications traffic
in developing countries. However, researchers to date have had only
occasional success in applying correlationasnalysis to trade and tele-
communications on a route-by-route basis in developing countries.
C.	 Gravity-Potential Models
Gravity-potential models represent a mathematical
approach for evaluating various interactions between masses of population
as these interactions vary with the distance between population masses.
Quantitative relationships may be established among distance, population
size, and telecommunications flows on the basis of modest amounts of
data. The principal advantage of the method is that instead of trying to
find a correlation between telecommunications data and general economic
data, the analyst can focus attention on what appears to be a fundamental
relationship between population masses, distance, and telecommunications
services. Additionally, forecasts can be made for routes for which little
or no historical telecommunications data exist.
d.	 Impulse Jumps
On many world routes, and particularly on those of
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developing nations, for example, historical traffic trends may reflect
limitations on the capacity andqaRLity of existing circuits rather than
the underlying telecommunications demand which would exist if sufficient
high quality circuits were made available. When new and improved
facilities, such as submarine cables or earth stations, are installed, the
traffic volume typically exhibits a sharp and permanent increase. These
effects are explained by the fact of the existende of a certain amount of
if
	 demand. " This phenomenon may also be explained on the
basis that improved facilities provide customers with essentially "new"
types of services, i. e., those which are more prompt and of higher
quality. Recent historical trends in international traffic, therefore, are
regarded principally as an indication of the growth of capacity and quality
of telecommunications facilities.
No comprehensive and rigorous study of telecommunications
impulse jumps in developing countries presently exists. Hence,
researchers are constrained to employ methods of qualitative analysis in
determining approximate values of anticipated impulse jumps in a given
study region, as well as in evaluating the limited quantitative_ data. Erich may
be availabl e in situations which are believed to be analogous. One way to
gain insights into the magnitude of the impulse jump is to estimate
suppressed demand by interviewing major telecommunications users,
particularly users of. the_ international voim _modee- A. related_proee_dure is to
make independent forecasts of the growth of the activities of heavy users
f
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of telecommunications. These procedures can inject a vitally needed
sense of reality into a process which in some cases has been little short
of a guessing game, drawing on historical precedents which have
little in common with the circumstances from which forecasts are - __
made.
e.	 Forecasting and Study Design
As an area of research, forecasting methods have
perhaps received more attention than other elements of economic analysis
in studies of telecommunications development. However, these materials
are scattered, difficult to synthesize, and largely unevaluated. Tele-
communications forecasting is sufficiently important to merit the develop-
ment of a body of literature which would be readily available to the analyst.
In essence, a treatise on forecasting methodology is required, followed by a
continuing process of application and refinement. While the development
of a treatise on forecasting is a substantial undertaking in itself, the
process of application and refinement can be carried on within the framework
of studies principally directed toward specific telecommunications programs
and projects.
Forecasting is ultimately an exercise in judgment within a dis-
ciplined quantitative framework. However good the historical data, and
however sophisticated the methods used to deal with these data are;; the
forecaster will be required to make assumptions and some out-and-out
guesses. Wherever forecasts represent an important input to study
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rresults, the study designer should require the analyst to identify those
areas in which assumptions and intuitive judgments were made.
4.	 Selection of Technical Alternatives and Configurations
Chapter Five deals with the selection of technical alternatives
and configurations, a process which lies at the heart of project feasibility
studies. It is important for the designer of feasibility studies to have a
good understanding of this process. In particular, the study designer
should guard against the temptation to assume the nature of the desirable'
technical solution or to discard technical alternatives before such
alternatives have been properly evaluated.
The objective of the technical analysis portion of telecommunications
feasibility studies is to determine the most suitable technological means
of meeting the projected demand for telecommunications. This technical
analysis would be relatively straightforward if newer and more advanced
means of communications simply displaced older means, but this is not
the case. The advent of microwave and tropospheric scatter systemd did
not displace systems which depend upon wires and cables, rather, these
systems now complement each other. Satellite communications was
initially heralded as the death knell for submarine cables. Rather, these
media are also likely to play complementary roles. Thus, new systems
add to the complexity of the system selection process by offering a wider
range of technical and economic choices than previously existed.
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The system selection process consists of three well-defined
steps; requirements analysis; formulation of technical alternatives;
and cost analysis. These steps, however, are interrelated, and
require several iterations before a firm system selection can be made.
The formulation of technical alternatives, for example, may justify a
re-examination of the initial set of requirements. Later, cost
analysis may uncover a need for re-examination of a technical
alternative in order to determine whether there are methods available
which will be less costly.
The prelimimary objective in systems analysis is to identify, in
gross terms, those technical alternatives which warrant serious con-
sideration. This is followed Igy a gross cost analysis. From this
initial analytical cycle, certain alternatives may be discarded, while
others emerge as valid candidates. These remaining candidates are
then subjected to successive technical and economic analysis, which
refine the technical detail and the costing accuracy to the point that a
clear selection can be made and justified.
A summary of the principal characteristics of alternative types
of telecommunications systems, their application to developing countries,
and their approximate cost per channel mile, is contained in Section D
of Chapter Five. It should be noted that these system types differ
markedly in both performance and cost. There are also marked
•
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differences in their normal application. Rules-of-thumb are useful for
making general approximations as to the applicability of various systems
to a given requirement, and the range of cost variation among applicable
systems. It is emphasized, however, that costs, and even applicability,
may vary widely in a specific situation due to local geographical or
economic conditions, or the availability of appropriate technical skills.
The process of system selection is closely related to, and strongly
influenced by, investment objectives. If, for example, an investment
objective is to minimize capital expenditures, this could rationally lead
to a system design incorporating less sophisticated and less costly
equipment, or the use of leased facilities in preference to purchased
facilities. Such a choice could, on the other hand, result in higher total
costs, since increased operating and maintenance costs may result.
In some instances, telecommunications studies have been made in
which economic or financial projections were to be extended only a few
years beyond commmencement of operations. While this procedure may
be suitable for determining whether a project will break even financially,
it also may seriously distort conclusions regarding adequacy of the chosen
system or its viability relative to that of other systems, since cost and
system capacity factors were not evaluated over the full economic life-
time of the system. It is recommended that all telecommunications
studies consider design features and economic factors over the expected
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lifetime of each system alternative. The ultimate design adequacy cannot
usually be verified over a shorter period.
I n telecommunications studies which are restricted to one sector
of a national communications structure (such as long lines transmission
systems, or central telephone exchanges), the improvement or expansion
program recommended for the selected sector may be dependetit upon
related improvements in other portions of the telecommunications system.
The usefulness of such studies may prove to be limited, unless the terms
of the study are carefully constructed. Hence, it is suggested that tele-
communications studies, centered on one sector of an overall national
telecommunications system, also include adequate investigation of the
needs and methods for obtaining correlative improvements in sufficient
scope to support the recommendations made.
Most telecommunications feasibility studies involve field surveys
in the host nation, and direct contact with local governmental telecommuni-
cations planners. These local officials usually have a keen interest in the
project and strong feelings regarding the technical features of planned
improvements. They will, of course, ultimately exercise considerable
influence over implementation of study recommendations.
There appears to be a need for some degree of prescribed uniformity
as to liaison with local telecommurications representatives. They should
be "bvought into the pictu e" at appropriate checkpoints along the way,
(f
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se. g. , to review traffic forecasts, to review the requirements base
developed for analysis of system alternatives, and for consultation on
recommendations prior to their publication. The usefulness of the
study would be enhanced thereby, if only because the attitudes of these
officials toward possible telecommunications improvements can be taken
into account in formulating study conclusions. It is recommended that
mention be made of the nature and conditions of such liaisons in requests
for proposals for future studies.
While most system studies require the objective analysis of
system alternatives, the level of analytical detail to be included in the
study documentation is not always clearly defined. It is suggested that
study documentation be specified to include a summary of the analysis
of alternatives in sufficient detail to justify the choice on technical,
operational and economic grounds. Analytical detail beyond this point
may be of special interest to engineers and economists, but would
neither aid in decision making nor reduce study costs.
5.	 Rate Structure Analysis
Chapter Six discusses rate structure analysis. The under-
lying purpose of a telecommunications rate structure is to set the
market price for telecommunications services. A rate structure also
serves as a principal determinant of the amount of revenues which will
be received from telecommunications services.
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•Public utility rate-making principles constitute a body of theory
and practice which is particularly useful in analyzing telecommunications
rate structures. These principles have received their fullest refinement
in situations where a monopoly owned by private interests is subject to
government regulation. A basic principle of rate making is that rates
should produce sufficient revenues to allow an efficient organization to
obtain a fair rate of return on investment. In general, rates for indivi-
dual services should reflect the costs of these services, except that some
modifications may be made to take into account social, political, and
economic considerations.
International services in many developing countries are priced so
as to be far more profitable than domestic services. Economists whose
thinking is conditioned by experience in industrialized nations may tend
to look with disfavor upon this practice. It should be recognized,
however, that the pattern of relying upon international transactions as a
primary source of revenues with which to finance internal development is
a common one in developing countries. It is believed that the tele-
communications rate structure of developing countries should be
evaluated with the specific circumstances of each developing country
firmly in mind. Public utility rate-making principles provide a useful
framework within which to analyze the problem, but recommendations as
to changes in rate structure should take full account of the nature of
development processes.
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A study of international rates usually requires the analysts to
examine a broad range of criteria and techniques for establishing
rates and revenue splitting arrangements, including rate-distance
formulas, sender-keeps-all arrangements, channel leasing arrangements,
concessionaire arrangements, multi"-ateral preferential arrangements,
and frontier arrangements. These criteria and techniques are
discussed in Section C of Chapter Six.
Analysis of international rate structures involves, in addition
to factors common to domestic rate structures, international revenue
sharing arrangements based upon each country's individual requirements,
preferences, and international relationships. The purpose of revenue
sharing arrangements is to provide an equitable method for apportioning
the cost of transmitting telecommunications between sender, receiver,
and intermediary countries. Many factors enter into revenue sharing
arrangements, making it unsound to generalize as to the most appropriate
sharing method. Considerations of national interest and political relation-
ships are often critical to a sound solution.
Rate structure analysis, although it may be discussed simply in
terms of its fundamentals, is an extremely complex field. It often
requires the combined efforts of telecommunications administrations,
regulatory bodies, international organizations, and rate structure
analysts for sound and comprehensive recommendations.
f
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aAn additional complicating aspect of rate structure analysis is
that there are substantial variations in rate structures and revenue
sharing arrangements throughout the ceveloping world. Anomalies
exist in raye structure patterns prevailing among countries, as well
as within the national rate structures of individual countries. Rate
structure and revenue sharing problems constitute a significant imped-
iment to regional cooperation among developing nations. They also
constitute an area in which study could provide valuable contributions
to both national and international telecommunications cooperation
and development, and future telecommunications studies. Ia .
any case, a thorough international rate structure analysis will
generally be crucial to a sound study of the telecommunications develop-
ment of an international region. Determinations of interregional rate
structure consistency, and comparative analysis of the rate structures
of other countries and regions will, at a minimum, be required, and will
of themselves involve substantial effort. If an in-depth examination of
the regional international supply, demand, and pricing relationships are
ultimately required, -uie level of effort involved will be magnified many
fold, and could appropriately constitute a large study in itself.
6.	 Methods of Economic and Financial Evaluati n
Chapter Seven deals with four methods of economic and
financial evaluation: cost-effectiveness analysis; public utility
analysis; cost-benefit analysis; and business investment analysis.
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Cost-effectiveness analysis is concerned with either maximizing
system effectiveness at a given level of cost, or minimizing costs at a
given level of system effectiveness. In the latter case, the principal
problem in regard to effectiveness is defining the job to be done
accurately in order that cost comparisons present meaningful alter-
natives. In the former case, a quantitative measure of effectiveness is
required in order to compare competing systems in terms of a fixed
cost. Cost-effectiveness analysis is closely associated with techniques
of systems analysis.
Cost-effectiveness analysis is subject to limitations when used in
analyzing projects involving commercial telecommunications services.
First, it is designed to compare dollar costs with non-monetary
quantitative units, and avoids direct comparisons of dollar costs with
dollar revenues or benefits. Thus, it stops at least one step short of
coming to grips with the ultimate problem of evaluating revenue-
generating projects. Second, in its application to feasibility studies,
cost-effectiveness analysis is largely dependent on the establishment
of a fixed number of "requirements". In fact, the costs of filling
anticipated requirements may necessitate a revision of rates which will,
in turn, affect the magnitude of requirements. This problem, which is
a familiar one to the public utility economist, may prove quite difficult
for a cost-effectiveness analyst to handle by use of conventional
techniques.
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Public utility analysis is concerned with the economics of
monopolies which are regulated in the public interest. It deals with
rate-making principles, capital structure, service adequacy, rates
of return on investment, and other aspects of business operation. In
the telecommunications field, many public utility analysts are
accustomed to dealing with a fairly conservative industry whose present
requirements and future prospects are reasonably clear. As a body of
doctrine and practice, public utility analysis tends to be slow in coming
to grips with circumstances in which rapid and fundamental changes
occur in system parameters. Unlike cost-benefit analysis, public
utility analysis does not seek to measure benefits external to the tele-
communications administration; its principal concern is with relationships
existing within the telecommunications administration itself.
Cost-benefit analysis seeks to identify benefits and costs wherever
they may occur in the economy. It looks beyond the telecommunications
agency to a project's quantitative impact on the entire nation. It is
concerned ultimately with the effect which a proposed investment will
have on the national income of the country in which it is made.
Cost-benefit analysis provides a broad and comprehensive frame-
work for evaluation. There are, however, several problems associated
with cost-benefit analysis. First, there is the difficulty of quantifying,
in dollar terms, the "external economies", -,hat is, the economic impact
of the project outside of the telecommunications agency involved. This
r
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fproblem is considered in Chapter Nine, "Telecommunications Develop-
ment and Economic Growtl 1 '. Second, the use of both public utility
rate analysis and cost-benefit analysis in projects of large magnitudes can
lead the evaluation in a circle. Thus, if; (1) telecommunications rates
are established on the basis of a "fair rate of return on investment" as
established by the rate analyst; (2) the investment in the proposed
project strongly influences the specific rates set for the specific services
which it is to provide; and (3) the revenues from the project constitute all
or a large proportion of the revenues which are taken into account in the
time-phased evaluation by the cost-benefit analyst; a tautological result
will follow. The "fair rate of return" calculated by the rate analyst at
the start will largely determine the cost-benefit analyst's results at the
end. In effect, project evaluation becomes little more than a self-
fulfilling prophecy. Third, there is a continuing debate among theorists
and practitioners as to which method is most appropriate for converting
time-phased st_ teams of costs and benefits into a meaningful evaluation
criterion. The three most important types of cost-benefit methods --
benefit-cost ratio, net present value, and internal rate of return -- are
discussed in Section D of Chapter Seven.
Business investment analysis is a way of assessing the financial
performance of an organization, and is a method of determining require-
d
	 ments for loans or grants from appropriate funding sources. It may also
be used as a project evaluation alternative to cost-benefit analysis if
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cost-benefit analysis proves to be too unwieldy in a given situation.
Business investment analyses are necessary inorder to determine
the financial viability of operating agencies and the financial status of
the related development project. While many facets of financial
structure can be probed, an in-depth profile of the overall structure
may be constructed through the use of three different pro forma
statements. These are the income statement, the balance sheet, and
the sources and uses of funds statement, also called, or closely related
to, funds flow or cash flow statements. Each of these pro forma state-
'	 ments is discussed in Section E of Chapter Seven.
Ideally, a telecommunications study should include full elaboration
of all four types of analysis. However, time and funding constraints
often prevent this Consequently, study designers are often faced with
the critical problem of selecting for inclusion in a scope of work a
limited analytical framework, which must, however, be adequate in
light of the following considerations:
-
	
	 How many system alternatives requiring evaluation
are likely to emerge from the study,
s	 -	 What analytical scope and level of detail is required
for adequate evaluation; and
-	 Are personnel with the full range of skills available?
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To frame a meaningful scope of work in the light of these
considerations, the designer-should have a keen appreciation of
the state of the art and the practical requirements of the various
kinds of analyses. Unless substantial resources are available for
the purpose, for example, it may not be prudent to require
intensive analysis of external benefits in a cost-benefit analysis.
Nor is it reasonable to expect that a project requiring investment on
the part of several nations will not require substantial attention to
rate structure problems. Another important consideration is that
cast-effectiveness analysis and business investment analysis provide
hard and useful insights into the circumstances facing telecommunications
administrations in developing countries, and that the theoretical advan-
tages of other forms of analysis should not be allowed to divert
attention from these insights.
7.	 Telecommunications and the Socioeconomic Environment
Chapter Eight deals with socioeconomic factors which
affect telecommunications development.
Vast changes have occurred in the developing nations over the past
thirty years. The pace of change should accelerate during the remainder
of the century, as the developing nations take significant steps toward
industrialization and as they experience more acutely the cultural and
economic impacts of modern technology.
P
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The developing countries may be expected to attempt to telescope
these processes of technolagical and social change, which have occurred
somewhat more gradually in industrialized states. . These processes will
be accompanied by requirements for the development of many types of
telecommunications systems.
The developing nations are presently characterized by suppressed
demand for "single destination", as distinguished from "mass",
communications modes. Single destination modes include telephone,
telegraph, telex, and other services which are essentially used to
transmit information from an origin to an individual destination or to
allow simultaneous transmission between two points.
To the extent that the drive toward an industrial society, with its
related business, professional, andservice requirements is successful,
it will accelerate the use of, and need for, greatly expanded communi-
cations services. Telecommunications requirements will grow in
volume, quality, and sophistication as population grows, as wealth in-
creases, and as society becomes more complex. The outlook is for
increasing investment in telecommunications, both on an aggregate and
per capita basis.
The age of mass communications has arrived in industrialized
nations. Mass communications include newspapers, magazines, radio,
and television. The two latter media may be considered as "broadcasting"
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tor "mass telecommunications". The impact of mass communications is
just beginning to be felt among the developing nations. A significant and
continuous development of mass telecommunications may be anticipated
in the next decades among these nations.
A perceptive telecommunications analyst will examine the ethnic
composition of a telecommunications organization in order to determine
whether the organization is recognizing talent wherever it may be found,
or whether it is confining its source of talent to specific tribal or social
elements. An organization which places a premium upon talent, wherever
it is found, will generally prove to be more efficient than one which is more
restrictive in developing talent. On the other hand, ethnic factors may
cause difficulties in a telecommunications organization, or may deprive it
of talent which it has already developed. The telecommunications analyst's
task in such a case is to examine the possibilities of ameliorating the
difficulties, or of predicting the future course of events and suggesting
alternative sources of talent.
It often occurs that while some telecommunications services are
very profitable, others are barely paying for themselves, or are even
operating at a loss. In developing countries, the latter is often the case
with inland telegraph, interurban telephone, and even urban telephone
services in small population centers. The provision of telecommunications
development in remote or newly opened areas - may be deemed an
important societal objective, even though such service is far from
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tprofitable. Such factors should be taken into acco r .lt in analyzing the
total pattern of a telecommunications organization's rates and revenues.
Traffic analysts often find considerable differences in patterns of
modal usage among developing countries. The differences may be
attributable in part to cultural preferences. For example, certain ethnic
groups may attach great importance to a paper copy of a message, or
perhaps require it in order that a message, in a foreign language, can
be translated at leisure. On the other hand, another societal group may
distrust record communications because of deep suspicions that unless a
sender can ascertain that a communication has been delivered, the
telecommunications administration will have no reason to deliver it.
A telecommunications study which is well designed and executed
can yield basic data of value beyond that pertaining to telecommunications
development alone. Insights into tie basic political structure of a country
can be strengthened by an examination of the ethnic and regional structure
of the telecommunications organization. Perspectives on social and
economic relationships among areas within a country can be derived from
an analysis of the magnitude and composition of telecommunications traffic.
A thorough knowledge of telecommunications development can clarify
factors of critical importance to analysts of the social, economic and
political growth of a nation, and suggest new insights into the dynamics of
developing societies.
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i8.	 Telecommunications Development and Economic Growth
Chapter Nine deals with the contribution which tele-
communications development makes to economic growth. In practice,
there has been little success in attempting to quantify the relationships
between a particular project and growth of national income in developing
nations. This is unfortunate, since it is apparent that telecommunications
often contributes significantly to economic development. A quantitative
formulation of this relationship would aid in developmental planning.
The role of telecommunications in economic growth may be
approached from several directions, including consideration of tele-
communications as:
-	 A precondition for attaining self-sustaining economic
growth;
-	 An element of infrastructure;
-	 A competitor for scarce resources;
-	 An important input to the outputs of key users; and
-	 A component of gross national product.
Each of these approaches is discussed in Section B of Chapter Nine.
The problem of relating telecommunications development to
economic growth in quantitative terms is one of the most challenging
areas of -;Elecommunications analysis, both in terms of its theoretical
complexity and its practical importance. It is not a small problem and it
is not realistic to suppose that it can be addressed in all its implications
i
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Mwithin the scope of any of the four principal types of studies discussed in
this report. A feasibility study can, as part of a market analysis, discover
some potential savings and economic opportunities likely to result from a
given project, and it can also make modest contributions to theory and
practice in the area. However, for a thor,-.ugh evaluation, designers of
telecommunications studies are faced essentially with two choices. First,
they can mount a major effort to solve the problem by means of a
separate study addressed solely to this purpose. Second, they can seek
to achieve a steady growth in knowledge from study to study by requiring
analysts to review previous research and tc devote specific amounts of
effort to testing hypotheses designed to advance the state of the art in
this important area.
9.	 Regional Intern-tional organizations
Chapter Ten deals with the role of international regional
organizations in telecommunications development, and gives particular
emphasis to lessons learned from Checchi studies of African tele-
communications.
Regional integration in the field of telecommunications often has
substantial techrical and economic advantages. However, a number of
difficulties stand in the way of such integration, including problem: of
international regional orgai.ization.
It should be clearly understood that regional integration and
regional organization are not identical. It is possible to have an
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integrated telecommunications network shared by several countries
without establishing an international organization to own and operate
the network. Conversely, a regional telecommunications organization
can remain in existence for considerable periods of time without
successfully achieving an integrated regional network.
An analysis of telecommunications-related orga.iizations in
Africa may suggest that such organizQ.tions fall into three categories:
(1) world-wide and continental organizations; (2) "hard" regional operating
organizations; and (3) "loose" regional affiliations of countries which
have, :or are contemplating, telecommunications agreements in limited
areas.
World-wide and continental telecommunic;^tions organizations in
Africa include the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), a United
Nations body created by the Economic and Social Council in 1958 as one
of its four Regional Commissions. It is dedicated to the promotion and
planning of African economic and social development through cooperative
and regional action by African states. It is presently working with the
International Telecommunication:-;Union (ITU) do developing African
telecommunications networks and was instrumental, along with the ITU,
in the recent, successful completion-of the pilot link between Addis Ababa
and Abidjan.
The ITU is the international organization responsible for technical
standards, frequency registration, and other technical matters related to
P
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telecommunications. It also supports developing countries in establishi_-g
their facilities by giving various kinds of assistance.
Thy. Organization of African Unity (OAU) is an African organization
devoted to cooperation in all fields. Like the ECA, it has as members
all the independent African countries except South Africa. The OAU has
actively sponsored regional economic cooperation, and although it is not
specifically telecommunications oriented, it cooperates with the ECA and
ITU for telecommunications purposes,
The ECA, ITU, and OAU, although effective in providing assistance,
are not designed to be telecommunications operating agencies.
There is presently in Africa only one operating "hard" regional
telecommunications organization. This is the common telecommunications
administration of Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania which operates corporately
as the East African Posts and Telecommunications Corporation, and which
is an integral part of the East African Community (EAC). The EAC is much
more than a telecommunications organization. It is, in addition, a common
M. et under which there is planned to be, among other things, a common
extarnal tariff and internal freedom of transit. The EAC has also under-
taken to harmonize monetary policies among its members,
Another African organization, the Transequatorial Communications
Agency (ATEC), was organUed to be responsible for the maintenance of
international surface communications among the Central African Republic,
Chad, Conga (Brazzaville), and Gabon. However, ATEC has apparently
not fully accomplished this purpose.
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African organizations which ar:, involved with regional telecom-
munications, other than the East African common telecommunications
administration, may be termed "loose" affiliations. To date, their con-
tributions to regional telecommunications growth in Africa have been
limited. Such organizations include the Organisation Commune Africaine
et Malgache (OCAM), an organization of fourteen ex-French and ex-Belgian
territories; Conseil de PEntente, a regional organization within OCAM
comprised of the Ivory Coast, Dahomey, Niger, Upper Volta, and Togo;
the Regional Economic Organization of the Maghreb, an organization com-
prised of Algeria, Libya, Morocco, and Tunisia; the Union of Central
African States (UEAC), an organization presently comprised of Congo
(Kinshasa), the Central African Republic, and Chad, but with membership
open to all African states; and the West African Regional Group (WARD),
an organization still in the process of being created, comprised of Gambia,
Ghana, Guinea, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Nigeria, Senegal, and Upper
Volta.
The choice of the appropriate form of regional telecommunications
organizatic^, whether in Africa or elsewhere, requires a careful
assessment of specific circumstances including political, economic, and
social relationships as well as the , nature of the regional telecommunications
systems envisioned. A regional organization can be ineffective because it
is too "hard" for the situation as well as because it is too "loose". A very
careful evaluation must be made of the degree of underlying agreement
which is present among regional neighbors, as well as the organizational
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imperatives which may flow from an analysis of the characteristics of
a particular regional telecommunications system.
The results of Checchi's African telecommunications studies
suggest that the following considerations are pertinent to the design of
future studies:
a. Importance of Regional Organizational
The designer of telecommunications studies should
not, in general, attempt to prejudge the form which regional international
organizational arrangements should take. In most instances, however,
he will have enough information available to him to evaluate in advance
the relative importance of this type of analysis to a given study. The
technical characteristics of the telecommunications system to be evalu-
ated, the number of countries in which it may be located, and the relative
importance of regional traffic will normally provide good indicators of
the importance of a regional international organization to the study
results.
b. International Relationships
International political relationships between developing
countries can be quite mercurial. Disputes may stem from disagreements
over boundaries, differing orientation toward industrialized countries,
or disagreements concerning internal political affairs. Like commercial
air transport and postal relationships, telecommunications relationships
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among neighbors maybe isolated, to a degree, from political difficulties.
Nevertheless, where international problems are of a longstanding or
particularly bitter nature, they can complicate organizational arrange-
ments with respect to regional telecommunications, and can require sub-
stantial analytical effort in order to formulate approaches to solutions.
C.	 The Relative Size and Importance of the Countries
Under Study
An integrated network usually requires (1) agreement
as to which nations are to serve as transit centers for t LP-ir neighbors
and (2) agreement on the part of some nations to accept a higher degree
of dependence on the telecommunications systems of neighboring countries
than would be the case with a non-integrated system. It is usually easier
to work out such agreements between nations whose wealth, population,
and telecommunications development are unequal than it is between
nations of similar size. Small nations can more easily accept a position
of dependence upon the facilities of a large neighbor than on a neighbor
of equal size. Two large neighbors can be vigorous competitors for the
prestige of providing central facilities, the more so because each may
have the resources to proceed independently. Agreements between equals
often call for hard and sophisticated bargaining, and will usually impact
on organizational arrangements.
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d. Geographical Location
The relationships between countries which are not
contiguous will differ from those of countries which adjoin each other.
Normally non-contiguous countries will,be less willing to establish relation-
ships of mutual dependenee:.with contiguous countries.: On the othex hand,
there may, in such cases, be fewer immediate irritations of the type
which arise from proximity. On the whole, however, the more non-
contiguous countries included in the study, the more difficult the organi-
zational problems will be.
e. Organizational Problems
If the study designer perceives the existence of a
significant problem of regional international organization, he should
decide whether he wishes the analysis to (1) establish a framework
within which the problem can be solved by the parties, and/or (2)
suggest in some detail the nature of an organizational solution. In
developing a scope of work, he should recognize that the details of an
organizational solution are inextricably connected with the nature of
the technical and financial arrangements which are made among the
°Iuntries concerned. Moreover, developing detailed plans for regional
organization requires activities on the part of the analyst which take on
the character of preliminary negotiations. A two-phase organizational
study should be considered in such circumstances. The first phase
4
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would consist of the preparation of an economic, technical, and financial
feasibility study which establishes the framework for an organizational
solution; and relates it to other rertinent aspects of the proposed improve-
ments. The second phase would commence after the principal interested
parties had had an opportunity to review the study and to react to it.
Taking these reactions into account, the analyst would then be in a position
to make detailed suggestions pertinent to bargaining realities, and which
could expedite the process of achieving constructive results.
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CHAPTER TWO
TYPES OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS STUDIES
A. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss principal types of telecom-
munications studies.
Section B classifies four principal types of telecommunications studies.
Section C discusses the skills required for each of these types of
studies.
Section D deals with composite and cc:mprehensive studies, i. e., those
which encompass two or more of the four principal study categories described
in previous sections.
B. CLASSIFICATION OF STUDIES
There is a wide range of types of telecommunications studies. The
content of a specific study will depend upon the specific decisions, types of
systems, geographical areas, and substantive problems with which the study
is concerned, as well as upon the level of effort envisioned and the deadlines
established for study results.
Telecommunications research covers a very broad area. Any classi-
fication of studies inevitably contains omissions and arbitrary distinctions.
This chapter focuses attention upon four study categories particularly ap-
propriate for analyzing the need for international and other telecommuni-
cations systems in developing countries. Theme study categories are:
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Program surveys;
-	 Project surveys (prefeasibility studies);
Project feasibility studies; and
Engineering design studies.
A program survey1 of international telecommunications is typically
regional or continental in scope. It seeks to identify broad needs, program
content, and order-of-magnitude costs. While some preliminary analysis
and screening of projects may be included in a program survey, the study
is designed neither to provide a basis for project funding, nor to define a
scope of work for a detailed study of project feasibility. A program survey
may or may not involve a brief visit to the country or countries studied for
the purpose of obtaining data.
Arp o1ect surve , 2 often called a "prefeasibility study, " is designed
to provide a preliminary assessment of the prospects for a given project
and to define a scope of work for a detailed feasibility study. It usually
involves a visit to the country or countries in which the feasibility study is
to be conducted.
1 For examples of program surveys, see Checchi and Company, Study
of the Application of Satellite Communications for Under-Developed
Nations, Interim Report (NASW-1357) Washington: NASA, February
25,1966; and Improving African Telecommunications During the Next
Decade (PIO/T 698-6-6121066) Washington: AID, July, 1966.
2	 For an example of a project survey, see Morcom Systems, Inc. Report
on Telecommunications Survey of Ghana (AID /AFR-477) Washington:
AID, May, 1967.
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}A feasibility study  is typically designe3 to provide a basis for
decisions as to whether to install a given system. It includes technical
descriptions of the project, but does not normally include site surveys or
design work necessary for preparation of specifications. It may also be
meant to serve as a basis for an application for financial assistance.
A preliminary engineering design study has as its objective the prep-
aration of a bid package on which construction contractors may-subtnit
proposals. It normally includes site surveys, preliminary design work,
and the preparation of specifications?
It is important to note that the line between such studies is not fixed,
and a given study may partake of aspects which are more characteristic
of another type of study. Moreover, as discussed in Section D, composite
or comprehensive studies can combine the elements of these studies in
many ways.
C. SHILLS REQUIRED
Exhibit One suggests in schematic form the balance of skills required
to carry out the four types of studies discussed in the preceding section. It
should be recognized that technical, economic, financial, andtsocio-
1	 For examples of project feasibility studies see Checchi and Company,
A Study of the Economic and Technical Feasibility of Improving Tele-
communications in the Republic of Chad (AID/AFR-433) Washington.-
AID, May, 1967; A Study of the Economic and Technical Feasibility of
Improving International Telecommunications in West Africa (NASW-1357)
Washington: NASA/AID, October, 1968; and the Ethiopia Telecommuni-
cations Study (AID/AFR-522) Washington: AID, May, 1969.
2	 For an example of a preliminary engineering design study, see
Telcom, Inc. Site Survey Report for a Satellite Communications
Earth Station (TER-132A) 1968.
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political analysis may involve overlapping areas of concern and expertise.
Thorough traffic analysis and forecasting requires economic, financial,
and engineering inputs. Traffic analysis is sometimes regarded as the
province of economists and sometimes as the province of. engineers. 1 In
some borderline areas, it is fairly easy to work out a common approach
among analysts of differing backgrounds; in others, accommodation is mor.;
difficult. For example, sociopolitical phenomena--which represent straight-
forward inputs to area specialists and which can be understood as "external
constraints" or "intangibles" by economists--may be regarded by some
telecommunications technicians as little mare than manifestations of ir-
rationality. Such phenomena are important to many studies, and methods
must be found for giving them appropriate consideration in pertinent
analyses.
The following subsections discuss the analytical skills required
for each category of study discussed in Section B of this chapter.
1.	 Skills Required for a Program Survey
An important characteristic of an international telecommuni-
cations program survey is that there should be a fairly even balance be-
tween its technical, economic, financial, sand sociopvlitics _a_iaiys"ji__
1 A discussion of the interaction of economic, financial, aid technical
analysis in connection with traffic data evaluation and forecasting is
contained in Subsection 3 of this section.
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fThe technical analysis portion of a program survey should include at least
a characterization of the existing telecommunications systems in the area
under study, and a preliminary analysis of the nature and scope of the im-
provements likely to be needed under the circumstances.
The economic and financial analysis portion of a program sur-
vey should, at a minimum, place order-of-magnitude costs on the kind of
program needed. The sociopolitical analysis should assess the needs, and
prospects for success, of international telecommunications development
programs in terms of social and political relationsrdps among the countries
or groups of countries involved.
2.	 Skills Required for a Project Survey
A project survey, often called a prefeasibility study, is likely
to be heavily oriented toward engineering considerations. It is most often
concerned with preliminary determination of which types of telecommuni-
cations facilities are operating at capacity or are otherwise in need of
improvement.
To the extent that a project survey addresses economic questions,
it is likely to focus on expected traffic growth, on the financial circumstances
of the telecommunications administration, or on a summary of existing
economic and financial studies:
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The sociopolitical analysis portion of a prefeasibility study
is usually limited to an examination of factors which are pertinent to the
effective operation of the telecommunications administration in the region
under study. However, some project surveys may, because of existing
special circumstances, be required to identify sensitive sociopolitical
problem areas and/or to provide a rudimentary evaluation of the socio-
political environment.
3.	 Skills Required for a Feasibility Study
An important characteristic of a feasibility study is that the
elements of analysis, i.e., technical, economic, financial, and socio-
political, should be effectively integrated into a meaningful whole to a
much greater extent than is required in other types of studies. The inter-
play between the technical, and economic and financial portions of a
feasibility study are intimate, and generally involve several analytical
iterations before telecommunications projects which are technically,
economically, and financially feasible are developed.
This interplay is illustrated in Exhibit Two, which shows some
of the interaction between economic-financial analysis and technical
analysis in evaluating traffic data and preparing forecasts. When a tele-
communications agency first provides analysts with data on historical
traffic, revenues, equipment, and circuits, the compilations may appear
i
s
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EXHIBIT TWO
TRAFFIC DATA LVALUATION AND FORECASTING:
SOME ANALYTICAL INTERACTIONS
ECONOMIC-FIRANCIAL ANALYSIS 	 TECHNICAL ANALYSIS
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Operating on Facilities
and Traffic Flow
Prepare and Compare
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Source: Checchi and Company.
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to be quite complete. However, as these data are compared with each
other, a number of gaps and inconsistencies may appear. Such a com-
parison may show:
-	 Traffic flows for which there are no identifiable revenues;
Revenues for which there are no identifiable traffic flows;
Circuits or equipment for which there are no identifiable
traffic flows or revenues; and
Traffic flows or revenues for which there are no identifiable
circuits or equipment.
Such a review may also show- `among other-things that =traffic
records are incomplete and that the historical data base must be filled
out by estimating procedures. If data gaps are identified early in a field
survey, information usable for such estimates may be :obtained by
sampling traffic volumes for particular routes. Sampling can, however,
prove to be an expensive and time-consuming procedure. A second use-
ful source of information for estimates may be broadly described as as-
sessment of economic factors influencing telecommunications demand.
Such assessment includes interviews with users of telecommunications
services, comparisons of traffic magnitudes with economic phenomena,
and other econometric analyses. Interviews with telecommunications
users are normally designed to identify relationships between telecom-
munications service, cost savings, and economic growth. They can,
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1however, provide insights into traffic magnitudes or particular routes.
Comparisons of traffic magnitudes with economic phenomena are nor-
mally used for forecasting traffic in a network of origin-destination nodes
and traffic flows. They can also be used to "complete the historical
matrix" when some flows are missing. Other econometric methods can
also be used to estimate missing data on the basis of whatever historical
information is available.
Once an adjusted historical traffic base has been established,
it should be double - checked against technical estimates of system capacity
constraints to make sure that technical and economic findings are con-
sistent. Such a comparison is also extremely important in that it throws
considerable light on the meaning of past trends in historical traffic. If
portions of a system have been at capacity for some time, modest historical
growth rates may not reflect the underlying demand. 1
It is important to understand that a procedure such as the one
described previously may involve several iterations among economic and
technical analyses, and that serious anomalies may not become apparent
until the final stages of the process. For example, as forecasts are used
1	 See Chapter Four for the discussion of a related phenomenon, the
"impulse jump. "
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for purposes of system design, it may become apparent that locations for
which traffic forecasts have not been made should be included in the system,
thus retroactively creating data requirements which were not originally en-
visioned. Similarly, the comparison of channel forecasts with other chan-
nel forecasts made by previous studies for a particular route or system
may reveal, at the end of the entire process, difficulties in the underlying
data which were not seen at the beginning. In addition, a number of ele-
ments of comparison, such as revenue or circuit analysis will be°lhem-
selves subjected to comparative analysis for purposes other than traffic
forecasting, again yielding new insights into the adequacy of the traffic data
base. A project feasibility study in a developing country should be designed
as a fairly intricate series of checks and balances to assure that all pertinent
factors are taken into consideration and that consistent treatment is accorded
to each of these factors. An adjustment in one portion of the "study system"
will inevitably require changes in other elements of the analysis.
Sociopolitical analysis is of great importancd-to studies of
regional telecommunications links. Here the relationships among countries
can have significant impact on technical options, rate structures, revenues,
and forms of organization. Even in the case of national studies, however,
such considerations may be important. For example, there appears to be
marked differences among ethnic groups in their proclivity to use voice and
134
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record modes. This phenomenon should be taken into account for purposes
of traffic forecasting. Sociopolitical factors can also have important
implications for the form and internal structure of a telecommunications
agency. While sociopolitical inputs are likely to be less quantitative than
other inputs, they may nevertheless have an impact on the quantitative
outputs of the study as an integrated whole.
The balance in the kinds of skills needed for analysis of pro-
ject feasibility will vary somewhat from study to study. It is believed,
however, that feasibility studies represent the study category to which
economic and financial skills are most clearly critical.
4.	 Skills Rettuired for Engneering Design Study
An engineering design study is heavily technical in nature.
It is primarily concerned with the development of specific technical com-
ponents for the proposed telecommunications system. A significant portion
of such a study may involve the application of engineering economics, or
"cost-effectiveness" analysis, to determine the most desirable engineering
solution.
D. COMPOSITE AND COMPREHENSIVE STUDIES
The types of studies discussed in the previous sections may be com-
bined in a number of ways. For example, a program survey may pinpoint
several areas in which telecommunications projects would have a high
likelihood of utility: and continue directly into prefeaaibility studies of
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such projects. Likewise, a feasibility study may proceed directly to the
preliminary engineering design study of the projects determined to be
feasible.
A comprehensive nationwide or even international telecommunications
approach could include all four types of studies under its aegis, with per-
haps one major contractor overseeing the entire program, and subcon-
tractors responsible for portions of the program.
In a comprehensive program, the program survey would likely
include a comprehensive overview of the nation or international region under
study in preparation for a more detailed project survey. The project sur-
vey (or prefeasibility stud) would sereen-out candidate projects for even
more detailed project feasibility studies. Projects determined to be
feasible would then be rated according to priority of installation, and pre-
liminary engineering design studies would begin according to the priority.
Telecommunications systems, especially, are particularly amenable
to a comprehensive and integrated system evaluation, as distinguished
from piecemeal analysis. An integrated program may be more cost-
effective than a series of separate studies designed to serve the same end.
The principal disadvantage of composite or comprehensive telecom-
munications studies is that they lodge responsibility in a single organization
for study elements requiring different mixes of skillera
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approaches. Placing responsibility in different organizations for suc-
cessive studies provides more assurance that recommendations have been
scrutinized from a number of pertinent viewpoints and are soundly and
objectively based.
le
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•CHAPTER THREE
ADEQUACY OF THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS DATA BASE
A. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the adequacy of the data
base for telecommunications studies in developing nations.
Section B deals with deficiencies in the existing data base.
Section C identifies data requirements and sources for principal
categories of telecommunications studies and types of analyses. It also
discusses the implications of data problems for study design.
B. DEFICIENCIES IN THE DATA BASE
A problem characteristic of developing countries is the absence
and unreliability of basic statistics. This problem stems from a variety
of sources. First, there may be a fundamental lack of appreciation of
the importance of accurate quantitative measurement. Attitudes toward
measurement stem from deep-seated cultural causes, as well as from
other causes.
One of Africa's most effective telecommunications administrations
draws its technical trainees from the most accomplished group of the
nation's high school graduates. Yet, it starts their training with a simple
course in the importance of measurement. Trainees are required to con-
struct wooden frames according to a simple set of dimensions.
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sThe lesson which it seeks to impart is that the ta3k to be accomplished
by the technician is not one of individual expression or craftsmanship,
but one of performing within the discipline of a quantitative framework.
This fundamental lesson is often a very difficult one to impart--in-
societies in an early stage of development.
A more immediate cause of data deficiencies is lack of funds.
Telecommunications agencies and other organizations are often subject
to severe financial constraints. The data base is neglected in favor of
more urgent requirements. Eventually, the statistical base becomes
so unreliable as to become a critical problem in itself.
A third and related cause of data problems lies in the reliability
of the procedures by which data is gathered and compiled. A careful
review of basis, records may reveal that information has been lost,
omitted through inadverte. -ce, misconstrued, improperly totaled, or
otherwise rendered unusable. In some instances, a careful analysis
may suggest the 'poss±ibilitythat deficiencies are attril ble--to The
misuse of funds.
A fourth source of difficulty is the failure on the part of many or-
ganizations in developing countries to subject their data to comparative
analysis. Related data series may prove inconsistent when checked
against each other. A study which draws on related series will reach
anomalous conclusions unless inconsistencies are ides:
6In the area of international traffic statistics, national telecommunications
agencies may maintain records of traffic with each other which differ
dramatically. For example, during Checchi's West African telecom-
munications study, l
 it was discovered that Nigeria's statistics indicated
245, 414 words of incoming and outgoing telegraph traffic with the Ivory
Coast in 1965, while the Ivory Coast reported, for the same year, only
138, 778 words with Nigeria. Similarly, Ghana showed 934 telephone
calls with Togo in 1966, while Togo reported 2,152 calls. In a number
of instances, these countries were unable to provide complete data.
Dahomey submitted no data on traffic with Ghana. The Ivory Co y st sub-
miffed information only on traffic with Nigeria, Togo, Dahomey, and
Ghana. Ghana reported only outgoing telegraph traffic.
This phenomenon of inconsistent data is reflected, and sometimes
compounded, in sect)ridary data sources. For example, the ITU com-
piles data annually on telephone, telegraph, and telex traffic for all
countries which file reports with it. It has also periodically prepared
traffic matrices  showing rationalized bilateral traffic flows between
1	 Checchi and Company, A Study of the Economic and Technical
Feasibility of Improving International Telecommunications in
Vilest Africa, (NASW-1357) Washington: NASA/AID, October, 1968.
2	 See, for example, the International Telecommunications Union,
General Plan for the Development of the International Network,
1963-1968, Geneva: 1964 (The Rome Plan), and the General Plan
for the Development of the Interregional Telecommunications
F	
Network, 1967-1970-1975, Geneva: 1968 (The Mexico City Plan).
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countries for specific years. As a general matter, analysis suggests
that these matrices are sometimes based upon mutually agreeable esti-
mates rather than upon rigorous analysis. This lack of rigor was ap-
parent during the preparation of Checchi's Minimum African Program
report. 1
 It was found at that time that significant anomalies appeared
when the ITU's annual traffic figures for individual countries were com-
pared with the Rome Plan breakdowns. It is believed that a greater de-
gree of rigor in preparing international traffic matrices is necessary
and desirable. There is a substantial opportunity for international or-
ganizations to undertake a rationalization of such statistics by methods
analagous to those used to rationalize statistics on international trade.
It is a serious mistake, but a common one, for analysts lo--accept
a telecommunications agency's data as accurate without extensive com-
parison -and confirmation. Much the same can be said for any source
of information in developing nations on which study results are
dependent.
It is particularly important for analysts who have not had prior
experience in developing countries to undertstand that dealing with data
deficiencies is a central part of their work. The analyst must be cautious
and skeptical, without being overwhelmed by uncertainties which he inevit-
ably will confront. Solving	 ab	 _	 grog
1	 Checchi and Company, Study of the Application_ of Satellite Com
-munications for Under-Developed Nations, Interim Report
(NASW-1357)_ Washington: NASA, February 25, 1966.
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fand satisfying tasks in a telecommunications study. A properly evaluated
and adjusted data base can in itself constitute a significant contribution
to the cause oftelecommunications development.
Opportunities for improving the telecommunications base may arise
in many ways. For example, a pilot HF circuit project providing service
between Ethiopia and the Ivory Coast, constructed with the support of the
United Nations Special Fund and the ITU, is designed not only to establish
commercial services between the two countries, but also to obtain valuable
traffic statistics to be used as a guide to the viability of similar circuits
in Africa. Imaginative project planning can thus serve to improve the
telecommunications data base, as well as to provide new and higher quality
service.
C. DATA REQUIREMENTS AND SOURCES
This section deals with the kinds of information needed for the four
principal categories of telecommunications studies discussed in Chapter
Two. Exhibit Three shows, in schematic fashion, a classification of data
sources typically used for each study category according to each type of
analysis.
Data may be obtained from secondary sources such as ITU publications,
U. S. Government publications, or industry and other organizations. The-se
sources in turn are based upon primary sources. In working with secondary
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Analysis
EXHIBIT THREE
TYPES OF DATA SOURCES FOR FOUR PRINCIPAL
CATEGORIES OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS STUDIES
Technical
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Program
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Project
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i
Project
Feasibility
Study
Engineering
Design
Study
Sociopolitical
Analysis
Data from secondary sources
f
 KEY:	 ^ / 1)ata from Primary sourcest. 
Data measured or created by analyst
So l irce: Checchi and Company
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sources, the analyst has little choice concerning the form in which the
data is received, and he is often not in a position to make definitive judg-
ments concerning its accuracy.
Information obtained from telecommunications agencies and other
organizations which gather and record data represents data received from
primary sources. During a field survey, the analyst may be in a position
to review basic records and work sheets in order to evaluate the accuracy,
completeness, and reliability of the information obtained. He may also
be able to have special compilations made, and hence to influence the form
in which statistics are presented to him.
Measured or created data is that which is gathered or synthesized by
the analyst himself. It includes personally conducted equipment inventories,
traffic measurements, propagation measurements, site surveys, and
similar activities. In such cases, the analyst himself becomes a primary
source of data.
On the whole, engineering analysis tends to place the heaviest emphasis
on measurement and creation of data. As a general rule, economic, finan-
cial, and sociopolitical analysts are able to put secondary sources to the
greatest use. All types of analysis draw significantly on primary sources,
however.
6
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Differences in emphasis on data sources are of significance to the
design of particular study categories. For example, it is often desirable
for a project feasibility study to start with a "pre-study, " i. e. , a pre-
liminary analysis based on secondary sources conducted in the home
office before the survey team goes to the field. This allows the team to
set up a framework of analytical checks and balances in a relatively un-
harried environment, and to ascertain what data inputs are most critical
to the survey. Some telecommunications technicians may be impatient
in working with secondary sources when they expect that superior sources
will shortly be available to them. Nevertheless, in most feasibility studies,
the advantages gained from working through a problem with available data
are considerable in terms of establishing a common frame of reference and
an agreed set of priorities in seeking data. These advantages generally
outweigh the effort expended on the pre-study.
1.	 Program Survey
The technical analysis portion of a program survey largely
involves a determination of the nature and scope of the telecommunications
system which exists in a developing country. For most countries, much
information can be derived from secondary sources, such as the ITU,
governmental agencies, and U. S. and foreign corporations. A quick field
survey of the region or country is particularly appropriate where it is
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important to assure that information is up to date. A program survey may
include a first, rough-cut determination of possible projects with approxi-
mate and preliminary costing. Normally, rules-of-thumb and order-of-
magnitude estimates will suffice for this purpose, and detailed information
inputs are not essential.
The economic and financial data required for a program survey
are also largely derivable from secondary sources. However, telecom-
munications demand projections, made on the basis of such information,
are by nature preliminary and approximate. They should not be deemed
comparable to feasibility study projections, which are the result of much
more detailed and precise analysis, and which are based upon the best
available data.
The sociopolitical analyses suitable for #-pr9_#n%ra;*ur-wr.sre
also largely derivable from secondary sources. If the analysts who perform
this work have a good understanding of the areas with which they are dealing,
the results can be quite meaningful.
The data requirements and sources for program surveys thus
can be summarized as follows; the data required are typically of a general
and preliminary nature obtainable from secondary sources such as private
publications, governmental and international organizations, and domestic
and foreign corporations. The telecommunications analyst's job is to
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collect these data from these sources, and to convert available data into a
coherent telecommunications program on the basis of experience and good
judgment. Certain rough-cut preliminary analyses may be carried out to
indicate basic trends and magnitudes. A field survey may, in certain
r
circumstances, be required in order to obtain data not otherwise
I	 obtainable.
2. Project Survey
A project survey is heavily technically oriented. In order
to prepare a scope of work for a specific project, a short field survey
is usually required. Engineering data may be obtained from primary
and secondary sources, but there is seldom time for more than limited
measurements or gathering of original data. The economic, financial,
and sociopolitical analyses required are modest in extent and sonhis-
tication, and are typically evenly balanced between pcimary and
secondar; , sources.
3. Feasibility Study
There are three fundamental characteristics of feasibility
studies which determine the nature of the data requirements and data sources
of such studies. The first characteristic is the requirement for a large
amount of detailed data covering several fields of analysis. For example,
the traffic and financial information analyzed during a feasibility study will
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often involve 75 to 100 different historical data series. Types of equip-
ment and circuits assessed can also be extensive, as can the range of
sociopolitical issues considered. The second characteristic is that all
types of analysis draw heavily on secondary, primary, and self-generated
data. The third characteristic is that feasibility studies require the con-
tinuing exercise of judgment as tc the reliability of data sources and the
balance of effort to be employed in analyzing information. It is important
that each member of a study team become familiar with the work
and data of other analysts, and that all team members understand
the organization of the telecommunications administration, its technical
system, and its statistical base.
As noted earlier, close relationships among the technical,
economic, and financial analyses depend upon the iterative process of
analysis which should start from the outset of the study. The creation
of an improved telecommunications system by engineers generally be-
gins when they compare traffic projects with existing capacity. How-
ever, the nature of improvements which are then created can generate
new needs for forecasts and for determination of the nature and scope
of existing capacity. These needs create ncv, data requirements and
provide new insights into the nature and adequacy of the existing data
base. In essence, a good telecommunications study in a developing
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tcountry creates, as one of its most important products, a data base
which incorporates the best information available from all sources. The
allocation of effort to this task requires not onl y analytical judgment,
but an acute sense of the relative importance of information to the
Lk
t	 entire scheme of the study.9
The sociopolitical portion of a feasibility study involves both
the collection and evaluation of data from primary sources, such as the
telecommunications administration and other governmental agencies,
as well as the recording of information which may not have previously been
redaced to written form. Such an analysis is linked to organizational rate
structure, revenue, and engineering analysis, but its inputs tend to be
qualitative rather than quantitative.
4.	 Engineering Design Studies
Engineering design studies are heavily oriented toward data
created by the engineer himself in the course of the analysis. Engineers
usually prefer to rely upon their own measurements wherever possible,
and wisely so. Such measurements are important because they often reveal
previous errors and shortcomings which are critical to design work. When-
ever engineers cannot create their own data, they are constrained to use
the most reliable existing data, whether from the telecommunications adrr.ini-
stration itself, or oiher engineering studies, site surveys and similar
sources.
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FORECASTING METHODS
A. INTRODUCTION
This chapter deals with the forecasting methods which are most
pertinent to telecommunications studies. These include historical
trend extrapolation, correlation analysis, and gravity-potential models.
The impulse jump, a special demand factor which should often he applied
to each of these methods, is also discussed, as are judgmental factors
which are often important in forecasting telecommunications demand,
especially in developing countries.
Section B introduces forecasting analysis with a discussion of the
most used method--historical trend extrapolation. Sections C and D
discuss correlation analysis and gravity-potential models, respectively.
Section E discusses the impulse jump. Section F deals with forecasting
methods and study design.
B. HISTORICAL TREND EXTRAPOLATION
Historical trend extrapolation is the most widely used and conceptually
simple of the various forecasting methodE. It is not, however, without its
pitfalls. A projection of data depends upon the historical period chosen
for extrapolation. For example, telephones in service in the United States
from 1910 to date could be plotted as shown in Exhibit Four.
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EXHIBIT FOUR
TELEPHONES IN SLRVICE IN THE UNITED STATES
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Source: Hags Y. Kraepelien, "Forecasting in an Operating Company,"
Telephony, Vol.. 169, No. 20, November 13, 1965; trend lines
added by Checchi and Company.
Trend Line 1 of Exhibit Four projects data for the years 1945-1950,
the period immediately following World War I T A projection based upon
these years would have resulted in an inaccurate forecast of telephones
in service in the United States because the years following World War II
represented a period during wh--,h demand for telephones reflected econo-
mic dislocations caused by the depression and the warcime shortages of
materials and equipment.
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Trend Line 2, a projection based upon the yt-ars 1935-1960,
appears more accurate than Trend Line 1, but less accurate than T rend
Line 3, which incorporates the data from 1910 to 1964.
Today, Trend Line 3 appears reasonably accurate. However, it
would have been difficult to forecast Trend Line 3 frc,m historical data
points in either 19 .15 or 1950. Data of the most recent years only are
quite often the best data to use for historical trend extrapolations, but
this was not the case in the late 1940's. Thus, a "simple" historical trend
analysis may not be simple at all, and may involve consideration of
many factors in addition to a particular set of data points.
An obvious disadvantage of the historical trend extrapolation method,
and one common to developing nations particularly, is that it cannot alone
be used to predict traffic on a new route for which no historical traffic data
exist. Even where rvate data are available in developing countries, such
data typically provide only a relatively few data points, not enough for a
satisfact-)ry historical trend extrapolation. Such circumstances require the
application of more sophisticated forecasting methods, and/or judgmental
analysis. Such forecasting methods will be discussed in the following sections.
C. CORRELATION ANALYSIS
Correlation analysis is a tool for studying the statistical relationship
between two or more variables so that the value of one variable can be
predicted on the basis of one or more other variables. If only one other
variable is involved, the analysis is one of "simple" correlation. If two
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aor more other variables are involved, methods of "partial" or "multiple"
analysis are required. Simple and multiple correlation analyses, as they
relate to forecasting telecommunications traffic, generally involve a
determination of the relationship between:
- Telecommunications traffic and some other telecommunications
parameters (e. g. , telephone instruments), the growth of which
can be predicted with relative accuracy; and/or
- Telecommunications traffic and some non-telecommunications
parameters (e. g. , economic) the growth of which can be pre-
dicted with relative accuracy.
The parameters most often considered as useful for correlation
analyses include the following:
- Gross National Product
- Population
- Telephone density
- Number of lelrpi ►ones
- Wage share of GNP
- Per capita GNP
- Trade
International trade is the most likely candidate for correlation with
the international telecommunications traffic of developing countries. As
a general proposition, it would be expected that the magnitude of goods
and services moving between nations would relate to the magnitude of tele-
communications services, because trade between countries directly gen-
erates a requirement for telecommunications services between those coun-
tries. International trade is often linked with the political and social ties
between countries, which also produce requirements for telecommunications
services.
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IIt is sometimes possible to find good correlation between total
international trade and total international telecommunications traffic in
developing countries. However, researchers have not to date had great
success in applying correlation analysis to trade and telecommunications
on a route-by-route basis in developing countries. 1 There are a number
of reasons for the lack of success. First, historical telecommunications
traffic, particularly when considered on a route-by-route basis, may strongly
reflect constraints imposed by limited circuit capacity. Second, there may
be substantial difficulties in historical series which are long enough and accurate
enough to perform meaningful correlation analyses. Third, the international
trade of developing countries, particularly the export trade, is subject to
sharp fluctuations, depending upon world supply, demand, and prices for
particular raw materials and agricultural products. Requirements for tele-
communications services may be related to changes in market conditions rather
than to absolute levels of trade for some commodities. Fourth, trade-
telecomrunications relationships may vary according to distance between
origins and destinations. For example, coordination of international trade
movements over relatively short distances may involve substantially greater
dependence on telecommunications on a per-ton or per-dollar basis than do
long distance movements. The following section deals with a method of taking
distance relationships into account in certain types of telecommunications
forecasts.
'Checchi and Company did find a reasonably high multiple corre-
lation between economic and telecommunications parameters for Nigeria,
Ghana, and Dahomey. See A Study of the Economic and Technical Fea-
sibility of Improving International Telecommunications in West Africa,
(NASW-1357) Washington; NASA/AID, October, 1968 , pp. II-48 through II-74.
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6D. GRAVITY-POTENTIAL MODELS
The concept of gravity-potential models is a mathematical approach
for evaluating various interactions between masses of population as these
interactions vary with distance between population masses. The models
are called "gravity" or "potential" models because they employ a formu-
lation of gravitational attraction:
M1 M2
F = G
	 2R
where F is the force of attraction between two masses, M1 and M2, which
are separated by a distance, R. G is a constant : sometimes termed,
in combination with the distance function, the "friction of distance. "
The mathematical formulation provides a basis for establishing quantita-
tive relationships among commonly observed empirical phenomena. For
example, two large cities located 50 miles from each other will normally
experience more intercity telecommunications traffic than two cities of the
same size located 100 miles from each other. A small city and a large city
located 50 miles (or 100 miles) from each other will have less intercity
telecommunications traffic than two large cities separated by the same
distance from each other. Quantitative relationships may be established
among distance, city size, and telecommunications flows on the basis of
modest amounts of data. These quantitative relationships may then be
used to project traffic for all pertinent population centers.
)
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IThe gravity model may be viewed as a special case of correlation
analysis where F is the dependent variable and M 1 , M 2 , and R are the
independent variables. Although the specific gravitation formulation set
forth above may not be directly applicable to telecommunications studies,
the basic concept is. Zipf 1 has done pioneering work in applying gravity
modes to telecommunications data. He found a direct relationship between
telephone calls between American cities and the factor,
Pi P.
diJ
where Pi and Pj are the populations of two cities and d i .
J
 is the distance
between them.
The relationship is essentially that of the gravitation formulation
set forth above, except for the exponent on the distance. Checchi and
Company has developed this concept in several feasibility studies, parti-
cularly its Ethiopia telecommunications study. 2 The ITU also suggests
the use of this concept for some forecasting purposes. 3 The gravity
model approach is a most useful one for forecasting interurban and regional
international traffic in developing nations, and deserves further development
1 George K. Zipf, Human Behavior and the Principle of Least Effort,
Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Press, 1949.
2 Ethiopia Telecommunicat ions Study, (AID/AFR-522) Washington:
AID, May, 1969, pp. II-47 to II-77.
3 The International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee,
Economic Studies at the National Level in the Field of Telecommuni-
cations (1964-1968), Geneva: The International Telecommunication
Union, July 1, 1968, Chapter IV, pp. 13-15.
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The principal advantage to the method is that instead of trying to
find a correlation between telecommunications data and general economic
data, one can focus attention on what appears to be a fundamental relation-
ship between population masses, distance, and telecommunications services.
Additionally, forecasts can be made for routes for which little or no histor-
ical telecommunications data exist.
E. IMPULSE JUMPS
There are several limitations in the methods of telecommunications
forecasting. On many world routes, and particularly on those of developing
nations, for example, historical traffic trends may reflect limitations
on the capacity andig al,ity of existing circuits rather than the underlying tele-
communications demand which would exist if sufficient high quality circuits
were made available. When new and improved facilities, such as submarine
cables or earth stations, are installed, traffic volumes typically exhibit a
sharp and permanent increase. These effects are explained by the fact
of the existence of a certain amount of "suppressed demand. " This
phenomenon may also be explained on the basis that improved facilities
provide customers with essentially "new" types of services, i. e. , those which
are more prompt and.of higher quality. Recent historical trends in inter-
national traffic, therefore, are regarded principally- as an indication of the
growth of capacity and quality of telecommunications facilities.
_ -	 J
RWhen submarine cables were introduced on the North Atlantic
route, telephone traffic increased by as much as 100 percent in the year
1
following inauguration of service. Buyers reported an increase of 23. 5
percent in Alaskan traffic and 25 percent in Hawaiian traffic when cables
were installed. Presently, some very large impulse jumps are being
reported in developing areas, with 100 percent being considered likely
where high frequency'radio facilities have been replaced with higher quality
facilities. However, great caution must be exercised in using any siich
figures. An impulse jump may be due to increased capacity, improved
quality, lower rates, basic commercial patterns, other factors, or any
combination of these. Unless an effort is made to discover which factors
are operating in a given situation, a forecast of an impulse jump may
represent little more than supposition. Impulse jumps reported for
one developing region or continent may in fact have little in common with
impulse jumps likely to occur in other developing regions or conti cents in
terms of magnitudes or underlying causes.
No comprehensive and rigorous study of telecommunications impulse
jumps in developing countries presently exists. Hence, researchers are
constrained to employ methods of qualitative analysis in determining ap-
proximate values of anticipated impulse jumps in a given study region, as
well as in evaluating the limited quantitative data which may be available in
situations which are believed to be analogous. One way to gain insights
into the magnitude of the impulse jump is to estimate suppressed demand by inter-
viewing major telecommunications users, particularly of the international
I John W. A. Buyers, Wings of the Morning, Master's Thesis,
submitted at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1963.
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evoice mode. A related procedure is to make independent forecasts of the
3
growth of the activities of heavy users of telecommunications. These pro-
cedures can inject a vitally needed sense of reality into a process which
in some cases has been little short of a guessing game drawing; on his-
torical precedents which have little in common with the circumstances
of the nations from which forecasts are made.
F. FORECASTING AND THE DESIGN OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS
STUDIES
As an area of research, forecasting methods have perhaps received
more attention than other elements of economic analysis in studies of tele-
communications development. However, most of the work on forecasting
methods tends to be oriented toward those developing countries which are
in the later stages of development. Moreover, although there is a consid-
erable amount of material devoted to forecasting in developing countries,
this literature is scattered, difficult to synthesize, and largely uneval-
uated. Telecommunications forecasting is sufficiently important to merit
the development of a body of literature which is readily available to the
analyst. In essence, a treatise on forecasting methodology is required,
followed by a continuing process of application and refinement. While
the development of a treatise on forecasting is a substantial undertaking
in itself, the process of application and refinement can be carried on
within the framework of studies principally directed toward specific
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telecommunications programs and projects. For example, designers of
telecommunications studies could specify, as an essential part of a feasi-
bility study,that the contractor undertake to develop and refine at least
one of several forecasting methodologies. Moreover, retrospective
analysis could in some cases be combined with forecasting requirements.
Consider the case of a nation which has moved from an early stage of de-
velopment to a more advanced stage. Such a country may well have re-
placed its high frequency facilities with submarine cable, and may now be
in a position to add a satellite earth station to its telecommunications
system. A study of the earth station feasibility might be combined with
a historical study of the results of submarine cable installation. The
latter study would seek not only to quantify traffic patterns before and
after cable installation, but to isolate factors responsible for the result-
ing growth in traffic. Such a study could provide substantial insights
into the impulse jump phenomenon. The designer of such a study should
recognize that the historical examination would require effort beyond
that which would be required in order to provide useful forecasts for the
satellite earth station option. In other words if a feasibility study in-
chides a research task directed toward advancing the art of forecasting,
it should be recognized that additional effort is required to achieve re-
suits of general application.
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Forecasting is ultimately an exercise in judgment within a dis-
ciplined quantitative framework. However good the historical data,
and however sophisticated the methods used to deal with these data are, the
forecaster will be required to make assumptions and some out-and-out
guesses. Wherever forecasts represent an important input to Study re-
cults, the anLlyst should be required to identify those areas in which
assumptions and intuitive judgments were made.
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CHAPTER FIVE
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SELECTION OF TECHNICAL ALTERNATIVES
AND C'ONFIGUIRATIONS
A. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to d ; scuss procedures used to select
technical systems and configurations from among a range of alternatives.
This chapter views the selection process principally from the technical
viewpoint, ernphasizing techniques of systems analysis and cost-effective-
ness analysis. Economic and financial considerations closely related to
the selection process are identified. These considerations are, however,
given fuller treatment in Chapter Seven which de p ls with methods of
economic and financial evaluation.
Section B discusses the general methoaology used in the selection
process.
Section C describes the process of system selection.
Section D reviews the range of =dternative telecommunications
systems.
Section E provides some comments and suggestions concerning
the system selection process.
B. GENERAL METHODO LOGY
The selection ol' technical alternatives and configurations lies at
the heart of project feasibility studies. It is important for the designer of
i
i
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feasibility studies to have a good understanding of this process. In parti-
cular, the study designer should guard against the tem ,,ptation to assume
the nature of the desirable technical solution or to discard technical al-
ternatives before such alternatives have been oronerl y evaluated.
The objective of the technical analysis portion of telecommunications
feasibility studies is to determine the most suitable technological means
of meeting; the projected demand for telecommunications. This technical
analysis would be relatively straightforward if newer and more advanced
ineans of communications simply cusplaced older ineans, but this is not
the case. The advent of microwave and tropospheric scatter systems did
not displace systems which depend upon wires and cables, rather, these
systems now complement each. other. Satellite communications was
initially heralded as the death knell for submarine cable, but these two
media are also likely to serve complementary roles. Thus, new sys-
tems add to the complexity of the system election process, generally
referred to as systems analysis, by offering a wider range of technical
and economic choices than previously existed.
The process of selecting a preferred system from among several
alternative systems which can accomplish a specified purpose may be
16:
•usefully approached in terms of systems analysis. Such an analysis in-
volves a comparison of the costs, effectiveness, risks, and timing
associated with competing system choices.
In the content of feasibility studies, systems analysis needs to be
distinguished from systems engineering. Systems analysis is concerned
only with that level of analytical detail which is necessary to establish
the relative merit of alternative choices. Systems engineering, on the
other hand, is concerned with the specific and detailed design features
of a given system.
The general methodology of systems analysis, as applied to tele-
communications feasibility studies, consists of a logical sequence of
steps which can be retraced and verified. The following subsections pre-
sent that sequence of steps.
1 .	 Requirements Analysis
Within the framework of the decision maker's overall objective,
the specific system requirements must be defined. This involves a deter-
mination of the required systeni capacity, locations to be served, types of
i	 traffic to be accommodated, desired level of transmission quality, speed
of service, required compatibility with existing systems, and related sys-
tem objectives which are common to any of the technical alternatives to
be considered.
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e2. Formulation of Technical Alternatives
For a given set of requirements, there are choices as to the
type of technical system to be employed. Normally, these choices are
available at subsystem levels; that is, the overall system normally con-
sists of several different networks or different types of facilities, and
choices are -.vailable within those component parts of the overall system.
The system which is most satisfactory, in a technical sense, is that one
in which the best choices were made at the subsystem level.
3. Cost Analysis
The utilization of cost data in systems analysis fulfills two
im portant functions: it provides a cost basis for selection among com-
parable technical alternatives; and it provides a cost basis for determining
the investment merit of a pro,-)osed telecommunications project. 1
C. THE PROCESS OF SYSTEM SLLECTION
As described above, the system selection process consists of three
well-defined steps: requirements analysis; formulation of technical alter-
natives; and cost analysis. These steps, however, are interrelated, and
require several iterations before a firm system selection can be made. The
1	 See Chapter Seven for a discussion of the methods of economic and
financial evaluation.
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formulation of technical alternatives, for example, may justify a re-
_ examination of the initial set of requirements.
	 Later, cost analysis
^s
may uncover a need for a re-examination of a technical r.lternative in
order to determine whether there are methods available which will pro-
vide lower costs.
The preliminary objective in systems analysis is to identify, in
gross terms, those technical alternatives which warrant serious considera-
tion.	 This is followed by a gross cost analysis. 	 From this initial analyti-
cal cycle, certain alternatives may be discarded, while others emerge as
valid candidates.
	 These remaining candidates are then subjected to suc-
cessive technical and economic analysis, which refine the technical detail
and the costing accuracy to the point that a clear selection can be made
and justified.	 The following list of variables requiring evaluation ist
indicative of the scope of analysis normally required for the selection
process:
Technical Analvsis
Operational effectiveness
Maintainability/ reliability
Integration with existing facilities
Environmental control requirements
Support equipment and services
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Technical standardization
Potential for system expansion
Resistance to obsolescence
Technical training equipment
Manpower Analysis
Skill required
Skill available
Training requirements and methods
Geographical deployment of personnel
Level of manpower required
Cost Analysis
Lngineering
Equipment
Installation
Test and acceptance
Buildings, roads, utilities
Training
Salaries
Operating and maintenance supplies and services
Amortization/ depreciation
Reliability of costing data
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D. ALTERNA'T'IVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
A summary of the principal characteristics of alternative types of
telecommunications systems, their application to developing countries,
aid their approximate cost per channel mile, is contained in Exhibit Five.
It should be noted that these system types differ markedly in both per-
formance and cost. The--e are also marked differences in their normal
application. Exhibit Five is useful for making general approximations as
to the applicability of various systems to a given requirement, and the
range of cost variation among applicable systems. It is emphasized,
however, that costs, and even applicability, may vary widely in a specific
situation due to local geographical or economic conditions, or the avail-
ability of appropriate technical skills.
The approximate costs shown are computed on a "per-channel-mile
basis" and reflect estimated total life cycle costs reduced to an annual
i
basis, assuming amortization at a six percent interest rate. A 15-year
equipment lifetime, and loan period, was assumed except in the case of
submarine and coaxial cable paths, where a 20-year period was assumed.
As noted in Exhibit Five, the costs are applicable only to a 24-
channel system over a path ranging from 300 to 1, 000 miles. These
values are considered to be representative of requirements in developing
countries. In addition, the following are some general guidelines relating
costs to other system capacities or other route lengths:
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EXHIBIT FIVE
SUMMARY OF TELECOMMUNICATION:
Primar y Characteristics
Low cost, medium capacity
(up to 60 channels), medium
to high quality.
Required unbroken physical
path over entire route.
Relatively low level of skill
required for maintenance.
Relatively high maintenance
costs.
Low cost, low capacity, low
quality.
Suitable for distances from
100 to 12, 000 miles.
Real estate for "antenna
farm" increases with dis-
tance covered by links.
Only moderate skills required
for maintenance.
Dependent upon use of highly
congested frequency spectrum
between 3, 000 and 30, 000 KHz.
4. Subject to wide fluctuations in
transmission quality resulting
from natural perturbations of
the earth's ionosphere.
Principal Application
in Developing Countries
National and international tel
phone and telegraph circuits
within a regional area of sev(
hundred miles.
1. National and international
telephone and telegraph circu
when high quality is not esset
2. Widely used for low capac
circuits over extreme distanc
especially transcontinental.
Tvre
Overhead Wire & Cable	 1.
2.
3.
4.
High Frequency	 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Submarine Cable
(independently owned
and operated - not
common carrier)
1. Medium cost, medium capac-
ity, high quality.
2. Relatively low maintenance
cost.
3. Highly specialized maintenance
skills.
4. Requires cable repair vessel on
c all.
International telephone and to
graph along coastal routes ar
intercontinental routes.
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EXHIBIT FIVE
:LECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
Approximate Annual Cost Per
Channel Per Mile (Computed
on Total Life Cycle Cost
Basis for a 24-channel system
Principal Application
	 over distances ranging from
n Developing Countries
	 Constraints
	
300 to 1, 000 miles).
al and international tole-
	 1. Entire route must be accessible
and telegraph circuits	 by land transportation.
	
$ 25
a regional area of several	 2. Vulnerable to natural hazards
,d miles.
	 (floods, high winds, sleet,
lightning).
3. Cable or wire breakage in remote
areas can cause extended periods
of outage before repair is made.
tIOL,al and international 1.	 Not suitable for high quality trans- 	 $ 30
)ne and telegraph circuits mission due to effects of atmospheric
sigh quality is not essential. static and ionospheric disturbances.
dely used for low capacity 2.	 Highly vulnerable to interference from
.s over extreme distances, other stations occupying the same or
ally transcontinental, adjacent frequencies.
3.	 Costs steadily rising due to need for
higher power, larger antennas, more
sensitive receivers, to overcome
frequency interference.
4.	 Suitable frequency authorizations in-
creasingly difficult to obtain.
Ltional telephone and tele-	 1. Applicable only to marine routes.	 $ 50
along coastal routes and	 2. Cable breaks infrequent, but cause
ntinental routes,	 extended outage periods pending
location and repair of break.
ro cce 0'^k
.'I
Exhibit Five -- continued
Tvpe Primary Characteristics
Principal Application
in Developing Countries
Medium cost, high capacity
(up to video bandwidth), high
quality.
Requires repeater station
spaces within line of sight
(normally within 30 miles).
Relatively high maintenance
skills required.
Repeater stations can be
designed for unmanned oper-
ation.
High-cost, high capacity (up
to video bandwidth), high
quality.
Requires unbroken physical
path (normally underground)
over entire route.
Relatively low maintenance
costs and moderate mainte-
nance skills.
High cost, medium capacity
(up to 120 channels), high
quality.
Transmission paths limited
to "hops" normally less than
450 miles.
High maintenance skills re-
quired.
Relatively high maintenance
costs.
High cost, high capacity (up	 Hig`, volume international com-
to video bandwidth), high	 munications over distances in
quality.	 excess of 1, 000 miles; trans-
Cost independent of distance.	 continental and intercontinental
High maintenance skills. 	 television transmission.
Independent of terrain
traversed.
Maximum range varies from
5, 000 to 10, 000 miles, de-
pending upon location of earth
stations with respect to satellite
location.
Microwave	 1.
2.
3.
4.
Coaxial Cable	 1.
2.
3.
Tropospheric Scatter	 1.
2.
3.
4.
Satellite	 1.
(owned earth terminals;
leased satellite channels)
2,
3.
4.
5.
National and international tele-
phone, telegraph and television
circuits across land terrain.
National and international tele-
vision circuits, and telephone
circuits having a density of
several hundred channels and
traversing distances of less
than 100 miles.
National and international tele-
phone and telegraph circuits of
i50-450 miles where microwave
or wire circuits are not practic-
able (such as over water or over
inaccessible terrain).
P,Va cj
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Approximate Annual Cost Per
Channel Per Mile (Computed
on Total Life Cycle Cost
Basis fo: a 24-channel system
Principal Application
	 over distances ranging from
in Developing Countries
	 Constraints
	 __ 300 to 1, 000 miles)
nal an-i international tele-
	 1. Not normally economic on routes
	
$ 50
telegraph and television
	 having less than 12 voice circuits.
its across land terrain.	 2. Not normally feasible for routes
traversing large bodies of water.
3. Sometimes uneconomic when ser-
vice areas are located in difficult
mountainous terrain.
nal and international tele-	 1. Entire route must be accessible
	
$ 85
i circuits, and telephone	 by land transportation.
its having a density of	 2. High costs normally restrict use
• al hundred channels and	 to routes of high density, or to
rsing distances of less	 television circuits.
100 miles.
nal and international tele- 	 Not normally a good economic
	
$100
and telegraph circuits of	 choice if microwave or wire
50 miles where microwave	 circuits are feasible.
re circuits are not practic-
such as over water or over
essible terrain).
volume international com- 1.	 Satellite voice circuits cannot be $100-$330
-ations over distances in relayed over other satellite cir-
s of 1, 000 miles; trans- cuits due to delayed echoes.
rental and intercontinental 2.	 Not normally a good economic ($100 applies to
lion transmission . choice for distances less than 1, 000 miles)
1, 000 miles for routes carrying
less than 8 voice channels. ($330 applies to
300 miles)
0it
Per-channel-mile costs decrease as channel capacities
increase, although not in a linear manner.
Per-channel-mile costs tend to remain constant or decline
slightly, with increasing distance, except in the case of
communications satellite systems.
-	 Satellite system costs per channel mile change in direct
proportion to changes in distance.
Costs per channel mile for distances under 300 miles increase
more than indicated above, and the rate of cost increase for
most systems is greater than the rate of decline in distance.
E. EVALUATION OF THE SYSTEM SELECTION PROCESS
Tne studies performed to date indicate that there are several pro-
blem areas which warrant consideration in the design of future studies.
1.	 System Choices and Investment Objectives
The process of sy;:tem selection is closely related to, and
strongly influenced by, investment objectives. If, for example, an invest-
ment objective is to minimize capital expenditures, this could rationally
lead to a system design incorporating less sophisticated and less costly
equipment, or the use of leased facilities in preference to purchased
facilities. Such a choice could, on the other hand, result in higher total
costs, since increased operating and maintenance costs may result.
n.
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tIf' an inv estment objective is to optimize the net present value
on internal rate of return of the project, both the selection of system type
and the time phasing of its implementation will be influenced. It is evi-
dent that the systems analyst needs clear guidance as to the investment
objective in order to establish the economic criteria to be used in system
selection. 1
2. Short-Tenn Versus Long-Term Projections
In some instances, telecommunications studies have been
made in which economic or financial projections were not to be extended
beyond a few ,years period. While this procedure may be suitable for
determining whether a project will break even, it also may seriously
distort the adequacy of the system choice, or the .-elative viability of that
-hoice, since economic factors or system capacity factors were not
evaluated over the economic lifetime of the system. It is recommendea that
all telecommunications studies consider design features and economic
factors over the expected lifetime of each system alternative. The
ultimate design adequacy cannot usually be verified over a shorter period
3. Correlative Improvements
In telecommunications studies which are restricted to one
sector of a national communications structure (such as long lines trans-
1	 See discussion in Chapter Seven.
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mission systems, or central telephone exchanges), the improvement or
expansion program recommended for the selected scetor is dependent
upon correlatives improvements in the other related sectors. Such studies
are potentially vulnerable as to their validity, unless the terms of the
study are carefully constructed.
As an example, a study of the feasibility of a proposed inter-
rational or national microwave route will necessarily be based upon fore--
t
casts of telephone and telegraph traffic growth. However, this growth
cannot occur unless the number of subscribers, and therefore the capacity
of the telephone and telegraph exchanges, also increase. Thus, the study
may recommend that the microwave system be funded and constructed
without positive assurance that th-2 correlative improvements prerequisite
to overall traffic growth will also be funded and constructed. In nations
which are deficient in investment capital, such recommendations can be
hazardous.
It is suggested that telecommunications studies, centered on
one se-tor of an overall national telecommunications system, also include
adequate study into the needs and methods for obtaining correlative improve-
ments in sufficient scope to support the recommendations rnade.
4.	 Accuracy of System Traffic and Cost Projections
A survey of avail2 ble telecommunications feasibility s
reveals a significant variation in projections of future traffic and :
cost factors. These projections interrelate in a manner that can :
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t
ain wide variations in estimates of project costs and viability. Future
tstudies should, V , erefore, require an analysis of the reliability of esti-
mated traffic projections7'(and related revenue projections) and system
costs. f he calcu'.3ted variabilities in these forecasting areas should
then be correlated in a manner which provides an index as to the potential
variability of the project viability calculations.
5.	 Technical Coordination with Host Nations
Most telecommunications feasibility studies involve field
surveys in the Lost nation, and direct interrelationships with local govern-
mental telecommunications planners. The local officials have a keen inter-
est in the project, and usually a strong viewpoint regarding the technical
features of future improvements. Also, they will ultimately exercise
judgment and influence on the study recommendations.
There appears to be a need for some degree of prescribed uni-
formity as to the liaison with local telecommunications representatives.
They should be "brought into the picture" at appropriate checkpoints
along the way (e. g. , to review traffic forecasts, to review the require-
ments base devclope i f .r analysis of system alternatives, and for con-
saltation on recommendations prior to their publication). The validity
of the study Would be enhanced thereby, if for no other reason than that
their predisposition V) the intended study conclusions will be known in
advance.
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In order to provide such beneficial uniformity in liaison with
local telecommunications officials, the terms of coordination with these
officials should be specified in the request for proposal. for future studies.
6.	 Documentation of Alternatives
While most system studies require the objective analysis of
system alternatives, the level of analytical detail to be included in the
study documentation is riot always clearly defined. It is suggested that
study documentation be specified to include a summary of the analysis
of alternatives in sufficient detail to justify the choice on technical, opnr-
ational, and economic grounds. Analytical detail beyond this point may be
of special interest to engineers and economists, but would neither aid in
decision making nor reduce study costs.
P
iCHAPTER SIX
RATE STRUCTURE ANALYSIS
A. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the use of rate structure
analysis in telecommunications studies. Rate structure analysis is likely
to be most critically involved in feasibility studies since such studies
enable the analyst to examine relationships between rates, revenues, costs,
and financial viability. However, both program and project surveys may
include a preliminary assessment of whether rate structure problems exist.
Section B briefly discusses public utility rate-making principles.
Section C deals with international rate structures and revenue s:iaring
arrangements. Section D evaluates the impact of rate structure analysis
on the design of telecommunications studies.
B. TELECOMMUNICATIONS RATE STRUCTURE: PRINCIPLES
AND ANALYSIS
The underlying purpose of a telecommunications rate structure is
to set the market price for telecommunications services. A rate structure
also serves as a principal determinant of the amount of revenues which
will be received from telecommunications services.
Public utility rate-making principles constitute a body of theory
and practice which is particularly useful in analyzing telecommunications
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rate structures. 1 These principles have received their fullest refinement
in situations where a monopoly owned by private interests is subject to
government regulation. A basic principle of rate making is that rates
should produce sufficient revenues to allow an efficient organization to
obtain a fair rate of return on investment. In general, rates for individual
services should reflect the costs of these services, except that some modi-
fications may be made to take into account social, political, and economic
considerations.
Rates may be tied in with specific cost or expense categories. For
example, components of subscriber charge may cover part of the capital
cost of the telecommunications plant, the installation charge, rental for
equipment actually used on the premises of .e subscriber, plus variable
charges. Variable charges will be incurred in proportion to the subscriber's
use of the telecommunications services. For example, tariffs may provide
variable charges based upon the number of calls made, the distances in-
volved, the duration of the call, the time of day, and the type of service
(e. g. , telephone, telegraph, or telex) used..
This type of subscriber payment, i. e. , based upon appo rtioned usage
of the telecommunications system and service, is the one most clearly
s related to costs. However, rates may also take into account ease of
administration, public welfare considerations, and other criteria.
1 See, for example, James C. Bonbright, Principles of Public Utility
Rates, New York: Columbia University Press, 1961.
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tPublic utility rate-making principles may be adapted to the circum-
stances of a government-owned telecommunications agency which operates
on a self-sustaining basis. Such organizations use 'profits'' either to pay
dividends to the government or to provide additional investment in the
public enterprises. As in the case of a regulated privately owned organi-
zation, the administration's revenues should cover all costs and provide
a modest surplus. However, the organization should not use its monopoly
position to obtain excessive profits. Rates for individual services should
normally be such as to allow the service to cover at least its marginal
costs, with some special exceptions prescribed by social, political, or
economic policy. Telecommunications services may also be operated as
a traditional government agency. Under these circumstances, the admini-
stration's expenses are funded as part of the government budget cycle, its
revenues being paid into the Treasury. The administration may receive
substantial services at no cost from other Government agencies, a::d it
may be hard to relate telecommunications revenues to full service costs.
Public utility rate-making principles may also be applied as a way of
optimizing the use of national resources in such circumstances, but such
application often involves different theoretical and practical. problerns.
A rate structure necessarily influences the magnitudes and patterns
of telecommunications demand. If a telecommunications service were
offered without charges of an y kind, excessive use, bordering upon waste,
would probably prevail. hates charged for services tend to bring use of
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Rtelecommunications resources into balance with needs. In most cases,
very low rates will result in substantially more traffic than would occur
With very high rates. This phenomenon, known as the "price evaluation
of demand," is a great deal easier to describe in theory than it is to
measure. Historical analysis of the relationships of changes in rate
levels to changes in traffic levels often involves the problem of isolating
the effects of changed -rates from other factors influencing traffic. In
practice, it is usually easier to evaluate the internal consistency of a rate
stricture, or its relationships to service costs, than it is to assess its
'Iuantitative impact upon demand.
Analysis of the rates and revenues -)f individual services often
reveals a pattern characterized by internal imbalance. A given service
may be operating at a loss, or at less-than-normal profit, while other
services cover more than "their share" of overhead expenses or cnntri-
bution to the agency's surplus. This is a common phenomenon in
developing nations, and may occur for a variety of reasons. First, the
users of certain classes of telecommunications services may be in a
position to more easily bear the full cost of their services ^l:an are users
of other services. Second, the imbalance may be part of a deliberate
policy of telecommunications de'velupment which takes into account both
marketing and financial factors. Third, the imbalance may be essentialiy
an unplanned phenomenon resulting from the use of traditional structures
which have not been .readjusted to changing cost patterns.
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aInternational services in many developing countries are priced so
as to be far more profitable than domestic services. Economists, whose
thinking is conditioned by experience in industrialLzed nations, gray tend
to look with disfavor upon this practice. It should be recognized, however,
that the pattern of relying upon international transactions as a p2 imary
source of revenues with which to finance internal development is a com-
mon one in developing countries. It is believed that the telecommunications
rate structure of developing countries should be evaluated with the specific
circumstances of each developing country firmly in mind. Public utilit3
rate-making principles provide a useful framework within which to analyze
F	
the problem, but recommendations as to changes in rate structure should
take full account of the nature of development processes.
C. I?`;TERNATIONAL RATE AND REVENUE SHARING ARRANGEMENTS
A study of international rates usually requires the analysts to ex-
amine a broad range of criteria and techniques for establishing rates and
revenue splitting arrangements, including those briefly discussed below.
Rate-distance formulas may be used to establish basic relationships
i
}	 between rates for telecommunications services, and the corresponding dis-
tances transited. They are one of the primary criteria for national traffic
structures, but are only one of several considerations in. international
revenue sharing ar range r_zents.
r:
t
i
}	
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Rate base formulas relate revenue to the investment underlying
the revenue, often in terms of a fair rate of return on in-estment. As
in the case of rate-distance formulas, rate base formulas are one of the
primary criteria ' )r national tariff structures, but are only one of several
considerations in international revenue sharing arrangements.
Transit charges are fixed charges received by transiting countries
for the use of their facilities in cases where traffic is relayed between the
country of origin and the country of destination by intermediate countries.
Terminal charges are fixed charges received by countries of
origin and destination to cover terminal costs. The essential problem
in establishing terminal charges and transit charges, as described 	 €
abo,. e, is estimating the unit costs related to handling messages or calls.
Parcours splitting formulas generally provide for the sharing, by
countries of origin and destination, of the revenue remaining (the "parcours")
after transit and terminal charges have been allocated.
Common user or "wayleave" arrangements treat facilities commonly
utilized by participating countries somewhat like a common easement over
real estate. Each participant is required to pay for his use of the common
facilities, and is entitled to compensation for his depreciation, interest,
and operating costs incurred in connection with the commonly used facili-
ties maintained in his country, as well as for amounts in excess o!' these costs.
Sender- keeps- all arrangements are most commonly used among
neighboring countries with reciprocal volumes c f outgoing traffic and
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fidentical rates for the traffic. Each country simply keeps all the revenue
it collects from outgoing calls and no accounts are Exchanged.
Channel leasing arrangements provide that charges are made on
a periodic basis for a unit of capacity rather than on the basis of message
units. A given channel may be used for two or more communications modes.
Concessionnaire arrangements provide for the operation of a
country's international facilities by an independent, generally foreign,
entity. The entity is responsible for providing agreed upon telecommuni-
cations services, administration, and specified functions in connection
with the collection or disposition of revenues. It makes specified pay-
ments to the country for 4 he right to operate under the concession.
Multilateral preferential arrangements often are imposed on the
arrangements discussed abo,,-. They are usually based upon long-standing
political or commercial ties, and are exempY d by the arrangements
existing among the Francophone nations of Africa.
Frontier arrangements are special rate arrangements, often
utilizing domestic rates, related to the often less profitable domestic-
type traffic which exists between small population centers on two sides
of a common border.
Analysis of international rate structures involves, in addition to
factors common to domestic rate structures, international revenue
sharing arrangements based upon each country's individual requirements,
preferences, and international relationships. The purpose of revenue
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Esharing arrangements is to provide an equitable method for apportioning
the cost of transmitting telecomin'Anications between sender, receiver,
and intermediary countries. Many factors enter into revenue sharing
arrangements, making it unsound to generalize as to the most appropriate
sharing method. Considerations of national interest and political relation-
ships are often critical to a sound solution.
y	 D. PATE STRUCTURE ANALYSIS AND THE DESIGN OF
T'-LECOMMUNICATIONS STUDIES
Rate structure analysis, although it may be discussed simply in
terms of its fundameatals, is an extremely complex field. It often
requires the combined efforts of tele=communications administrations,
.-egulatory bodies, international organizations, and rate structure analysts
for sound and comprehensive recommendations. The approach to rate
st ,. ucture analysis must be to investigate each country's rate structure
in terms of each country's unique social, economic, and political ci: cum-
stances. A writer in the field of utility rates has stated: "No writer
whose views on public utility rates command respect purports to find a
single yardstick by sole reference to which rates that are reasonable or
socially desirable can be distinguished from rates that are unreasonable
or advorse to the public interest. " 1 A thorough evaluation of rate struc-
tures will involve, therefore, an understanding of all aspects of the
country under study, including its international relations.
1 ,lames C. Bonbright, Principles of Public Utility Rates, New York:
Columbia University Press, 1961, p. 67.
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The minimum rate structure analysis required in any telecommuni-
Ications study will involve an analysis of the internal consistency of the
tariffs, and perhaps a comparative analysis of the rates of the country
or countries under study with similarly situated countries. Following
such preliminary analyses, a decision will have to be made on whether
further rate structure analysis is crucial to the integrity of the study. If
it is, substantial effort will be required. A thorough rate structure
analysis, involving as it does extensive examination of supply, demand,
and pricing, is a complete and complex research exercise in itself, and
requires commensurate time and resources.
A correlative determination must also be made of the relationship
of the rate structure to the economic and financial viability of the tele-
communications entity or project under study. Unless subsidies from
outside sources are acceptable, a rate structure must permit a telecom-
munications entity to be self-sustaining without permitting it to receive
excessive profits. Thus, rate structure analysis is oft(,n 2 required input
to the economic and financial evaluation analysis of a telecommunications
organization or project.
An additional complicating aspect of rate structure analysis is that
there are substantial variations in rate structures and revenue sharing
IN	 arrangements throughout the developing world. Anomalies exist in rate
structure patterns prevailing among countries, as well as within the
national rate structu res of individual countries. Rate structure and
t
revenue sharing problems ca ►istitute a significant impediment to regional
cooperation among developing nations; and is an area in which Stud y
 de-
voted solely to this situation could provide valuabl^ contributions to both
national and international telecommunications cooperation and development,
and future telecommunications Studies. In any case, a thoroagh intee-
national rate structure analysis will generally be crucial to a sound study
of the telecommunications development of an international region. Deter-
minations of interregional rate structure consistency, and comparative
analysis of the rate structures of other countries and regions will, at a
minirr_um, be required, and will of themselves invclve substantial effort.
If an in-depth examination of the regional international supply, demand,
and pricing relationships are ultimately required, the level of effort
involved will be magnified many fold, and could appropriately constitute
a iarge study in itself.
The introduction and expansion of Clonal Comsat will ultimately
require rationalization of international rate structures which are at
present essentially unrelated. By so doing, it has created conditions
requiring a reappraisal of traditional rate and revenue sharing arrange-
nients. Indeed, it may be expected that such arrangements are entering
a period of continuing revision as larger groups of nations recognize the
need for commonly applied rate-making principles, and as they gain a
better understanding of the cost structure emerging from the application
of new technology.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
METHODS OF ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL EVALUATION
A. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to set forth and discuss the four
basic methods of evaluating t-a lecommunications projects in developing
regions. The methods are: cost-effectiveness analysis; pubiic utility
analysis; ^ost-benefit analysis; and business investment analysis.
Sections B through E outline each of the four types of evaluation
methods. Section F discusses the impact of evaluation methods on
project design.
B. COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS
Cost-effectiveness analysis is concerned with either maximizing
system effectiveness at a given level of cost, or minimizing costs at
a given level of system effectiveness. In the latter case, the principal
problem in regard to effectiveness is defining the job to be done
accurately in order that cost comparisons present meaningful alter-
natives. In the former case, a quantitative measure of effectiveness
is required in order to compare competing systems in terms of a fixed
cost. Cost-effectiveness analysis is closely associated with techniques
of systems analysis. It has received its fullest development in the
defense and aerospace fields where considerations of the lifetime of
existing facilities and equipment are considerably less important than
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Ithey are in other fields. Cost-effectiveness analysis is most useful in
Itelecommunications studies in developing countries in preliminarily
screening alternative system choices. The meaSUrt s of effectiveness
in a telecommunications study are traffic requirements and technical
parameters. Cost-effectiveness analysis may be used in a program sur-
vey study to determine first-cut system choices, given an approximate
program budget. In a feasibility study, cost-effectiveness analysis is
used to reduce the number of possible system choices to a few which can
then be analyzed in greater technical and economic detail.
Cost-effectiveness analysis is subject to limitations when used in
analyzing projects involving commercial telecommunications services.
First, it is designed to compare dollar costs with non-monetary quanti-
tative units, and avoids direct comparisons of dollar costs with dollar
revenues or benefi,s. Thus, it stops at least one step short of coming
to grips with the ultimate problem of evaluating revenue-generating
projects. Second, in its application to feasibility studies, cost-effective-
ness analysis is largely dependent on the establishment of a fixed number
of "requirements. " 1 In fact, the costs of filling anticipated requirements
may necessitate a revision of rates which will, in turn, affect the magnitude
1 See discussion in Chapter Five, "Sel°ction of Technical Alternatives
and Configurations."
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Iof requirements. This problem, which is a familiar one to the public
utility economist, may prove quite difficult for a cost-effectiveness analyst
to handle by use of conventional techniques.
C. PUBLIC UTILITY ANALYSIS
Public utility analysis is concerned with the economics of monopolies
which are regulated in the public interest. It deals with rate-snaking prin-
ciples, 1 capital structure, service adequacy, rates of return on investment,
and other aspects of business operation. In the telecommunications field,
many public utility anzlysts are accustomed to dealing with a fairly con-
servative industry whose present requirements and future prospects are
reasonably clear. As a body of doctrine and practice, public utility analysis
tends to be slew in coming to grips with circumstances in which rapid and
fundamental changes occur in system parameters. Unlike cost-benefit
analysis, public utility analysis does not seek to measure benefits external
to the telecommunications administration; its principal concern is with
relationships existing within the telecommunications administration itself.
D. COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
Cost-benefit analysis is a set of techniques which were first used
to evaluate the public river valley del elopment projects of the 1930's,
1 See discussion in Chapter Six, "Rate Structure Analysis. "
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Wsuch as those sponsored by the Bureau of Reclamation and the Corps of
Engineers. Cost-benefit analysis is presently pre3cribed as an evalua-
tion technique by the Agency for International Development for studies
of the feasibility of capital projects. Cost-benefit analysis assigns dol-
lar values to the costs and benefits associated with a capital project, and
quantifies relationships among time-phased costs and benefits in terms
of a criterion of "public profitability". Cost-benefit analysis seeks to
identify benefits and costs wherever they may occur in the economy.
It looks beyond the telecommunications agency to a project's quantitative
impact on the entire nation. It is concerned ultimately with the effect
which a proposed investment will have on the national income of the
country in which it is made.
Cost-benefit analysis provides a broad and comprehensive frame-
work for evaluation. There are, however, several problems associated
with cost-benefit analysis. First, there is the difficulty of quantifying,
in dollar terms, the "external economies, " that is, the economic im-
pact of the project outside of the telecommunications agency involved.
This problem is considered in Chapter Nine, "Telecommun'.cations De-
velopment and Economic Growth. " Second, the use of both public util-
ity rate analysis and cost-benefit analysis in projects of large magnitude
can lead the evaluation in a circle. Thus if: (1) telecommunications
rates are established on the basis of a "fair rate of return on investment"
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eas established by the rate analyst; (2) the investment in the proposed
project strongly influences the specific rates set for the specific serv-
ices which it is to provide; and (3) the revenues from the project con-
stitute all or a large proportion of the revenues which are taken into
account in the time-phased evaluation by the cost-benefit analyst; a
tautological result will follow. The "fair rate of return" calculated by
the rate analyst at the start will largely determine the cost-benefit
analyst's results at the end. In effect, project evaluation becomes
little more than a self-fulfilling prophecy. Third, there is a continuing
debate among theorists and practitioners as to which method is most
appropriate for converting time-phased streams of costs and benefits
into a meaningful evaluation criterion.
The three most important types of cost-benefit methods--benefit-
cost ratio, net present value, and internal rate of return--will be dis-
cussed in the following subsections.
Benefit-Cost Ratio
The benefit-cost ratio is a ratio of total discounted present
benefits, B°, to total discounted present costs, Co.
The discounted present values of a stream of benefits and
costs accrued in future years are defined as:
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b	 b	 b	 s
Bo =
	 1	 +	 2	 +...+	 n	 +	 n
(1 + r)	 (1 + r)Z	 (1 + r)"	 (1 + i)n
c	 c^	 c
C° =	 1 +^ +	 +	 n n , where
(1 + r)
	
(1 + r)
	
0 + r)
r = opportunity cost of capital in terms of a rate of interest
n = number of ,years
s n = net salvage value of physical components
b 1, b2, ... b  = benefits
c 1, c 2 ,	c  = costs
Both benefit:, and costs are discounted by the opportunity cost
of capital so that the investment can be placed in proper perspective to
other investment opportunities. If the benefit-cost ratio, LO / Co , is
greater than 1, the project may be considered a candidate fer invest-
ment. There are a number of difficulties with the cost-benefit ratio.
It is, for a number o, technical reasons, l an unreliable way of compar-
ing projects which have differing useful lives, or involve differing mag-
nitudes of investment. This could prove to be the case in comparing
an earth station with HF facilities as a means of serving international
1
See Clell G. Harral, Preparation and Appraisal of Transport Projects,
Washington: The Brookings Institution, October, 1965.
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Wtraffic. The second difficulty is that the opportunity cost of capital is
very difficult to approximate in developing countries. To establish such
a rate of interest would require a major research project in itself.
However, by analyzing two polar interest rates, e, g. , six percent and
20 percent, it may be possible to establish that variations in cost of
capital do not really make a difference to the evaluation.
2.	 Net Present Value
Net present value is defined as Bo - Co using the terminol-
ogy set forth above. Although there has been, and continues to be, much
discussion among practitioners and theoreticians as to the relative merits
of net present value end internal rate of return, the balance of evidence
appears to be on the side of net present value. The most cogent argu-
ment against the use of net present value i q that the opportunity cost of
capital has to be determined, and that this is extremely difficult to do
except by estimating outside limits. However, the ostensible alterna-
tive, the internal rate of return criterion, also requires a knowledge of
the opportunity cost if it is to be soundly applied.
The advantage of net present value is that it gives the net dol-
lar benefit to the economy stemming from the project. The benefit-cost
ratio and the internal rate of return, while presenting relative mea-
sures of benefits, do not indicate total net benefits. In those cases
in which overall contribution to economic growth is of vital importance,
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the total net benefits, as determined by the net present value method,
should be known. A project with the highest net present value may not
have the highest benefit-cost ratio.
3.	 Internal Rate of Return
The internal rate of return has become a popular method
of cost-benefit evaluation in recent years. Practitioners have felt that
the method precli , des the need for determining the opportunity cost of
capital, at least as precisely as is required for the net present value
formulation. Thus, in the following formulation, R, the internal rate
of return, is the only unknown:
0 =	 b1	 +	 b2	 + ... +	 b n	 + .	 s 	 -
(1 + R)
	 (1 + R) 2	(1 + R)n (1 + R)n
cl 	 C 2	 _	 C 
(1 + R)
	 to +	
+ R)n
However, the simplicit,, of t;x' -,)Iut:,-)n i-,
 misleading. The internal
rate of return has many of the Same de • ;cienclas as the cost-benefit
ratio, and is no less dependent on a determination of an opportunity
cost of capital -- for a complete understanding of the investment situation --
than is the net present value formulation. I The essential point is that a
project with the highest internal rate of return, often -- as in the case of
the benefit-cost ratio -- will not be the project which will contribute the I=
most to economic development in absolute dollar terms. An additional
1
	
	 -Clell G. Harral, Preparation and Appraisal of Transport Projects,
Washington: The Brookings Institution, October, 1965.
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danger with the internal rate of return formulation is that, where
investment alternatives invc've projects with different time profiles of
costs and benefits, quite erroneous conclusions may be drawn.
4.	 Assessment
Net present value has more to recommend it as the sole tool 	 I
of economic evaluation than do the other two methods, even though the
opportunity cost of capital has to be treated in some fashion. Where
feasible, all three methods should be used and the results compared. This
will enable the decision maker to determine if the choice of criterion
really has a significant impact on the conclusions of the study.
E. BUSINESS INVESTMENT ANALYSIS
Business investment analysis is a way of assessing the financial
performance of an organization, and is a method of determining require-
ments for loans or grants from appropriate funding source:.. It may also
be used as a project evaluation alternative to cost-benefit analysis if cost-
benefit analysis proves to be too unwieldly in a given situation.
Business investment analyses are necessary in order to determine
the financial viability of operating agencies and the financial status of
the related development project. 1 While many facets of financial
1 Methods which do not evaluate performance over the entire useful
life of a project, such as break even analysis, or payback period
analysis, should be used with great caution.
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structure can be probed, an in- depth profile of the overall structure
may be constructed through the use of three different pro foi ma state-
ments. 1
 These are the income statement, the balance sheet, and the
sources and uses of funds statement, also called, or closely related to,
funds flow or cash now statements. Each of these will be discussed
below.
1.	 Pro Forma Income Statement
Also called the profit and loss statement, the income state-
ment is a critically important collection of financial information, concerning
an organization or project. It shows operating revenues, operating ex-
penses, and all non-operating expenses, including interest, taxes, and
depreciation. The result shows profit or loss (net income or net loss)
for the operating period in question.
Ideally, profit and loss statements should be ; prepared with
and without the proposed improvements. This procedure allows c .alua-
tion of the differential financial impact produced by the proposed project.
If several alternatives are involved, the effort required can be massive.
In practice, therefore, the analyst may be required to seek analytical
shortcuts. Such techniques are difficult to prescribe in advance, and
require a high degree of judgment.
1 In some cases, telecommunications administrations will not have
prepared these kinds of financial statements in the past. Under
such circumstances, the task of creating pro forma statements
will be very substantial.
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2. Pro Forma Balance Sheet
A balance sheet essentially shows the financial status of an
organization at a given point in time, commonly the end of an operating
year. It balances assets against liabilities and shareholders' equity.
Financial analysts whose experience has been gained in evaluating pri-
vate companies place great emphasis on the growth of net worth, liquidity,
and various ratios among balance sheet items. On the whole, however,
such types of analysis are less significant for a national telecommunications
administration than they are for a private company. Critical insights for
the evaluation of telecommunications projects emerge frorn analysis -f the
financial dynamics of changes which occur in balance sheets from year to
year. For this reason, balance sheet analysis should be supplemented with
analysis of sources and uses of funds statements.
3. Pro Forma Sources and uses of Funds Statement
Sources and uses of funds statements bridge the gap between
the information presented in income statements and that presented in
balance sheets. Essentially it sets forth the sources of all funds which
were available to an organization during the operating period in question,
including net income, loan proceeds, capital stock, subsidies, and depre-
ciation allowances, and subtracts therefrom investments, Pquipment
purchases, debt repayment, and dividends. The result is the net change
in working capital. A somewhat different treatment of the accounts will
yield net change .n cash position. These statements give better insights
into the financial dynamics of the organization than can be determined
from either the income statement or the balance sheet alone.
F. EVALUATION METHODS AND PROJ:CT DESIGN
Ideally, a telecommunications study should include full elaboration
of all four types of analysis. However, time and funding constraints
often prevent this. Consequently, study designers are often faced with
the critical problem of selecting for inclusion in a scope of viork a
limited analytical framework, which must, however, be adequate in
light of the following considerations:
-
	
	 How many system alternatives requiring evaluation are
likely to emerge from the study;
What analytical scope and level of detail is required for
adequate evaluation; and
Are personnel with the full range of skills available?
To frame a meaningful scope of work in the light of these con-
siderations, the designer should have a keen appreciation of the state
of the art, and the practical requirements of the various kinds of analysis.
Unless substantial resources are available for the purpose, for example,
it may not be prudent to require intensive analysis of external benefits in
a cost-benefit analysis. Nor is it reasonable to expect that a project re-
quiring investment on the part of several nations will not require substantial
attention to rate structure problems. Another important consideration is
that cost-effectiveness analysis and business investment analysis provide
hard anal useful insights into the circumstances facing telecommunications
administrations in developing countries, and that the theoretical ad-antages
of other forms of anaadysis should not be allowed to divert attention from
these insights.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
TELECOMMUNICATIONS DEVELOPMENT AND THE
SOCIOECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT
A. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to consider socioeconomic factors
which affect telecommunications development. Section B deals with
telecommunications development from the perspective of the present
and future socioeconomic environments of developing nations.
Section C assesses specific implications of the relationships
between telecommunications development and the socioeconomic environ-
ment for the design of future studies.
B. TELECOMMUNICATIONS DEVELOPMENT AND THE SOCIO-
ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT IN PERSPECTIVE
Vast changes have occurred in the developing nations over the
past thirty years. The pace of change should accelerate during the
remainder of the century, as the developing nations take significant
steps toward industrialization, and as they experience more acutely
the cultural and economic impacts of modern technology.
The developing countries may be expected to attempt to telescope
these processes of technological and social change which have occurred
somewhat more gradually in industrialized states. These processes will
be accompanied by requirements for the development of many types of
telecommunications systems.
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	 The developing nations are presently characterized by suppressed
demand for "single destination", as distinguished from "mass", com-
munications modes.	 Single destination modes include telephone,
telegraph, telex, and other services which are essentially used to
transmit information from an origin to an individual destination, or to
allow simultaneous transmission between two points.
To the extent that the drive toward an industrial society, with
its related business, nrofessional, and service requirements is successful.
it will accelerate the use of, and need for, greatly expanded com-
munications services. Telecommunications requirements will grow
in volume, quality, and sophistication as population grows, as wealth
increases, and as society becomes more complex. The outlook is for
increasing investment in telecommunications, both on an aggregate and
per capita basis.
The age of mass communications has arrived in industrialized
nations. Mass communications include newspapers, magazines, radio,
and television. The two latter media may be considered as "broad-
casting" or "mass telecommunications". The impact of mass com-
munications is just beginning to be felt among the developing nations. A
significant and continuous development of mass telecommunications may
be anticipated in the next decades among these nations.
Mass telecommunications has at least three facets of
importance to developing nations. Firs, mass communications has
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igreat potential for working changes in a nation's social, economic,
and political environment. Second, radio and television can help to
lift 2. nation's educational level and create a sense of national purpose
and unity. Third, mass communications can also create rising
If	 expectations which are difficult to fulfill and can serve an an instrument
of authoritarianism.
However mass communications may be employed in developing
nations, it is quite clear that they will be employed. It may be anti-
cipated that future telecommunications studies will be increasingly
concerned with interrelationships between individual destination
telecommunications systems and mass telecommunications. Such
studies will pose interesting challenges, particularly in the area of placing
quantitative values on benefits. The further the state of the art for
studies of bilateral telecommunications can be advanced, the easier it
will be to deal with additional complexities posed by mass telecommunications.
C. SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS AND STUDY DESIGN
At present, requirements for mass telecommunications occupy
a peripheral position in most conventional studies of single destination tele-
communications in developing countries. For example, it is sometimes
necessary to determine whether television channels should be included
in the design of a satellite earth station or a microwave link, although
the subject is usually not treated as one of central concern. Likewise, a
telecommunications administration may provide technical services to its
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Ministry of Communications, i. e. , the organization responsible for
mass communications. In such cases, it is often desirable to examine
the financial and organizational relationships involved to determine
whether adequate compensation is being provided and to determine
whether the arrangement is a prudent one from the point of view of
good management.
Socioeconomic factors may be of considerable importance to
studies concerned with single destination modes. In international
regional studies, in particular, it is useful to ascertain the socio-
economic composition of neighboring countries as part of an assess-
1
ment of the prospects for regional cooperation.
A perceptive telecommunications analyst will examine the ethnic
composition of a telecommunications organization in order to determine
whether the organization is recognizing talent wherever it may be
found, or whether it is confining its source of talent to specific tribal
or societal elements. An organization which places a premium upon
talent, wherever it is found,will generally prove to be more efficient
than one which is more restrictive in developing talent. On the other
hand, ethnic factors may cause difficulties in a telecommunications
organization, or may deprive it of talent which it has already developed.
1 See discussion in Chapter Ten: Regional International Organizations.
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The telecommunications analyst's task in such a case is to examine the
possibilities of ameliorating the difficulties, or of predicting the future
course of events and suggesting alternative sources of talent.
It often occurs that while some telecommunications services are
very profitable, others are barely paying for themselves, or are even
operating at a loss. In developing countries, the latter is often the case
with inland telegraph, interurban telephone, and even urban telephone
services in small population centers. This difference in the profitability
of different services may reflect socioeconomic and political weightings
within the telecommunications rate structure. For example, the less
profitable domestic service, generally used by the indigenous lower and
middle strata of society, is often compensated for by the profitable inter-
national service, which is largely used by high income foreign businesses
and operators. Likewise, the provision of economic or telecommunications
development in remote or newly opened areas may be deemed an important
societal objective, even though such service is far from profitable. Such
factors should be taken into account in analyzing the total pattern of a tele-
communications organization's rates and revenues.
Traffic analysts often find considerable differences in patterns
of modal usage among developing countries. The differences may be
attributable in part to cultural preferences. For example, certain ethnic
groups may attach great importance to a paper copy of a message, or
perhaps require it in order that a message, in a foreign language, can
0be translated at leisure. On the other hand, another societal group
may distrust record communications because of deep suspicions
that unless a sender can ascertain that a communication has been
delivered, the telecommunications administration will have no reason
to deliver it.
A perceptively designed and well-executed telecommunications
study can yield basic data of value beyond that pertaining to telecom-
munications de ,%,elopment alone. Insights into the basic political
structure of a country can be strengthened by an examination of the
ethnic and regional structure of the telecommunications organization.
Perspectives on social and economic relationships ainong areas within
a country can be derived from an analysis of the magnitude and composition
of telecommunications traffic. A thorough knowledge of telecommunications
development can clarify factors of critical importance to analysts of
the social, economic, and political growth of a nation, and suggest new
insights into the dynamics of developing societies.
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CHAPTER NINE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS DEVELO13MENT AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH
A. INTRODUCTION
The purp.);e of this chapter is to explore the contributi-)n which
telecommunications development makes to economic growth as this
consideration im pacts on telecommunications studies. 'i.. role of
telecommunications in economic growth may be approached both
qualitatively and quantitatively. Section B deals with the role of
iF- telecommunications in economic growth. Section C discusses related
considerations of study design.
B. ROLE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONSi IN ECONOMIC GRO IA TH
In practice, there has been little success in attempting to quantify
the relationships between a particular project and growth of national
income in developing nations. This is unfortunate, since it is apparent
that telecommunications often contributes significantly to economic
development. A quantitative formulatio« of this relationship would
aid in developmental planning.
Much work has been done in examining how economic indicators
correlate with telecommunications development, and some relation-
ships have been found to exist. These were discussed in Chapter Four,
and will not be examined further here.
=1
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aThe role of telecommunications in economic growth may be
approached from several directions, including consideration of tele-
communications as:
-	 A precondition for attaining self-sustaining economic
growth;
An element of infrastructure;
-	 A competitor for scarce resources;
An important input to the outputs of hey users; and
A component of gross national product.
Each of these approaches is discussed in the following subsections.
1.	 Precondition for Attaining Self-sustaining Economic Growth
A nui .ber of economists have emphasized the importance of
communications in the transition of a nation from a traditional society
to one in which the dynamics of self-sustaining economic growth are
free to operate. Walt Rostow writes:
The transition we are examining has, evidently
many dimensions. A society predominantly agricultural--
with, in fact, usually 75% or more of its working force
in agriculture must shift to a predominance for industry,
communications, trade, and services. (underlining
supplied)
A society whose economic. social, and political
arrangements are built around the life of relatively
small--mainly self sufficient- -regions must orient its
commerce and its thought to lthe nation and to a still
larger international setting.
1 W. W. Rostow, The Stages of Economic Growth, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 1960. pp. 18-19.
t,
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W. Arthur Lewis links the devel.opr;ient of internal com-
munications to growth of foreign trade and rising per capita incomes.
"It is clear, " he states, "that the early stages of economic growth are
marked by increased international specialization, associated with the
development of communications... " 1 In these transitional stages,
geographic accessibility is increased and markets become larger.
Urbanization increases, local isolation is reduced, and the horizons of
economic activity expand ra p idly. Relatively large investments in
public; utilities are required to establish a framework which allows
the establishment and growth of new enterprises.
Improvements in telecommunications, particularly when
associated with improvements in transportation, can play an important
role in the advancement of a developing region to a level of self-
sustaining economic growth.2
2.	 An Element of Infrastructure
TLle-.Dmmunications facilities, along with highways, ports,
and electric power generating facilities, are often categorized as
elements of the infrastructure of a country's economy. The term
"infrastructure" implies something which must be in place before
something else can be constructed or utilized. Investments in infra-
structure are thereby placed in a predecessor relationship to external
1
	
	
-
W. Arthur Lewis,hT e Theory of Economic Growth. London,
1955, p. 342.
2 See Final Report, President's Task Force on Communications
ID	 Policy, December `i 1968, Chapter Four.
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benefits expected to be derived from those investments. The relation-
ships between telecommunications and transportation are particularly
important in developing regions, especially in relation to distribution.
marketing, government administration, and national security.
A basic investment in telecommunications is required in
order to enhance access to an economic area, and to Subsequently
allow its development bared upon modern technology. Moreover,
once telecommunications links are established and used productively in
a fairly promising location, they become in themselves locational
attractions.
Where telecommunications services have lagged behind
the development of other sectors of the economy, investment in their
improvement serves as an essential element of expansion which unlocks
potentialities of growth implicit in the disequilibri.um. Where the
telecommunications sector moves modestly ahead of balanced ex-
pansion of other sectors, it can serve as a stimulant or pace setter
for the latter.
Whether consiaerea as a preconditi n for attaining self-
sustaining economic growth, or as an element of infrastructure, it
is apparent that there exists no meaningful or effective alternative to
telecommunications as a service to the economic activities which
characterize advanced stages of development.
ID	
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3. A Competitor for Scarce Resources
Telecommunications is a competitor for scarce resources,
mainly skilled labor and investment capital. Hence, telecommunications
investments should be compared with meritorious projects in other
sectors which require these scarce resources. Telecommunications
projects of course contribute to gross national product, as do other
projects, although they tend to be relatively modest in terms of the s17e
of the required investment. On the other hand. they tend to draw on the
most proficient and technically sophisticated groups within the population.
Advanced systems, in particular, demand types of manpower which are
likely to be in very short supply in a developing economy. Hence the
labor-supply implications of such projects should be carefully assessed.
4. An Important Input to the Outputs of Key Users
The io,nact of telecommunications on economic growth
may be conceived of in terms of the significance of the services rendered
to users who in turn utilize these services in making direct and important
contribuLions to economic growth. Telecommunications are extremely
important to industries whose sources of supply, markets, or operations
are spread over large distances, and whose profits are subject to the
uncertainties of supply and demand. As domestic or international
competition becomes more severe, the uncertainties of supply and
demand tend to increase, and good communications become more important.
2
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In most developing countries, the major users of tele-
communications services can be readily identified. Main users
typically include transportation activities, major producers, banking
interests, importers, exporters and government. Such users may
well obtain substantial benefits from improved telecommunications.
If they are given suitable assistance, users can usually supply enough
information to indicate the carder of magnitude of the dollar benefits
or cost savings to their operations which may be attributable to
improved telecommunications. Likewise, information can be c,btairied
from key users as to their links, via telecommunications, with other
industries, An effort of considerable proportion is required to
gather and consolidate such information, but such an effort is strategic
in therocess of linking a specific telecommunications project to itsP	 g	 P	 P J
impact on economic growth.
5.	 A Component of Gross National Product
Telecommunications may be viewed as a com ponent of
gross national product in at least two ways. First, it rr.Lay be possible
to establish the percentage of gross national product typically or
optimally represented by telecommunications in various stages of
development. If such percentages were established on the basis of a
broad survey, it might be possible to identify situations in which a
particular country's services were undesirably constricted or
unneccesarily overdeveloped. However, few developing nations list
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telecommunications separately in their national accounts. Most often,
such services are lumped with transportation services and are not
separately identifiable without extensive analytical effort. If such
an analysis were feasible, moreover, it would only serve as an
indicator of a general state of affairs, and would not directly identify
the specific contribution which a particular project would make to
rational income.
A second, and more pertinent way of looking at the relation-
ships between telecommunications and gross national product would
attempt to link the particular project to its ramifications throughout
the national economy by means of an input-output table. Such a
procedure would require a very thorough analysis of the type suggested
in Subsection 4. It also would require a fairly detailed input-output
table. The constructior of such a table is a large research task in
itself, and usually could not be justified on the grounds of its contribution
to telecommunications analysis alone.
C. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The problem of relating telecommunications development to
economic growth in quantitative terms is one of the most challenging
areas of telecommunications analysis, both in terms of its theoretical
complexity and its practical importance. It is not a small problem and
it is not realistic to suppose that it can be addressed in all its implications
!	 within the scope of any of the four principal types of studies discussed in this
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report. A feasibility study can, within the market analysis, discover
some potential savings and economic o pportunities likely to result
from a given project, and it can also make modest contributions to theory
and practice in the area. However, for a thorough evaluation, designers
of telecommunications studies are faced essentially with two choices.
First, they can mount a major effort to solve the problem by means of a
separate study addressed solely to this purpose. Second, they can seep
to achieve a steady growth in knowledge from study to study by requiring
analysts to review previous research, and to devote specific amounts of
effort to testing hypotheses designed to advance the state of the art in
this important area.
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CHAPTER TEN
REGIONAL INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
A. INTRODUCTION
This chapter discusses the role of international regional organiza-
tions in telecommunications development. The chapter focuses on
problems of study design, giving particular attention to lessons learned
from Checchi studies of African telecommunications. Section B deals
with the relationships between regional integration and regional inter-
national organization. Section C discusses the considerations which are
important to study design.
B. REGIONAL INTEGRATION AND REGIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ORGANIZATIONS
Regional integration in the field of telecommunications often has
substantial technical and economic advantages. However, a number of
difficulties stand in the way of such integration, including problems of
international regional organization.
It should be clearly understood that regional integration and
regional organization are not identical. It is possible to have an
integrated telecommunications network shared by several countries
without establishing an international organization to own and operate
the network. Conversely, a regional telecommunications organization
can remain in existence for considerable periods of time without
successfully achieving an integrated regional network. There is no
I
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single organizational route to achieving regional integration in
telecommunications or indeed in other areas in which integration may
be desirable.
Consider the case of Africa. During the colonial period, both
Great Britain and France instituted measures for regional cooperation
among their respective African territories. As early as 1923, a
common market was formed by Kenya, Tanganyika, and Uganda.
Gradually, the three British East African territories amalgamated
port, transportation, communications, and other services under unified
authorities, a procedure which was continued after independence. The
Federation of Northern and Southern Rhodesia and Nyasaland, 1 created
in 1953, was an even more ambitious attempt at regional cooperation,
both political and economic. However, the Federation, advocated by
most European settlers, was not enthusiastically embraced by African
nationalists, perhaps because it appeared to be a means of perpetuating
white domination, and perhaps because some of its members felt that
the benefits would be apportioned unequally. In any case, the Federation
no longer exists.
New efforts to achieve regional cooperation among independent
African countries date from 1961. Only eight countries were in a position
to determine their own policy before that year. These were Ethiopia,
1	 These countries are now the countries of Zambia, Rhodesia,
and Malawi, respectively.
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Libya, Sudan, Tunisia, Morocco, Guinea, Liberia, and Ghana. In
Vi	 1959, Guinea and Ghana formed a political liaison which they conceived
of as being the nucleus of a wider union of African states. The union
did not develop, however, and thus did not serve as a model for the
rapidly increasing number of newly independent African nations.
Eighteen more countries became independent in 1960, including the
remaining French territories, the Belgian Congo and the Trust
Territories of Ruanda and Burundi, Nigeria, and Somalia.
Divisive forces have been very much in evidence in the past decade.
Since the years immediately following independence, political conflicts
have troubled relations among many African countries. Internal conflicts
have also been very common, and have been particularly acute in the
Congo and Nigeria. Where economic and financial matters are involved,
there has been little tangible progress in recent years toward regional
cooperation among more than a few countries. Although there have been
some signs of improvement in this regard, international regional
cooperation is not a clearly predominant trend.
For purposes of discussion, three categories of African tele-
comrnunications-related organizations may be identified. These are
(1) world-wide and continental organizations, (2) "hard" regional
operating organizations, and (3) "loose" regional affiliations of countries
which have, or are contemplating, telecommunications agreements in
limited areas.
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1.	 World-Wide and Continental Organizations
The Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) is a United
Nation's regional body created by the Economic and Social Council in
1958 as one of its four Regional Commissions. It is dedicated to the
promotion and planning of African economic and social development
through cooperative and regional action by African states. All inde-
pendent African countries except South Africa are full members. It is
presently working with the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
in developing African telecommunications networks and was instrumental,
along with the ITU, in the recent successful completion of the pilot link
between Addis Ababa and Abidjan.
The ITU is the international organization responsible for
technical standards, frequency registration, and other technical ma .ters
related to telecommunications. It also supports developing countries in
establishing their facilities by giving various kinds of assistance, such
as:
Advice as to the organization of administration and services;
-	 Establishing institutions for vocational training and the
training of staff personnel of telecommunications admini-
strations; and
Technical recommendations for circuits, networks,
surveys, pilot projects and other pre-investment activities.
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IThe Organization of African Unity (OQU) is an African
organization formed to coordinate and intensify African cooperation
in all fields. Like the ECA, it has as members all the independent
African countries except South Africa. The OAU has actively
sponsored regional economic cooperation, and although it is not
specifically telecommunications-oriented, it cooperates with the ECA
and ITU for telecommunications purposes.
The three organizations discussed above, although effective
in providing assistance, are not meant to be telecommunications
operating agencies.
2.	 "Bard" Regional Operating Organizations
Therc is presently in Africa only one operating "hard"
regional telecommunications organization. This is the common tele-
communications administration of Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania which
operates corporately as the East African Posts and Telecommunications
Corporation, and which is an integral part of the East African Community
(l,AC). 1 The EAC is much more than a telecommunications organization.
It is, in addition, a common market under which there is planned to be,
among other things, a common external tariff and internal freedom of
transit. The EAC has also undertaken to harmonize monetary policies
1	 The EAC is the successor to the East African Common Services
Organization (EACSO).
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among its members. The EAC has succeeded in attracting the
applications for membership of Zambia, Ethiopia, Somalia, and Burundi.
Another African organization, the Transequatorial Com-
munications Agency (ATEC), was organized to be responsible for the
maintenance of international surfaei_ -:ommunications among the Central
African Republic (C_,R), Chad, Congo (Brazzaville), and Gabon. How-
ever, ATEC has apparently not fully accomplished this purpose.
3.	 "Loose" Regional Affiliations
African organizations which are involved with regional
telecommunications, other than the East African common telecommunica-
tions administration, may be termed "loose" affiliations. To date, their
contributions to regional telecommunications growth in Africa have been
limited. Such organizations include the following:
Organisation Commune Africaine et Malgache (OCAM)
This organization, which includes the 14 ex-French and
ex-Belgian territories of Cameroon, the Central African
Republic, Chad, Congo (Brazzaville), Congo (Kinshasa),
Dahomey, Gabon, Ivory Coast, Malagasy Republic, Niger,
Rwanda, Senegal, Togo, and Upper Volta, is affiliated
with France mainly for technical assistance purposes.
The telecommunications coordinating organization attached to
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I	 the OCAM is the Union Africaine et Malgache des Post
et Telecommunications (UAMPT).
Counseil de 1'Entente
This organization, comprised of the Ivory Coast, Dahomey,
Niger, ;Jasper Volta, and Togo, is a regional organization
within OCAM. It is charged with, among other things, the
coordination of the economic and foreign policies of its
member nations in the field of communications.
Regional Economic Organization of the Maghreb
This organization, comprised of Algeria, Libya, Morocco,
and Tunisia, is devoted to furthering community action in all
economic spheres, and thus has the potential for effective
telecommunications cooperation similar to that of the Fast
African Community. Meanwhile, the Maghreb commission
dealing with Transport and Communications is working
toward cooperation in the field of communications.
Union of Central African States (UF:AC)
This organization, comprised of Congo (Kinshasa), Central
African Republic, and Chad, but with membership open to
all African states, is organized to provide for the progressive
attainment, among other things, of common transport and
telecommunications organizations.
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	 West African Regional Group (WARD)
This organization. still in the process of being created,
is comprised of Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Liberia, Mali,
Mauritania, Nigeria, Senegal, and Upper Volta. It is
designed to foster a West African Economic Community,
and would contribute, hopefully as successfully as the
East Africa Community, to cooperation in telecommunications.
4.	 Choice of Regional Organizations
The choice of the appropriate form of regional telec,)m-
munications organ: .pion to foster cooperation in telecommunications
development requires a careful assessment of existing international
relationships, as well as of the nature of the regional telecommunications
systems envisioned. A regional organization can be ineffective because
it is too "hard" for the situation, just as it can be if it is too "loose".
A very careful evaluation must be made as to the degree of cooperation
which is likely to exist.among regional neighbors, as well as to the organi-
zational imperatives which may flow from an analysis of the characteristics
of a particular regional telecommunications system.
C. REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND THE DESIGN OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS STUDIES
Exhibit Six lists a number of regional designations considered in
the Checchi study of a satellite earth station for Ethiopia. These regional
groupings were based on geographic, ethnic, economic, and other
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AEXHIBIT SIX
t	 SELECTED REGIONAL DESIGNATIONS
Number of
Countries
Designation	 In Region Composition
Coptic Plateau and	 3 Ethiopia, French
Horn of Africa Somaliland,
Somali Republic
Northeast Afr .ca	 4 Ethiopia, French
Somaliland,
Somali Republic,
Sudan
Earth Station Regional	 5 Ethiopia, French
Study Area Somaliland,
Somali Republic
Sudan, Kenya
Intercontinental	 5 Ethiopia, French
Tra:fic, Zone 15 Somaliland, Sudan,
United Arab
Republic, Libya
East African	 5 Kenya, Uganda,
Economic Community Tanzania, Ethiopia
(applicant), Somali
Republic (applicant)
Eastern Region,	 8 Ethiopia, Somali
Africa Republic, Kenya,
Uganda, Tanzania
Malawi, Zambia,
Malagasy Republic
Designator
Oxford Regional
Economic Atlas
Africa, A Hand-
book of the
Checchi and
Company
International
Telecommunica-
tion Union
East African
Economic
Community
U. N. Economic
Commission for
Africa
Sources:	 Africa, Oxford Regional Economic Atlas, 1965, p. 8.
Africa, A Handbook of the Continent, 1966, pp. 71-104.
ITU, General Plan for the Development of the International
Network, 1964-1968, 1964, p. 32.
"Survey of Africa's Economy", The New York Times,
January 2, 1968, p. C49.
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'	 relationships. They reflected the particular set of purposes which
the designators had in mind.
The international regional analysis contained in the Ethiopia
study was concerned with the regional traffic and technical implications
of the installation of a satellite earth station in Ethiopia, and with the
contribution to regional economic development which might stem from
such a project. Based on an assessment of present and potential
economic and telecommunications relationships among Ethiopia and
neighboring countries, a grouping consisting of Ethiopia, Sudan, French
Somali and, the Somali Republic, and Kenya was selected for study.
These five countries have a spatial proximity which gives rise to the
possibility of common earth station use. It was this spatial proximity,
combined with existing transport, trade and telecommunications
relationships, which served to define the international study region. It
should be noted that the grouping designated by Checchi for purposes of
its satellite earth station study differed considerably from Zone 15
established by the ITU for other purposes.
An assessment of economic, political, and telecommunications
relationships among the countries of the Checchi regional grouping
indicated that there would be little likelihood that substantial volumes
of traffic originating in or destined for countries contiguous to Ethiopia
would be routed through an Ethiopian satellite earth station. Hence, a
221
tconsideration of new international regional arrangements was not
critical to the study.
By contrast, new international arrangements were found to be
needed in Checchi's study of an international microwave trunk route
servicing Nigeria, Dahomey, Togo, Ghana and the Ivory Coast. As
shown in Exhibit Seven, these countries were found to differ greatly
in size, wealth, European orientation, and ethnic composition. The
various arrangements which exist in West Africa for the organization
and management of telecommunications were found to represent well-
establishr.d interests of a financial, political and organizational nature.
It was determined that successful operation of the proposed microwave
link requires closer collaboration among these interests thanhad
existed before. However, it was suggested that the participating
countries should be left as much freedom as possible to negotiate
mutually satisfactory arrangements, rather than being tied down to
specific details of organization in advance.
Fundamental changes in existing institutional arrangements in
West Africa were not found to be required as a prerequisite for
establishing the proposed telecommunications system. An attempt
to set up a multinational service agency along the lines of the East
African Community might not prove successful in West Africa, and
could lead to misunderstanding and delays. It was recommended that
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einternational arrangememts for operating the proposed system be
limited to those requirements which are clearly essential to the
trunk route itself.
The proposed international telecommunications system was en-
visioned as providing in itself a basis for a modest and feasible step
toward attaining regional cooperation in West Africa. Such a step
forward was viewed in terms of cooperation among managers and
technicians in national telecommunications agencies. It was deemed
unwise to encumber the proposed microwave link with a highly elaborate
international organization structure, or to tie it too closely to other plans
for regional economic and political integration. An international
committee structure concerned solely with multinational aspects of the
proposed link was deemed to be sufficient.
E
The results of the Ethiopia and West Africa studies suggest that
f	 the following considerations are pertinent to the design of telecommuni-
cations studies:
1.	 Importance of Regional Organizations
The designer of telecommunications studies should not, in
general, attempt to prejudge the f o rm which regional international organi-
0	 national arrangements should take. In most instances, however, he will
have enough information available to him to evaluate in advance the relative
4	 importance of this type of analysis to a given study. The technical
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characteristics of the telecommunications system to be evaluated, the
number of countries in which it may be located, and the relative impor-
tance of regional traffic will normally provide good indicators of the
importance of a regional international organization to the study results.
A brief review of the most recent ITU international traffic matrices, 1
a brief examination of alternative system characteristics, 2 and a review
of the circumstances which have given rise to the study will usually be
sufficient for this purpose.
2.	 International Relationships
International political relationships between developing countries
can be quite mercurial. Disputes may stem from disagreements over
boundaries, differing orientation toward industrialized countries, or dis-
agreements concerning internal political affairs. Like commercial air
transport and postal relationships, telecommunications relationships among
neighbors may be isolated, to a degree, from political difficulties. Never-
theless, where international problems are of a longstanding or particularly
bitter nature, they can complicate organizational arrangements with respect
to regional telecommunications, and can require substantial analytical
effort in order to formulate approaches to solutions.
1 See discussion in Section B of Chapter Three.
2 See discussion in Section D of Chapter Five.
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3. The Relative Size and Importance of the Countries Under Study
An integrated network usually requires (1) agreement as to
which nations are to serve as transit centers for their neighbors and
(2) agreement on the part of some nations to accept a higher degree of
dependence on the telecommunications systems of neighboring countries
than would be the case with a nor!-integrated system. It is usually
easier to work out such agreements between nations whose wealth, popu-
lation, and telecommunications development are unequal than it is
between nations of similar size. Small nations can more easily accept a
position of dependence upon the facilities of a large neighbor than on a
neighbor of equal size. Two large neighbors can be vigorous competitors
for the prestige of providing central facilities, the more so because each
may have the resources to proceed independently. Agreements between
equals often call for hard and sophisticated bargaining, and will usually
impact on organizational arrangements. The study designer will usually
have enough information available on potential regional partners to make
reasonably good guesses concerning the complexities which may emerge
from such considerations.
4. Geographical Location
The relationships between countries which are not contiguous
will differ from those which adjoin each other. Normally, non-contiguous
countries will be less willing to establish relationships of mutual dependence
it	 226
6with contiguous countries. On the other hand, there may, in such
cases, be fewer immediate irritations of the type which arise from
proximity. On the whole, however, the more non-contiguous countries
included in the study, the more difficult the organizational problems
will be.
5.	 Organizational Problems
If the study designer perceives the existence of a significant
problem of regional international organization, he should decide whether
he wishes the analysis to (1) establish a framework within which the
problem can be solved by the parties, and/or (2) suggest in some detail
the nature of an organizational solution. In developing a scope of work,
he should recognize that the details of an organizational solution are
inextricably connected with the nature of the technical and financial
arrangements which are made among the countries concerned. More-
over, developing detailed plans for regional organization requires
activities on the part of the analyst which take on the character of
preliminary negotiations. A two-phase organizational study should be
considered in such circumstances. The first phase would consist of the
preparation of an economic, technical, and financial feasibility study
which establishes the framework for an organizational solution, and
relates it to other pertinent aspects of the proposed improvements. The
second phase would commence after the principal interests concerned had
had an opportunity to review the study and to react to it. Taking these
227
E.I
.e• reactions into account, the analyst will then be in a position to make
detailed suggestions which are pertinent to bargaining realities, and
which can expedite the process of achieving constructive results.
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